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As we all know, the consumption of fresh fruit and vegetable are growing due to 

increasing health concern in recent years. Melons as an important part of fruit 

consumption have its unique characteristics. In this research, melons have been 

grouped into 5 categories: cantaloupe, honeydew, watermelon, mixed melon, and other 

melons. Expenditure allocation models and specifically the AIDS model are used to 

estimate consumer demand, explicitly showing the direct and cross price elasticities for 

the melon types. AIDS models are estimated using in-store scanner data recording both 

volume and expenditures on five melon types. Data from eight U.S. regions are reported 

monthly from 2003 through 2008 giving a total of observations in the full dataset.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Market 

Fresh fruit and vegetables are major food products in human diets and 

consumption trends show them becoming a more important sector in grocery stores. U. 

S. retail sale of fruits and vegetables increased by nearly six percent in 2006 and there 

is little evidence of the trend slowing. According to the Produce Marketing Association 

(PMA), the size of the fresh produce industry was near $56.3 billion in sales for 2006 

and this only included retail sales (PMA, 2007).   

While the growth of fresh fruits and vegetables consumption continues to be driven 

by many factors, four conditions are expected to be particularly important.  Concern for 

more balanced diets involving lower proportion of carbohydrates, fats and oils and a 

higher proportion of dietary fiber, vitamins and minerals are generally expected to have 

measurably influenced the growth in fresh produce consumption. A desire for foods that 

preserve their nutritional value; retain freshness, natural color, flavor and texture; and 

contain fewer additives contributes to the development of new markets for fresh fruit 

and vegetables. 

Second, a trend towards simplification in daily meal preparation has lead to buying 

products requiring less time and effort. No less than in the 60’s, the preparation of lunch 

or dinner needed several hours to prepare even after considerable planning in advance. 

With advancements in storage and cooking technology, meals are prepared in less than 

one hour and home dinner menus are often determined much closer to the meal time 

(Cook, 1998). The expanding availability of fresh fruit and vegetable and other pre-cut 

ready-to-eat food products contributes to the reduction in the time dedicated to meal 
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preparation. Demand for convenience and less time needed for meal planning and 

preparation must be related, at least in part, to the changing work demographics with 

more women in full-time employment away-from-home. 

With advantage of the information age where consumers quickly see so much 

information about lifestyles, new products, health benefits (or problems), alternatives 

uses to name just a few, it is not surprising that consumers are willing to experiment and 

change their preferences within certain bounds. Preferences are based on a given state 

of information which changes quickly and is readily accessible. For example, consumers 

hear about lycopene and initially many probably did not even know what the term 

meant. Yet they can quickly Google and find out and, in turn, change their preferences. 

Preference for healthy foods was already there, but preferences for food high in 

lycopene could be a new thing. Preferences for a traditional produce like watermelon 

may have been mostly based on a historical understanding and experience. Now the 

same consumers may have a new interest and preference for this specific fruit given 

new information.  

Desire for variety (color, size, flavor, and appearance), packaging, food safety, and 

form contributes to growth in the demand for fruits and vegetables as well. Introduction 

of pre-packaged salads is a classical example of providing convenience through 

packaging basically the same set of produce. Turning to watermelons again, at least 

five different types of watermelon can be purchased in supermarket: whole watermelon, 

half or quarter cut watermelon, sliced watermelon, cubic-cut watermelon and mixed-fruit 

salad, many in different sizes and packages. Also there is an increasing supply of exotic 

or non-conventional fruit and vegetables, which notably expands the purchase options. 
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Cook (1997) noted that in a well-supplied supermarket in the United States, generally 

more than 340 options of different fruit and vegetables exist. 

Based on the report from PMA 2007, the trend in retail fruit and vegetable produce 

sales grew six percent in 2006, reaching $56.3 billion (See figure 1-1). The market for 

fresh produce has experienced similar increases since 1998. With the health benefits 

associated with eating fruit and vegetables becoming clearer, a general tendency 

towards greater consumption and variety in fresh produce market can be expected 

(PMA, 2007). 

The fruit and vegetable sector comprises both large and small-scale production 

units geographically throughout the country depending on the specific produce. Most of 

these products enter commercial channels through retail markets and food services. 

Retail markets include but not limited to supermarkets, farmer fresh markets, regional 

markets, farm stall sales, and some on the farm (you-pick-it). Food services mean that 

fruit and vegetables have been purchased directly by restaurants, hotels, hospitals, 

nursery schools, military, and other institutions. From PMA report, 56 percent fruit and 

vegetables have been purchased in retail markets.  This number is near that seen for 

most food goods with the number usually being closer to 50 percent away-from-home 

consumption. 

In addition to the final point of sale, movement of produce through the distribution 

channels has shown significant changes over the years.  At one point nearly all produce 

moved from the farm to packinghouses and then to wholesale markets.  From these 

wholesale markets the product flowed to both retail stores and food services.  With the 

growth of larger producers and food chains/discount outlets (Wal Mart), an increasing 
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share of the produce moves from the farm or packinghouse facilities direct to the food 

chain distribution points thus circumventing the traditional wholesale markets.  This 

trend has important implications for measuring the flow of produce through the U.S. 

distribution system. At one point the wholesale market flows gave a good indication of 

the volume movement. Data from the USDA unload statistics provided the databases 

for analyzing demand for most of produce groups. As share of volume moving through 

this distribution point declines, the numbers become less useful. As will be discussed 

later, having data closer to the consumer (retail) is the best way to get around this 

problem. Yet even the retail data do not capture the food service sector. Again these 

issues will be discussed as the chapters are developed. 

 Although fruit and vegetables are always mentioned together as healthy diet, the 

ways to consume the two are different. Most vegetables have been consumed by 

cooking with other vegetables or cooking with meat produces, even though, some 

vegetables can be prepared for salad without cooking, such as lettuces, tomatoes, and 

cucumber. Fruit are often eaten fresh, or mixed with milk or yogurt for liquid produces 

such as fruit smoothies. Figure 1-2 shows that fruit captures 51% of retail produces sale 

in 2006, which has bigger share than vegetables. 

 Demand for fruits and vegetables entails a group of heterogeneous products that 

fit within a loosely define category.  Within this group some sub-groups are substitutable 

and unique within the broader group. Others are highly complementarily such as 

ingredients for salads (i.e., tomatoes, lecture, carrots, radishes, etc.). Melons are a 

particularly unique sub-group that have common attributes within the sub-group but are 

usually expected to be less substitutable outside the sub-group. Melons are defined to 
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include watermelons, honeydews, cantaloupes, and mixed melons. This sub-category is 

the focus of this dissertation where interest is in the demand for this category of produce 

because of the uniqueness of the products, changes in the availability and forms, and 

the increasing effort to inform consumers about the attributes of watermelons 

particularly.  Hence, the remaining portions of this research now turn to this group of 

produce within the broader fruit and vegetable market. 

Watermelon Market 

Melons as an important part of fruit consumption have its unique characteristics. 

Most melons appear in market as whole, sliced-cut, or mixed with other fruits for salad. 

The tasty, sweet, aromatic melons popular in recent market are cantaloupes, 

honeydews, and watermelons. Table 1-1 shows the penetration rate for fresh fruit in 

2005 where 48 percent of American households purchased cantaloupes at least 4 times 

a year. Thirty-eight percent purchased watermelons at least 3 times a year while 

honeydews were not even recorded in the data source in table 1-1. 

 From 2003 through 2007 approximately 20.2 billion pound melons were 

purchased in U.S. retail markets. Figure 1-3 illustrated that watermelons accounted for 

approximately 59.2 percent of retail quantity sales, while cantaloupes and honeydews 

had 34.3 percent and 4.7 percent, respectively. Calculated by value, watermelons had 

50.4 percent market sharing, while cantaloupes and honeydews had 37.9 percent and 

7.0 percent. The reason watermelons have more market share in quantity but less in 

value is that the prices of watermelons are usually the lowest among these three 

melons. The average price for watermelon from 2003 to 2007 period was 56 cents per 

pound which is about half the price of honeydews. Compared with cantaloupes, the 

price is almost 20 cents per pound cheaper.  
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 Watermelon, Citrullus lanatus, is a member of the Cucurbitaceous family and is 

considered a warm season crop. The fruit has a globe or oblong shape, with pulp 

coloration varying from scarlet to red, yellow, and cream. The skin is green, with or 

without stripes, and it has a very polished and hairless surface. In seeded watermelons, 

there are large amounts of small dark seeds distributed within the flesh.  Watermelons 

have been known to Americans for centuries. It remains primarily an outdoor fresh fruit 

delight being popular as a summertime treat. Over the past years, nutritionists, medical 

professionals, scientists and researchers have found that watermelon is a very healthy 

product where 500 grams of raw edible portion of watermelon flesh would provide 2950 

International Units of vitamin A (60% of the recommended daily dietary allowance -

RDA), 35 mg of vitamin C (78% of the RDA), and 2.5 mg of iron (25% of the RDA) 

(Martin and Coolidge, 1978) while only added 130 calories and very little sodium.   

Watermelon has been found to be the lycopene leader in fresh produces. Although 

watermelon and tomatoes both have lots of lycopene, watermelon contains higher 

levels of lycopene than fresh tomatoes and human body can use the lycopene from 

watermelon more easily than lycopene from raw tomatoes.  

 Important quality characteristics in watermelon are defined as sweetness, 

juiciness, crispness, and red flesh color. These characteristics must be maintained 

throughout and after storage in whole and, especially, in fresh-cut fruit, in order to 

attend to customers’ desires.  However, the postharvest life of watermelon is extremely 

short, about to 1-3 days when prepared in retail facilities. This short period does not 

allow the processing of the products for later shipping and distribution in other regions. 
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 Watermelons are typically large-sized fruit and are very sensitive to mechanical 

damage. An older study showed that inspection during the year 1972-1985 on 

watermelon shipped to New York revealed that 34.5 percent of the melons were 

bruised, 20 percent were scarred, and 4.6 percent were cracked.  Changes in the 

distribution system have likely improved this problem since one channel of handling has 

been returned. 

 Watermelon has increasingly been marketed as fresh-cut along with other melon 

types, such as cantaloupes and honeydew. It is commonly found in market as whole, 

halves, quarters, slices or cubes, which can be bought separately or mixed with different 

kinds of melons, or with other kinds of fruits. Other than being served as a dessert or 

fruit salad, watermelon can be compressed into juice. There are also reports that in 

some countries the juice is used to make beer, while the rind can be prepared as 

preserve.  

Watermelons have shown a rise in production in the United States (ERS; USDA; 

NASS). Although the planted area has decreased, production has increased in the 

same period, thus pointing to yield increases. 

U.S. watermelon production is mainly concentrated in the South with major 

producing states being Florida, Texas, Georgia, South Carolina, California, and 

Alabama. Annual production in each state fluctuates (See table 1-2). The percentages 

of the total production (weight-basis) in 2007 were Georgia 24.17%; Florida 18.92%; 

California 15.94%; Texas 9.84%; Arizona 7.84%; and Indiana 6.21%. National 

production was 42.869 billion pounds for a total value of $476.21 million dollars 

(Agricultural Statistics 2008). The increase in watermelon production has been directly 
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impacted by the development of seedless varieties, which have shown an expansive 

market (Maynerd, 1995). The success of these varieties is attributed to the convenience 

they provide to consumers. According to Elmstrom and Maynard (1992) seeded 

watermelons can have 1,000 seeds per fruit, which can make the consumption of this 

commodity uncomfortable. Therefore, an increase in consumption per capita of 

watermelon on the order of 2.1 kg was observed for the period of 1986 to 1996 (NWPB, 

1998b; Ward 2008) 

 As a perishable commodity, watermelon is sold largely in the domestic cash 

market. The marketing season for U.S. watermelons generally runs from April to 

October. The growers usually can receive the strongest prices during the first two 

months of the season which means from late April to early June. In the United States, 

watermelons can be marketed through a variety of outlets which include but are not 

restricted to roadside stands, farmers’ market, local markets, wholesale, or super 

markets.  

 Demand is highly seasonal as is domestic production (See figure 1-4). Since it is 

a perishable product, it is hard to store and carry into non-producing months. Imports 

have increased especially in the last several years with nearly all of the imports entering 

the U.S. market in the off months of the domestic production cycle. With the imports 

from Mexico and other Central America countries, watermelons are generally available 

throughout the year. 

Research Problem 

Understanding and measuring the demand for any commodity is essential to both 

projecting future market conditions and for bringing about needed changes. One cannot 

scientifically determine needed changes with having some level of understanding of the 
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core demand and of what impacts that demand.  In that sense, the melon markets in the 

U.S. are not different from other consumer goods markets.  This study focuses on the 

melon market not because of its national importance but more for its regional 

importance and public policy dimensions relating to trade and imports. The watermelon 

industry, in particular, has a national generic promotion program designed to enhance 

the demand for watermelons drawing on mandatory industry assessments. It is a 

product where significant changes have been made in product form and packaging with 

form being in terms of seeded versus seedless melons.  It is a product where new 

information about health benefits has been recently documented. Similarly melons 

generally have little to no negative attributes and are readily recognized at the point of 

purchase. Hence, with the right databases, demand studies of melons provide a unique 

opportunity for applying some advanced methods to demand modeling for this sub-

group of fruits and vegetables. 

As we know the watermelon industry has changed tremendously and consumers 

likely have changed their preferences too. Increasing varieties of watermelon gives 

consumers more choices. Genetic improvement provides consumers with products 

having better quality. Increasing import makes highly seasonal watermelon available in 

the off season for domestic production. Improvement in processing procedure shows 

that watermelon can be stored for longer period without losing its appearance and taste. 

Increasing variety in packaging from size to different combination with other fruit gives 

customer more choice and makes it more convenient to purchase melons as ready-to-

eat products. For the last decade watermelon’s health benefits has been published and 
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more acknowledged by customers. A rapid growth in per capita consumption could be 

predicted.  

As a normal commodity, watermelon consumption and the other melons should 

change depending on watermelon’s price, other substitutes’ price and quantity, personal 

income, and understanding of product attributes. External factors such as commodity’s 

quality, availability in supply, market outlet, consumer’s preference, information, and 

promotion programs may influence demand as well. The major issue and interest is 

analyzing and quantifying the factors influencing the consumption of watermelons. How 

sensitive is demand to these factors? Are there regional differences in demand? To 

answer the above questions, we will use demand and simulation models to quantify the 

demand for melons drawing on retail grocery store sales based on store scanner data. 

Demand models are used to measure the different factors that influence the 

consumption of watermelon, such as price, quantity, income, and demographic effects. 

Simulation models are used to predict the long term consumption pattern for 

watermelon and to illustrate demand changes under different “What If” circumstances. 

Objective 

The research objectives are as follows: 

• Construct a cross-sectional data base consisting of melon monthly data, including 
prices and quantities among different regions, according to specific measurable 
product attributes. 

• Using expenditure allocation models, estimate the U.S. demand for melons in 
general and watermelons specifically.  

• Within the expenditure allocation model, show the specific effects of product form 
(whole versus cut) and attributes (seeded versus seedless). 

• Analyze the substitutability across melons showing both the direct and cross price 
elasticities.  
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• Using the model parameters, develop simulation programs for both exploring the 
impacting of various industry policies  and for forecasting into new crop years.  

• Where feasible explore the stability of the model parameters to determine the 
short term (seasonal) and long term (across season) changes in demand. 

Scope of the Watermelon Analysis 

These analyses are limited to the sub-group of fruits and vegetables usually 

referred to as the melon sub-group. Melons are defined to include watermelons, 

honeydews, cantaloupes, and other melons. While melons move through several 

distribution channels ending either at the retail produce sectors or food services, this 

analysis is limited to the retail produce outlets. At the retail there is no explicit distinction 

between domestic versus imports except for the time of year where for some months 

there is no domestic production.  All demand analysis is based on in-store scanner data 

thus depending on those stores with such facilities.  The data are collected by a widely 

known private company that specializes in such collection procedures and projection to 

the national markets. All data are monthly across nine U.S. regions starting with the 

year 2003 through the summer of 2008 for a total of six crop years.  Specifically, the 

data base consists of monthly melon price and quantity from 2003 to 2007. Melons are 

divided into four major categories: watermelons, cantaloupes, honeydew, and mixed 

melons. For watermelon, seed and seedless are reported separately along with whole 

melon and cut melons. The data regions include California, Great Lakes, Midsouth, 

Northeast, Plains, South Central, Southeast, and West. Census demographic data for 

the eight regions provide some insight into household profiles and purchasing power.  

While it is desirable to have direct demographics included in the models, the data 

available are aggregated across households so differences in demographics are lost.  
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However, to the extent that regions capture broad demographic differences the effects 

of population differences are at least partially captured in the regional variables.  

Hence, the analysis is based on points as close to the consumer as possible and 

does not measure demand at lower points in the market distribution channels such as 

the farm level.  However, some general links between these points will be explored. 

Methodology 

 Let Qilt and Eilt  be the quantity and expenditures on melon i in region l during 

time period t. There are five goods hence i≤ 5; l≤8; and 2003 ≤t≤2008.  Total 

expenditures on melons for any given i and t is the sum of the Eilt. Assuming that 

melons are separable from all other fruits and vegetables, then the question is if one 

can determine the demand for each i using that information. Expenditure allocation 

models and specifically the AIDS model are used to precisely estimate the demand from 

the expenditures on melons (Eit). U.S. watermelon market at the retail levels are used to 

estimate monthly data of pooled cross section of regions with the scanner data 

aggregated or averaged over months. A retail watermelon demand model shows the 

relationship between watermelon and other substitutes and effect of different regions as 

well as seasonal differences. Since the data are pooling cross sections and time series, 

both random and fixed effect models are used to derive the AIDS parameters.  Random 

effect models assume that regional and time differences are captured in the model 

residuals.  Whereas, the fixed effect model allows differences across regions and time 

to be measured in the model intercept. Generally, the fixed effect models are more 

insightful for policy purposes. Either way, the parameters will be compared and 

contrasted between the two approaches. Since strong seasonality in demand is already 

known to exist, all models well be estimated first with actual market data and then with 
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deseasonalized data.  That is, for the latter the seasonal effects are moved prior to 

estimate the AIDS model(s).  While the first round of estimates will be limited to the 

AIDS specification, other expenditures allocation specifications will be entertained. 

 All econometric models and simulations programs will be written in a TSP format 

along with the database management in a TSP file (i.e., files carrying the TLB 

extension).  This is a very rich program that facilitates modeling and simulations useful 

for both asking “What If” questions and for forecasting both in and out of the sample.  

Methodologically, the models are estimated in TSP and the parameters saved in a TLP 

file. Then the parameters are later accessed and incorporated into the appropriate 

simulation model using PROC procedures. The PROC allows one to set the conditions, 

run the simulation, and finally write the simulated results to a spreadsheet for 

interpretation. An entire chapter will be devoted to this section. 

Overview 

 Chapter 2 provides insight into the literature dealing with fresh fruit and vegetable 

markets; watermelon industry and its supporting organizations; generic advertising, and 

food safety issues. Chapter 3 provides an in-depth discussion of the data and 

presentation about the market statistics based on the scanner data. Chapter 4 

discusses several demand models theoretically and an explicit form of the AIDS model 

outlined including estimation issues. Issues relating to scanner data are discussed as 

well. Chapter 5 provides the detail description of watermelon demand model and the 

actual estimates. Chapter 6 presents the sensitivity analysis using the simulation model. 

Chapter 7 links the empirical analysis to public policies and provides general 

conclusions and recommendations. Several appendices are used to document the 

estimation process.
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Figure 1-1.  Retail fruit and vegetable sales in U.S. 
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Figure 1-2.  Fruit and vegetable market sharing in U.S. 
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Table 1-1.  Percentage of households purchasing fresh fruit in U.S.(PMA, 2007) 
Fruit % of households purchasing item # times purchased/year 
Bananas 84 15 
Grapes 68 6 
Apples 67 6 
Cantaloupes 48 4 
Oranges 44 4 
Peaches 42 3 
Watermelons 38 3 
Nectarines 30 3 
Strawberries 61 5 
Cherries 23 2 
Grapefruits 19 3 
Avocados 23 5 
Limes 17 3 
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Figure 1-3.  Melon market share and market price in U.S.  
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Table 1-2.  Watermelon for fresh market: area, production and value per hundred 
weights, by States, 2005-2007 

State Area Harvested (acres) Production (1,000 cwt.) 
Value per unit (dollars per 
cwt.) 

  2005 2006 2007 2005 2006 2007 2005 2006 2007 
GA 25000 29000 37000 5250 6815 10360 7.90 8.00 7.90 
FL 26000 25300 24800 8190 8349 8110 15.50 13.30 18.80 
TX 22300 22600 22200 5798 7232 4218 12.80 8.60 8.20 
CA 14000 12900 13400 6860 6579 6834 11.10 11.30 11.30 
AZ 7400 7800 8200 3367 3276 3362 15.20 12.00 12.20 
IN 7300 7400 7400 2774 2738 2664 7.20 9.50 7.60 
NC 6100 7200 7400 1037 1440 1554 7.00 9.00 8.00 
SC 7000 7500 7000 770 1575 1015 9.00 9.00 8.00 
OK 5000 4000 4500 725 320 563 9.40 9.70 10.50 
MO 3500 2900 3800 963 856 741 6.60 8.10 6.20 
DE 2800 2300 3200 854 874 1200 9.50 11.00 9.00 
MS 2900 3100 3200 435 481 544 11.00 12.70 11.70 
MD 2400 2600 2800 672 728 672 13.00 9.00 13.00 
AL 2900 2700 2100 203 270 200 9.50 9.10 11.50 
AR 2000 2000 1900 160 370 418 9.00 9.30 10.50 
VA 1500 1800 1800 345 342 414 10.50 11.80 12.50 

Sources: NASS, Crops Branch 
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Figure 1-4.  Watermelon monthly seasonality consumption  
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

Fruits and vegetables are both major food products in their own right and key 

ingredients in many cuisines. Eating fruit and vegetable has long been associated with 

health benefits, and this fact has become even clearer in recent decades.  If fruits and 

vegetables are to be consumed fresh to keep their color, flavor and texture, they must 

be handled carefully to avoid being deteriorated before they reach consumers as fresh 

retail products once harvested. Melons and watermelons are both important products in 

fruit and vegetable market. Before rushing into the statistics and econometric models, a 

detailed background of fruit and vegetable, melon and watermelon will be discussed in 

this chapter. We will also look at the generic advertising related to this research and 

food safety regulations faced by U.S. fruit industry. 

Fruits and Vegetables 

Increasing Demand of Fruits and Vegetables 

Most fruits and vegetables have been cultivated since ancient times, especially 

fruits which were all known to the Romans who spread them throughout their empire. In 

recent decades, there is a worldwide tendency towards a greater consumption of fruits 

and vegetables.  

This growth of consumption is driven by many factors. Four of those conditions are 

expected to be particularly important. First, concern for more balanced diets involving 

lower proportion of carbohydrates, fats, and oils and a higher proportion of dietary fiber, 

vitamins and minerals are generally expected to have measurably influenced the growth 

in fresh produce consumption. In addition, a desire for foods that preserve their 
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nutritional value, retain freshness, natural color, flavor and texture, and contain fewer 

additives contributes to the development of new markets for fresh fruit and vegetables.  

Second, a trend towards simplification in daily meal preparation has lead to buying 

products requiring less time and effort. Probably the most significant fact that 

encourages this tendency is the increasing incorporation of women in full-time work who 

wish to reduce their time buying and preparing foods. 

Consumption patterns are also influenced by the increasing market segmentation 

through the expansion in shapes, colors, flavors, ways of preparation, and/or packaging 

in which a product is presented. For example, at least five different types of watermelon 

can be purchased in supermarket as whole watermelon, half or quarter cut watermelon, 

sliced watermelon, cubic-cut watermelon, and mixed-fruit salad, many in different sizes 

and packages. Also, with advantage of the information age where consumers quickly 

acquire so much information about lifestyles, new products,  health benefits (or 

problems), alternatives uses to name just a few, it is not surprising that consumers may 

be willing to experiment and change their preferences with certain bounds. For 

example, consumers hear about lycopene and initially many probably did not even know 

what the term meant.  After research, they can quickly find out that watermelon rich in 

lycopene could be a new product for health diets. 

The last but not the least important factor is the growing demand for higher 

external and internal quality. As a consumer, other than price, quality will be the most 

important aspect to influence the decision of purchasing. When we talk about quality, it 

means the attribute, property, or basic nature of fruits or vegetables in this research. 

There are two groups of criteria for judging quality: external quality and internal quality. 
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External quality includes presentation, appearance, uniformity, ripeness, and freshness. 

In fruit and vegetable market, the external aspects are the main components in the 

decision to purchase which is usually taken when the consumer sees the product 

exhibited at the sales point. This is particularly important in self-service systems, for 

example supermarket outlet where the product must “self-sell,” and if it is not chosen, it 

represents a loss for the seller. Internal quality includes flavor, aroma, texture, 

nutritional value, and absence of biotic and non-biotic contaminants. Internal aspects 

are not generally perceived externally but are equally important to many consumers. 

Quality aspects are complex perceptions that are simultaneously evaluated by the 

consumer either objectively or subjectively. By sight, smell, and touch, consumers can 

instantly compare or associate it with past experiences with textures, aromas, and 

flavors. The consumption will bring final evaluation. If the result is satisfactory, loyalty is 

generated associated with types, presentation forms, packaging, sales places, etc. Fruit 

and vegetables are consumed mainly for their nutritive value as well as for the variety of 

shapes, colors, and flavors that make them attractive for food preparation. Figure 2-1 

shows the important aspects when the consumer decides to purchase certain fruit or 

vegetable product. 

Nutrition Facts of Fruits and Vegetables 

Many consumers choose to consume fruits and vegetables because of their health 

benefit. Although the life expectancy of U.S. citizens has increased since 1990, many 

populations are living with higher levels of chronic disease and disability. Governments 

have to cope with spiraling social and health care costs related to these diseases. 

Southon and Faulks (2002) present evidence that diets rich in fruits and vegetables can 

decrease chronic diseases. In their research, ‘at least 37 cohort, 196 case-controlled 
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and 14 ecological studies have investigated the relationship between fruit and vegetable 

consumption and the risk of cancer’. Overall, the studies of all cancer sites taken 

together, 78% have shown a significant decrease in risk of cancer for higher intake of at 

least one fruit and/or vegetable category examined.  

In past decades, many experts’ reports have recommended higher consumption of 

fruits and vegetables with none disagreement. In fact, increasing fruit and vegetable 

consumption is regarded as the second most important strategy for cancer prevention 

after reducing smoking. In 1990, The World Health Organization recommended a goal 

of at least 400g of fruit and vegetable daily. This report, together with other reports from 

expert bodies, has been translated into a recommendation for the consumption of at 

least five portions of fruits and vegetables per day. 

The strength and consistency of evidence for the health benefits of diets rich in 

fruits and vegetables guide national policy making in diet and health issues. They also 

facilitate community and local government that address national dietary goals to 

increase fruit and vegetable consumption. For example, the ‘5-A-Day for Better Health’ 

program in the United States aims to increase consumption of fruit and vegetable to an 

average of five or more servings a day. The goal of this program is to improve the 

health of Americans through a partnership among the health community, government 

agencies, the fruit and vegetable industry, and other private sectors. Although the 

program increases the sales and consumption of fruit and vegetable in the United 

States, the State Indicator Report on Fruits and Vegetables(2009) shows that all states 

in the country fall short of national objectives for consumption of fruit and vegetable. 

Nationally, CDC (the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) supported state 
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surveys indicate that only 33 percent of adults are meeting the recommendation for fruit 

consumption and 27 percent are meeting the vegetable recommendation ( 

www.fruitsandveggiesmorematters.org). 

Consumer Aspects of Fruit and Vegetable Markets 

Since we focus on the demand side of fruit and vegetable (especially melon) 

market in this research, it is inevitable to mention ‘consumer’. Consumption patterns are 

specific for each country or regions and they vary with age, sex, educational and 

socioeconomic levels. However, there are universal behavior patterns in the 

characteristics of demands which can be used to understand and predict consumer 

behavior. 

The inter-professional Technical Centre for fruit and vegetables (Laborde, et al., 

1993) identifies three different types of group behavior patterns. The first group 

comprises consumers with a basic attitude. They prefer traditional-looking and buy 

generic and undifferentiated fruits and vegetables. The second group seeks quality 

differentiation, for example, organic or quality certified products, commercial brands, 

labels of certification of origin or regional produce. The third group is convenience 

consumers. They are looking for fast and simple ways to prepare meals and therefore 

prefer prepared salad, pre-cooked products, pre-packaged items and fresh-cut, frozen, 

canned and ready to eat products. 

No matter which group the consumers belong to, the main reason for consumption 

is obtaining satisfaction. For fruit and vegetables, it means to meet nutritional 

requirements and to enjoy different tastes, textures, colors, and aromas. The tangible 

quality attributes such as uniformity, freshness, color, ripeness, and packaging affect 

appearance to make produce more appealing or attractive. Intangible quality attributes, 
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such as quality, environmentally friendly production techniques, brand reputation and 

image of the supplier, also influence buying decision (Camelo, 2004). 

Distribution System of Fruit and Vegetable Markets 

Distribution of produce to consumers can be undertaken in two ways: indirectly or 

directly. In the former, intermediaries (retailers, wholesalers, brokers, etc) are 

responsible for conveying consumer preferences to producers who prepare products to 

satisfy this demand. On the other hand, selling directly provides farmers with the 

opportunity to explore the complex range of consumer behavior and to innovate by 

looking for new alternatives. 

The fruit and vegetable products are different from other agricultural products. 

They comprise many small-scale farmers on small plots in many production areas 

around the country, and are often located in areas distant from their main markets. This 

is the main reason why produce is distributed indirectly to consumers through 

middlemen and markets. Different commercial agreements and relationships exist 

between buyers and sellers. Price normally depends on volume and the quality of 

produce supplied. There are four types of indirect marketing. 

The most common type of indirect marketing is probably terminal wholesale 

markets. Produce supplied from different growing areas is assembled and sold through 

intermediaries (wholesalers, distributors, importers, etc.) to retailers, food service 

companies, supermarket chains or smaller regional markets. The main advantage of 

terminal markets is that the high concentration of supply and demand created by larger 

volumes establishes greater competition. Another benefit is the fixing of reference 

prices for the produce traded. Fruits and vegetables should be packaged according to 
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market handling and transport methods. Wholesalers usually take ownership of produce 

or they can sell produce on a commission basis. 

Producers located close to wholesale markets can rent space on a daily basis to 

sell their produce. The main benefit is the high concentration of buyers. However, 

because of small volumes of product for sale, they often lack bargaining power. 

Other marketing alternatives to selling in wholesale markets include selling to 

collectors, truck drivers, shippers, packers, and agents. Local sales to retail outlets 

(including supermarkets) provide another alternative. Purchasing directly from 

producers rather than through wholesalers provides some additional benefits. These 

include freshness, price, or offering a special exclusive product. However, high volumes 

required by supermarket chains may exclude small-scale farmers as suppliers. 

There is another method to gain access to large markets: collecting product from 

several producers through a cooperative or selling to individual pack houses. Benefits 

include uniformity of quality and packaging, reduced costs, and the opportunity to hire 

marketing specialists to increase sales and profitability. 

Direct market is sales by the farmer direct to the consumer. Different studies show 

that some consumers prefer direct contact with the producer/seller compared to an 

impersonal service, although the latter are in some cases more efficient. One of the 

main advantages of direct sales to consumers is the opportunity to reduce marketing 

costs and to add value to the product. In this way, the profit margin is increased. There 

are four types of direct marketing as well. 

 The retail outlets are mostly located in street corners, areas near shopping 

centers, or any other areas that attract many people, each to access and have good 
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visibility. Although many customers have a written or mental list of fruits and vegetables 

they intend to buy, most buying decisions are made inside the store. The layout and 

organization of the retail store may help customers to make a purchase thereby 

increasing sales. Many customers prefer the traditional system because personal 

interaction increases buyer confidence. Loyalty can be built when sellers provide 

consistence of good quality, freshness, and reasonable prices. 

Street selling is the method of marketing frequently seen in developing countries. 

However, street selling and peddling is generally not allowed by most municipalities. 

There are two main reasons for this. First, there are public health and hygiene 

considerations. The second reason is that it constitutes unfair competition for 

established outlets which are periodically inspected and are liable to taxes on their 

operations. 

Farmers market is a form of direct marketing. It is located in or within proximity of a 

community where growers sell directly to numerous customers. Cash sales and the 

possibility of selling under or oversize units that cannot be marketed through other 

marketing channels are the main benefits of this system for farmers. For consumers it 

provides the opportunity to buy fresh produce or home made products and to interact 

with producers in an informal environment. The main advantages of selling at farmers 

markets include: minimum investment required to operate, no need for packaging 

materials, large volume of produce, or a wide variety of products. Disadvantages 

include low volume of unit sales, the need for customers to be served, and bad weather 

conditions. 
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  Farm stall sales attract many customers as well. This form of direct marketing 

has the advantage of adding value. The farm outlet should be located on relatively busy 

roads, so it can be seen from a certain distance. The rustic and simple appearance is 

the main characteristic that differentiates them from other produce outlets. There is a 

special type of farm sales called "U-pick" or "pick-your-own" system. Consumers can 

harvest fruits and vegetables on their own. The main benefit to the farmer with this form 

of direct marketing method is there is no need to harvest. It also eliminates the need for 

sorting and packaging costs. This results in lower prices, making the produce more 

attractive to the consumer. The customer also has the opportunity of spending a day 

outdoors in contact with nature, and produce is harvested at optimum ripeness. 

Frequently this is a recreational event for families. 

Selling to restaurants and hotels need to be mentioned here separately. Usually, 

when we talk about demand, we normally refer to household demand. However, part of 

consumption of fruit and vegetable are from restaurants, hotels, hospitals, nursery 

school, and other institutions. Demand for those places is undertaken to reduce costs 

and to simplify the daily supply and preparation of different dishes served. Steady all 

year round demand is the main advantage to the farmer. The farmer has the opportunity 

of adding value to the product by washing, peeling, pitting, slicing, portioning, etc. One 

of the main disadvantages is the difficulty of satisfying steady demand with seasonal 

products and that prices can vary significantly. Other factors include limited storage 

space in restaurants, regular delivery of small volume orders, higher telephone and 

transport costs, and extra documentation which increase operational costs. 
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Ethnic and 'high class' restaurants belong to a special category and need to be 

taken into account. They often require special or premium quality produce. For farmers, 

contracts with these restaurants can be profitable according to specification and timely 

delivery. Also, a creative chef can significantly expand sales (Camelo, 2004). 

Fruit and Vegetable Market Review 

Fresh fruits and vegetables are major food products in human diets and 

consumption. They became more popular than ever in the United States. The U.S. 

Department of Agriculture (USDA) reports that per capita consumption of fruit has 

shown an upward trend since the late 1960s and that consumption of eight important 

commercial vegetables climbs consistently. Expenditure increases for fruit and 

vegetables will outpace that for all other food groups. Modern supermarkets derive 8 

percent of their revenues but approximately 30 percent of profits from fresh produce 

(Tracy, 1985). This fact undoubtedly encourages advertising and displays of fresh fruit 

and vegetables. In this section, the report of retail fresh produce industry sales will be 

discussed. 

Based on the 2007 report from Produce Marketing Association (PMA), the trend in 

retail fruit and vegetable produce sales grew six percent in 2006, reaching $56.3 billion 

and this only included retail sales. The market for fresh produce has experienced similar 

increases since 1998. With the health benefits associated with eating fruit and 

vegetables becoming clearer, a general tendency towards greater consumption and 

variety in fresh produce market can be expected (See figure 2-2). 

The report also shows that the produce share of retail sales keeps climbing and 

reaches to 12.4% in 2005. The increasing share shows that Americans are paying more 
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attention to health diets. They consider purchasing more fresh products in their total 

budget (See figure 2-3). 

Both fruits and vegetables can be categorized as fresh products. However, the 

ways to consume these two are different. Most vegetables have been cooked with other 

vegetables or meat products. Fruits are often eaten fresh, or mixed with milk or yogurt 

for liquid produces, such as fruit smoothies. Figure 2-4 shows that fruit captures 51% of 

retail produces sale in 2006, which has bigger market share than vegetables. 

As we mentioned in the first section of this chapter, there is retail market in which 

consumer purchases as individual household. This market can be categorized as 

indirect and direct market. For example, there are supermarkets, farmer fresh markets, 

farm stall sales, etc. There is food service market as well where fruit and vegetables are 

purchased directly by restaurants, hotels, hospitals, nursery schools, military, and other 

institutions. Figure 2-5 shows that 56 percent fruits and vegetables have been 

purchased in retail markets. 

 Availability of variety contributes to growth in the demand for fruit and vegetable 

products as well. When you walk into a supermarket, there are random-weight fruits and 

vegetables, pre-packaged products, mixed vegetable salad or fruit salad and organic 

products. Figure 2-6 shows random-weight fruits and vegetables reach 64 percent of 

total sales. Fresh-cut products take 9 percent of total sales. 

 Table 2-1 shows the sales and shares of different types of fresh fruits. Among all 

fruit products, share and sale of melons are both listed on the fifth, along with apples, 

berries, grapes, and bananas.  In fact, the share of melons increases 0.2% from 5.1% in 
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2005 to 5.3% in 2006. The produce sale in melon increases 228 million from 2719 

million in 2005 to 2947 million in 2006. 

The distribution channel has experienced significant changes over the years. At 

one point the wholesale market flows gave a good indication of the volume movement. 

Thus, data from the USDA unload statistics provided the database for analyzing many 

of the demand for most of the produce. Nowadays, with the growth of larger producers 

and food chains/discount outlets (for example, Wal-Mart), an increasing share of the 

produce moves from the farm or packinghouse facilities direct to the food chain 

distribution points. This trend has important implications for measuring the flow of 

produce through the U.S. distribution system (See figure 2-7). In this research, having 

data closer to the consumer (retail) is the best way to analyze consumer behavior.  

The PMA report 2007 shows that conventional supermarkets and supercenters 

alone capture 76 percent of shares. In the same time period, wholesale clubs only take 

16 percent. When looking at the share of top companies’ sales, there is another fact that 

deserves to be discussed. The top retailers’ market share keeps climbing and reaches 

to 51.6 percent in 2005. Increasing of the industry penetration rate also gives us more 

confidence to analyze consumer behavior by using scanner data obtained at the last 

point of distribution system (See figure 2-8). 

Fruit and vegetable is a group of heterogeneous products that fit within a loosely 

defined category.  In this group some sub-groups are substitutable and others are highly 

complementary, such as ingredients for salads (i.e., tomatoes, lecture, carrots, 

radishes, etc.). Melons are a particularly unique sub-group that have common attributes 

within the sub-group but are usually expected to be less substitutable outside the sub-
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group. In this research, melons are defined to include watermelons, honeydews, 

cantaloupes, mixed melons and other melons. The demand of this sub-category is the 

focus of this research because of the uniqueness of the products, changes in availability 

and form, and the increasing effort to inform consumers about the attributes of 

particularly watermelons. Hence, the remaining portions of this research now turns to 

this select group of produces within the broader fruit and vegetable market. 

Fruits and Melons 

 Fruits are groups of fantastic agricultural products. There are few other foods that 

have the same range of color, texture, flavor, and nutrients. Fruits contain a wide range 

of different compounds that are essential nutrients needed by the human body. The 

most important components can be grouped as follows: water, proteins, carbohydrates, 

fats, minerals, and vitamins. Among these nutrients, there is a group of critical nutrients 

such as proteins, calcium, iron, vitamin A, thiamine (vitamin B1), riboflavin (vitamin B2), 

and ascorbic acid (Arthey, 1996). Fruits contain these nutrients, and sometimes they 

have higher concentrations on these nutrients than other foods. Therefore, fruit 

consumption plays an important role in balancing the human diet. 

 Both melons and watermelons are natives to tropical countries. They were grown 

almost exclusively in home gardens until the first half of the 20th century, when more 

disease and wilt-resistant cultivars were developed by the USDA.  

Melons (in this section, we mean cantaloupe and honeydew specifically) belong to 

a very wide family of tender, trailing, annual vines, much resembling cucumbers in habit 

(Flowerdew, 1996). Melons were first cultivated in Persia and northern Africa nearly 

4,000 years ago, and later by ancient Greeks and Romans. Introduced to western and 

northern Europe during the Middle Ages, melons were harvested by the Spaniards and 
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later the French and British. Christopher Columbus brought over the first melon seeds 

to North America on his second expedition. In 1683, melons were introduced to 

California by Spanish missionaries (www.honeydew.org). 

Cantaloupes were named after the Roman town of Cantalupo in Italy where they 

were grown in abundance, and they were cultivated in Egypt's Nile valley as early as 

2000 B.C. Cantaloupes have a smooth and lumpy skin with deep ridges. With significant 

amounts of Vitamins A and C and small amounts of many other minerals, Cantaloupes 

are a good source of potassium (www.cantaloupe.org). 

Honeydew is in fact the American name for the White Antibes cultivar which has 

been grown for many years in southern France and Algeria. In China, honeydews are 

known as the Bailan melon. Honeydew has a round to slightly oval shape, and its flesh 

is pale green in color, while the smooth peel ranges from greenish to yellow. 

Honeydew's thick, juicy, sweet flesh is often eaten for dessert. Since honeydews are 

long-keeping, up to a month, they are very popular in commerce. You can find 

honeydews in most supermarkets across the world (www.honeydew.org). 

Watermelons 

Watermelon is one commodity that has increasingly been marketed as fresh-cut 

product along with other melon types, which include cantaloupe, Honeydew, and other 

melons. All these melons are all year around due to their import from Mexico and 

Caribbean area. You can easily find them in any supermarket or retail outlet as whole, 

halves, quarters, slices or cubes along with themselves or mixed with other fruits. Since 

they all have similar attributes, they are considered as substitutes for each other. In the 

section, the focus will be on watermelon. The history, characteristics, nutritive 

composition, variety, storage, utilization of watermelon will be discussed, as well as 

http://www.honeydew.org/�
http://www.cantaloupe.org/�
http://www.honeydew.org/�
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market aspects of watermelon, such as distribution system, production, consumption 

and shipments.  

History of Watermelon 

According to the NWPB website, the first recorded watermelon harvest occurred 

nearly 5,000 years ago in Egypt. Originally, watermelon is thought to be found in the 

Kalahari Desert of Africa. It is depicted in Egyptian hieroglyphics on walls of their 

ancient buildings. You can find watermelons placed in the burial tombs of kings to 

nourish them in the afterlife. 

From there, watermelons spread throughout countries along the Mediterranean 

Sea by way of merchant ships. By the 10th century, watermelon found its way to China, 

which is now the world's number one producer of watermelons. The 13th century found 

watermelon spread through the rest of Europe via the Moors. 

Early in the Christian era, watermelons officially arrived in the United States with 

both African slaves and European colonists as stated by John Egerton, Southern food 

historian, in his book "Southern Food."  The United States currently ranks fourth in 

worldwide production of watermelon. Forty-four states grow watermelons with Florida, 

Texas, California, Georgia and Arizona consistently leading the country in production 

(www.watermelon.org). 

Physical Characteristics 

 The typical characteristics of watermelon are sweetness, juiciness, and 

crispness. Watermelon has a globe or oblong shape with edible pulp coloration varying 

from white to cream, honey-color, yellow, pale red, red and scarlet.  It consists of a firm 

green outer rind with or without stripes, and a very polished and hairless surface. Inside 
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of seeded watermelon, there are large amounts of small, dark seeds distributed in the 

flesh (Cartaxo, 1998). 

 Watermelon is known as Citrullus Lanatus in botanical circles of the Cucurbitacae 

(or Gourd) family.  Other cucurbits include gourds, pumpkins, squashes, cantaloupes, 

cucumbers, gherkins, and chayote. Watermelon is a trailing annual with scrambling and 

climbing stems which can reach 15 feet in length. It has dark, more blue-green leaves 

and small yellow flowers. The size of watermelon fruit varies from small to gigantic, 

usually from 5 to 50 pounds. With the advance technology in production, the weight of 

watermelon can easily reach to 100 pounds (around 45 kg).  The record of the largest 

watermelon in the world is 268.8 pounds grown by Lloyd Bright in 2005. 

Composition and Nutritive Value of Watermelon 

 As a popular sweet, tasty summer time fruit, watermelon contains a lot of the 

traditional nutritional components (See the nutritional composition of watermelon table 

2-2). The majority of watermelon is water. It also contains excellent levels of vitamins 

and minerals. Seeds of watermelon are relatively rich in protein, lipids, and 

carbohydrates. It is mostly used as a snack food.  

Watermelon has been found out to have a lot of health benefits by nutritionists, 

medical professionals, scientists and researchers over the past years. A 2-cup serving 

of watermelon is an excellent source of Vitamins A, B6, C and Potassium 

(www.watermelon.org). 

• Vitamin A in watermelon is important for optimal eye health. It can 
help prevent night-blindness, and boosts immunity by enhancing the 
infection-fighting actions of white blood cells called lymphocytes. 

• Vitamin B6 in watermelon is used by the body to manufacture brain 
chemicals (neurotransmitters), such as serotonin, melatonin and 
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dopamine, which preliminary research shows may help the body 
cope with anxiety and panic. 

• Vitamin C in watermelon can help to bolster the immune system's 
defenses against infections and viruses. It can also protect a body 
from harmful free radicals that can accelerate aging and conditions 
such as cataracts. 

• Potassium in watermelon is a mineral necessary for water balance 
and found inside of every cell. People with low potassium levels can 
experience muscle cramps.  

• Watermelon has been found have heart healthy properties as well, 
since it is naturally low in saturated fat, total fat and cholesterol. A 
report from NWPB has been published March 2007, following are the 
results from this study (www.watermelon.org): 

• Watermelon consumption increases free arginine and citrulline, 
which can help maintain cardiovascular function. 

• Eating watermelon can help maintain cardiovascular health. 

• Watermelon has amino acids such as citrulline and arginine that help 
maintain the arteries. 

• Watermelon’s amino acids citrulline and arginine can help maintain 
blood flow and heart health. 

Besides being a good source of vitamins, minerals, potassium and fiber, 

watermelons have been found to have a new health benefit-containing high level of a 

phytonutrient called lycopene. Lycopene is a substance, or pigment, that gives 

tomatoes and watermelon their rosy red color. These red pigments are known as 

carotenoids (ka-ROT-en-oids). Scientists are interested in carotenoids because of their 

antioxidant properties, which are one of many nutrients that we get from plants mostly, 

and are needed to help keep the body's cells healthy, help body fight cancer, and help 

body prevent disease. 

Watermelons and many other fruits and vegetables have lycopene. However, 

watermelon has higher concentrations of lycopene than any other fresh fruit or 
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vegetable. For example, fresh watermelon contains higher levels of lycopene than fresh 

tomatoes - a 2-cup serving of watermelon contains and average of 18.16 mg and one 

medium-sized tomato contains 4 mg. Also, it seems that the human body can use the 

lycopene from watermelon more easily than the lycopene from raw tomatoes. Actually, 

the lycopene from tomatoes is more easily absorbed inside your body once the 

tomatoes have been cooked. 

The NWPB website shows that watermelon is rich in vitamins, minerals, 

potassium, fiber and lycopene among fresh produce. Consuming more watermelons 

has health benefits on women, children, men and pregnant woman. Including more 

watermelon in a healthy diet increases the potential of preventing diseases, even some 

types of cancers. 

Types and Varieties of Watermelon 

Over the past years, the successful introduction of several hybrid varieties has 

changed watermelon production. Growers use hybrids to increase yields, improve 

disease resistance, increase uniformity, and early maturity. As the result of higher 

quality and yields, there are higher consumer satisfaction and stronger demand.  

Color, texture, flavor, size, shape, and seeded or seedless are major variables that 

can be altered by the producer. According to NWPB, over 1,200 varieties of 

watermelons are grown worldwide in 96 countries. About 200-300 varieties are grown n 

the U.S. and Mexico. There are about 50 varieties that are very popular (See table 2-3). 

At local supermarkets or retail grocery stores, there are 5 types of watermelon you 

can find frequently: picnic, ice box, yellow flesh, mini-watermelon, and seedless 

watermelon. Since seedless could be one of factors that influence the demand of 

watermelon, detail information about seedless watermelon will be discussed. 
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Standard seeded watermelon varieties may contain as many as 1000 seeds in 

each fruit. Removing the seeds while eating is difficult for consumers; presentence of 

slices or chunks of watermelon with seeds is a nuisance for retailer. It will be more 

convenient for consumers to purchase seedless watermelon instead of seeded. 

Japanese scientists were successfully breed seedless watermelon over 50 years ago. 

However, seedless watermelons are not really watermelon without seed. Comparing to 

dark black seeds inside of seeded watermelon, seedless watermelon contains white-

coated seeds that are assumed edible. 

Nowadays, growers are slowly shifting to produce seedless watermelon. 

According to Maynard (1992b), yields of seedless watermelons are higher than yields of 

standard and icebox watermelon types because seedless watermelon can set more fruit 

per plant.  Also, it seems that seedless watermelon has a longer post-harvest life 

compared to seeded watermelon. Since the seedless watermelon is more convenient 

for consumer and the price is not much more expensive than seeded watermelon, it is 

expected that the availability of seedless watermelon can increase the demand market 

of melons and may take bigger share of melon markets. 

Growth, Picking, Storage and Utilization of Watermelon 

Watermelon, a warm-season crop, is most productive in regions with at least a 4-

month, frost-free growing season.  Sunshine and light highly-organic soil are two 

elements required to grow watermelon.  Optimum growth occurs in 70 to 80 degree 

Fahrenheit days and 65 to 70 degree Fahrenheit nights. Watermelon is deep rooted in 

the sandy soil after being moved from a transplant nursery.  The irrigation systems are 

required for optimum growth and yields. The use of black or clear plastic ground 

mulches can increase soil temperature and conserve moisture. Usually the use of drip 
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irrigation under blank plastic mulches is more efficient than sprinkler irrigation. 

Watermelon is generally not sensitive to extremes in humidity, so it can be grown in 

many areas (Ko, 1999).  

Producers generally grow watermelon in rows, 8-12 feet apart, in raised beds 4-12 

inches high composed of fertilized sand or sandy loam. Bees or other insects are vital 

for proper pollination of watermelon since watermelon bears male and female flowers 

on the same plant, it needs insects to transfer pollen from male to female flowers to 

ensure female flowers set watermelons.  Good water supply in early growth period and 

warm, dry weather conditions are also important factors to grow good quality 

watermelons.  Usually it takes about 80 to 120 days for fruit to mature. Watermelon 

should be harvested in the ripe condition with maximum sugar concentration (Huor, 

1979). 

Since the rind of a watermelon is actually quite fragile even with its deceptive hard 

look, watermelon needs to be handpicked. Watermelons are graded in terms of size and 

maturity.  In general, the standard watermelon is between 18 to 35 pounds; icebox is 

between 6 to 12 pounds; seedless watermelon is around 15 pounds.  High quality 

watermelons contain high sugar content with deep red flash color and a crisp texture of 

the edible portion (Cartaxo, 1998).  

When handling watermelon, there is special care needs to be made. Rough 

handling due to carelessness and haste during harvest will cause damage and quality 

loss. Loaders on the ground need to hand pass watermelons to stackers who should 

carefully place them in the load. Because of melons’ weight and fragility, it is not 

allowed to pitch watermelons.  This can cause damage of watermelons if they are being 
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dropped or rolled onto the load. Never stack melons on their ends because the thin 

blossom end is the most susceptible area for bruising. A drop of only 8 inches can result 

in severe internal bruising; a 1-foot drop can crack the flesh internally or split the melon 

open.  

One key limitation of fresh-cut products is their short post-harvest life.  Comparing 

to other fresh products, watermelon has extremely short post-harvest life, only 1 to 3 

days for preparation of retail facility. After harvest, it is important to avoid direct sunlight 

for watermelons. Sunburn develops quickly on exposed melons whether on the ground 

or loaded in a truck. Thus, shading is a necessary protection against direct sunlight and 

heat while waiting for bulk shipment or unloading at a packing facility. Technically, 

watermelon should be kept under conditions of 90 percent humidity and 50-60 degree in 

temperature. Temperatures above 90° F cause internal flesh breakdown and increase 

decay.  At temperatures below 50°F, chilling injury can develop, it will cause decreased 

redness and juice leakage of the internal flesh, and surface pitting and Alternaria (major 

plant pathogens and common allergens in humans) decay to the melon rind. The 

chilling will also cause discoloration in the internal flesh after the melon is warmed to 

room temperature if it was bruised before cold storage.  

 There are three steps to pick a good watermelon. First, check the watermelon 

over, and find a firm, symmetrical watermelon that is free from bruises, cuts or dents. 

Second, lift watermelon up, the weight of watermelon should match its size. Last one, 

look for a pale or buttery yellow spot on the bottom, the spot indicates ripeness 

(www.watermelon.org). 
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The first cookbook published in the U.S. in 1796 contained a recipe for watermelon 

rind pickles. Nowadays, many recipes have been created by famous chefs to suit 

consumers’ different tastes and preferences. Recipes with watermelon vary from fruit 

mixed salad, smoothies to pancakes, even sandwiches. Other than being served as a 

dessert or fruit salad, watermelon can be compressed into juice. There are also reports 

that in some countries the juice is used to make beer, while the rind can be prepared as 

preserve. The dried parched seeds are chewed, particularly in Southern China. They 

are sometimes ground and baked into bread. Oil extracted from the seeds is used in 

cooking and as an illuminant. The seed-cake can be used as livestock. Watermelon is 

grown in India for its small round fruits, the size of small turnips, which are cooked as a 

vegetable and are also made into preserves and pickles. The NWPB website also 

provides fun carving ideas of watermelon for party centerpieces. There are game and 

activities involved watermelon in NWPB webpage as well (www.watermelon.org).  

Distribution System of Watermelon 

This section will focus on distribution chain of watermelon. The distribution system 

in following figure is also very common for high yield fruits. Generally the farmers are 

producing the watermelon on their lands. Then they sell the watermelon to the nearest 

dealer or the agent and the local business man. Sometimes the consumers get the 

product directly from the local business man. On the other hand, the product at times 

comes to the local agent from the dealer or agent, then to the wholesaler or retailer then 

on to the consumer (See figure 2-9 and figure 2-10).  

 Labor, equipments, and material costs are the major costs of handling and 

transporting watermelons from the field to the retail stores. Handling consists of six 

steps: harvest, field truck unloading, loading of the over-the-road trailer, transportation 
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from growing area to the receiver’s warehouse, unloading at the warehouse, and 

movement from warehouse to the retail stores (Ko, 1999). 

  Normally, watermelons are packaged in bulk, bin, and carton for transportation. 

And most watermelons are shipped by truck (Allred, 1991). In bulk loads, watermelons 

are stacked five to seven layers high with straw pads on the trailers’ floor to prevent 

damage. In bin loads, watermelons are weighted and loaded with pallets into bins 

located in the growing areas and later transported to the receivers. The advantages of 

bins loads are their ease of unloading, low handling charges and less damage to the 

fruit. Carton shipments have very similar shipment procedure as bins loads. The costs 

of carton loads are the highest one among the three package methods, but they can 

assure greater uniformity in watermelon. The carton shipments are more common 

nowadays (Ko, 1999). 

Production of Watermelon  

 World production of watermelons has kept increasing in recent years, from 90.25 

billion pounds in 2005, 92.81 billion pounds in 2006, to 93.17 billion pounds in 2007. 

The top five producing countries are China, Turkey, Islamic Republic of Iran, Brazil, and 

the United States. In 2007, China accounted for 67.87 percent of world watermelon 

production. The United States accounted for 2.09 percent of globe production with 1.94 

billion pounds (ERS, 2009). 

In the United States, watermelons have shown an increasing trend in production. 

Although the planted area has decreased from 1990 to 2009, the production has 

increased about 24.09% in the same period (ERS, 2009). The value of sales in 2008 

was 492 million for an increase of 16.54 percent from 2007. From 1990 to 2008, U.S. 

farm production value doubled (ERS, 2009). The increasing of production of 
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watermelons is due to technological improvements in harvesting, irrigation, handling 

and extensive development in breeding new varieties (See figure 2-11 and table 2-4). 

Most domestic watermelons are available from April through September in the 

United States with May through August being the peak production period. Imported 

watermelons are usually available from October until June with peak import months 

March to May (See table 2-5). 

Watermelon production in America is concentrated mainly in the south area. 

Annual production in each state fluctuates from year to year, depending on harvested 

area, supply, demand, as well as shipments (See table 2-6). Florida watermelon 

producers accounted for 21.78 % of U.S. production. In addition, the position of Florida 

producers in the market is quite stable.  Texas, Georgia, and California are other major 

producing states.  There four leader states accounted for 67.36 % of total production in 

U.S. in 2008(ERS, 2009). 

Florida is the leading supplier of watermelon to U.S. markets during late spring 

and early summer. However, the average dollar value paid for Florida watermelons are 

not the highest one compared to other states (See table 2-7). By entering the market 

early than other states, Florida can have higher early season price. As season 

progresses, watermelons grown in northern parts begin to ripe, which will bring price 

down rapidly. The largest price drop usually occurs around the middle of the season for 

lack of compatibility because the longest distance to terminal markets.  The saturation 

of local markets could be another reason.  
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Consumption of Watermelon 

By weight, watermelon is the most-consumed melon in the U.S., followed by 

cantaloupe and honeydew. Watermelon can be consumed as a dessert either fresh, 

mixed with other fruit or melon as salad, or compressed into juice.  

Watermelon consumption has experienced a drop from 1950 to 1980, mainly 

because of the decrease in family size, inconvenience of handling large melons and the 

high prices for sliced product. These problems are becoming less constraining as 

icebox and seedless varieties are developed and fresh-cut produce technologies are 

improved. 

The increase in watermelon consumption can be related directly to the 

development of seedless watermelons which have shown a growing market. Seedless 

watermelons are more convenient to consumers. According to Maynard(1992), seeded 

watermelon can have up to 1000 seeds per fruit, which makes the consumption of the 

fruit uncomfortable. Second, the increase in watermelon consumption is due to the 

increasing consumption of fresh produce in the United States, which shows that 

Americans turn to healthier lifestyle and eating patterns.  Also, the increase in 

watermelon consumption is caused by the presence of the new segment-fresh-cut 

produce industry. In this industry, the product of fruits and vegetables has been 

transformed into 100% usable part. These added-value products can be found in 

supermarket as fruit and vegetable salad, peeled and cut as ready-to-eat product, such 

as packaged mixed melon salad, shelled fresh legumes, peeled and cored whole 

pineapple cylinders, and microwavable fresh vegetable trays.  Finally, the new varieties, 

ethnic food and specialties could be the reason of increasing consumption of 
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watermelons for example you can find seedless watermelon, yellow flesh watermelon, 

mini-watermelon, and sometimes square watermelon in retail stores. 

Table 2-8 shows that per capita consumption of watermelons in the United States 

has increased from 13.3 pounds in 1990 to 15.3 pounds in 2009. This growth is 

evidence of the increasing demand for watermelons.  The price of watermelon varies 

from year to year, but it shows a climbing tendency overall. 

Table 2-9 provides a general idea of characteristics of consumption distribution of 

watermelon in United States. First of all, most watermelons were consumed at home, 

accounting to 85.3 percent of total consumption while away-from home consumption 

only accounted to 14.7 percent. Second, if region is considered in the demand of 

watermelon, west region’s per capita consumption is much more than other regions.  

When we look at the race fact, white people consume 63.6 % of watermelon, the 

biggest share among all races. However, this consumption is the lowest in per capita.  

Statistics also shows that 56.4 percent of watermelons have been consumed in 

suburban area. Middle income households consume the most both in share and per 

capita level. In gender aspect, female consume more watermelon than male. Elder (age 

60 or above) consume the most per capita for both female and male group. 

Shipment and Trade 

 Watermelons are always shipped by rail, piggyback, truck, boat, and aircraft. The 

United States is the world leading importer of fresh watermelon while exports are 

relatively small. In the table below, it shows that both import and export increased 

dramatically from 1990 to 2008. Import increases from 228 million pounds in 1990 to 

1057 million pounds in 2008. In the same period, export grows from 94 million pounds 

to 308 million pounds (See table 2-10). 
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 The United States is a net importer of watermelon. Maxico supplied 948 million 

pounds of watermelon in 2008, which accounted 89.72 percent of this market. One 

reason is because that the weather condition in Maxico is suitable for growing 

watermelon. Second, comparing to other countries Mexico does take the advantage of 

short distance to U.S., which decreases the cost of shipment significantly.  Other 

counties that provide watermelon to U.S. are Guatemala, Honduras, Costa Rica, 

Panama, Canada and Brazil (See table 2-11).  

Because the weather in Canada is not appropriate for growing watermelons, 

Canada is not a significant producer of watermelon. Supply of watermelon in Canada 

mainly relies on U.S. exports. 98.52 percent of export of U.S.  has been shipped to 

Canada. The United States exports its watermelon to Mexico, Iceland, Bermuda, 

Bahamas, and Japan as well. The sum volume from all these country only accounted 

less than 1 percent (See table 2-12).  

Generic Advertising 

Generic advertising (also called group promotion) is an approach to preparing 

advertising of a particular commodity with messages that concentrates on customer 

benefits. Because generic advertising promotes a product category without reference to 

a specific producer, brand name, or manufacturer, it affects the whole market of a 

particular industry. 

Theoretically, successful generic advertising can change sales by raising the price 

of the commodity or increasing the quantity at a given market price. The final goal is to 

move the intersection of the commodity demand and long-run supply curves to the right. 

Assume D1 in figure 2-12 is present demand curve. Through promotion, demand curve 

will move upward to D2. In a short-run, plant size or other fixed resources cannot 
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change, so short-run supply curve SRS1 will keep same position. The intersection of D2 

and SRS1 is the market equilibrium points. Both the price and quantity are higher than 

before promotion. In the long run, if the position of D2 is maintained through more 

promotion, and the suppliers can change plant size and/or other fixed resources, then 

supply curve can move upward to SRS2. This new equilibrium will be the intersection of 

demand D2 and supply SRS 2. Even as market clear price is going down, the quantity is 

going up. The total gain from generic advertising can be seen in LRS which shows that 

even though some of the short-run price gains tend to be reduced over time, the 

quantity sales can increase in the long run (Rhodes, 2007). 

To execute a successful generic promotion program, the products or industry 

should have certain characteristics. First of all, products that have consistency in quality 

and keep their identity throughout the distribution channels are essential to generic 

programs. In this dissertation, melons and watermelons are a good example of this 

condition. Second, generic programs are expected to be more effective with the greater 

number of uses for the product and the lower levels of substitutes generally. Melons and 

watermelons, as a unique sub-group, are both important fruit products in human diets. 

They have common attributes within this sub-group but are expected to be less 

substitutable outside the sub-group. Third, no generic advertising is needed if existing 

and potential consumers already have complete knowledge about the product and its 

attributes and the underlying facts never change. However, with new research 

additional benefits for certain product may be discovered. Then it is important to 

promote such new information to the public. In addition, if consumption is already at 

capacity, such as full market penetration, additional promotional programs would have 
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no impact. However, it should be noticed that given technological changes and the entry 

and exit of consumers, information is almost always needed to some degree. 

By knowing where generic promotions are appropriate, we will discuss how to 

perform an effective generic program. First of all, strong producer support with common 

interests is essential. Second, a generic program must have high level of industry 

participation and sufficient predictable funding. Third, it should have a physical 

organization to make effective implementation arrangements and is able to make 

scientific evaluation of effectiveness. For example, this organization should be able to 

adopt clear measurable objectives and to develop a strategy that fits the commodity, the 

marketing system, and buyer’s attitudes.  When advertising is part of the adopted 

strategy, the organization should be able to choose a professional advertising agency. 

Also, the organization should be able to raise, manage, and spend the funds efficiently 

to achieve a high probability of obtaining the goal. Last but not least important, the 

organization should be able to set up a formal format to evaluate the results. If the goal 

has not been met, it should seek out the difficulties and correct them. It should be 

noticed here that although the costs of a promotional campaign are usually quite 

concrete and measurable, the benefits of generic promotion is not so easy to measure.  

Did the demand curve move up or just become less elastic during or after the 

promotional efforts? Was there a linkage between the movement of the demand curve 

and the promotion or there are other factors. All those questions require a price analysis 

or other sophisticated analysis by professional economists and/or other experts. The 

organization should be able to find suitable professionals who have deep knowledge of 

both economics and this specific commodity industry (Rhodes, 2007). 
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By definition, the free rider problem refers to a situation where some individuals in 

a population either consume more than their fair share of a common resource, or pay 

less than their fair share of the cost of a common resource.  In generic promotion 

program specifically, free riders are those who benefit from a demand enhancing 

commodity promotion program without contributing financial support. Thus, the free-

rider problem is critical to commodity groups and their generic promotion efforts (Lee, 

1988). 

In general, national promotion programs have the greatest potential to lessen free 

rider problems. These programs are national in scope, and are mandatory which means 

that once these programs are established all producers/growers and/or processors must 

pay assessment fees to the program. If national promotion programs include 

assessments on imported products, essentially all U.S. market volume of a commodity 

(i.e., U.S. domestic and foreign grown production exported to the U.S.), the potential for 

free rider is low. If foreign producers who export to U.S. is not assessed the fees to 

support the program, then the potential for free riders is very high.   

Federal marketing orders may or may not be national in scope. They are not 

permitted to collect promotional assessments on imported product. Consequently, it has 

a greater potential for free riding by imports than with a national promotion program that 

assesses imports. 

State-level marketing orders usually have an even narrower geographic scope 

than federal marketing orders. Unless total U.S. production is highly concentrated in one 

state, state marketing orders are fairly susceptible to free-riding by producers/growers 

and/or processors in other states and other producing countries that export products to 
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the U.S. Also state marketing commissions that have voluntary participation have 

especially high potentials for free-riding because they are limited in geographic scope, 

and participation in the programs within the state is not completely mandatory. 

Another program that addresses free rider problems is multistate promotion 

program.  This program has a broader geographic scope and may standardize the 

assessment rates within participating states. Comparing to individual state program, it 

has lower potential for free-riding. However, no matter which organizational structure 

you choose, there are free-riding problems in some degree (Sterns, 2000).  

Generic advertising is very popular among agricultural products, since individual 

producers of nearly homogeneous agricultural commodities cannot easily convince 

consumers to choose one egg or melon or a single cut of beef over other commodities. 

Agricultural producers join together in commodity promotion programs to expand total 

demand for the commodity by using generic advertising, thereby helping their own sales 

as well.  There are about 75 types of commodity programs, such as cotton, wool, wheat, 

soybeans, citrus fruit, dairy, egg, beef, port, potatoes, California dates, almonds, and 

watermelon. 

Comparing to billions spent on product advertising in the total economy, generic 

promotion of agricultural commodities is relatively small. However, it is fairly large if you 

consider that most of it is financed by voluntary means.  In general, activities of generic 

promotion program are intended to expand both domestic and export demand. In export 

market, the foreign Agricultural Service of the USDA cooperates with industry groups, 

foreign firms and government in sponsoring market development program. Such foreign 

market programs for a variety of agricultural commodities cost more than $100 million 
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per year (Rhodes, 2007). The activities of group promotion include advertising, nutrition 

education, research to improve product quality and appeal, market research studies, 

and technical assistance.   

Check-off programs have existed for many decades, and became more and more 

popular recently. The reason of this increasing interest in more federally mandated 

programs is that commodity groups have sought new ways to support their products.  

Prior to the 1996 law, a check-off necessitated passage of specific authority for an 

individual commodity. In 996, title V of the Federal Agricultural Improvement and 

Reform Act of 1996 (P.L. 104-127) has been passed. This law gave the United States 

Department of Agriculture (USDA) broad-based authority to establish national generic 

promotion and research programs for virtually any commodity, either at its own initiative 

or upon the request of an industry group, without waiting for specific legislative authority 

(Becker,2008).  

Since the prototype Florida Citrus Advertising Tax was instituted in 1935, 

hundreds of mandatory farm commodity promotion programs have been legislated by 

states or the federal government. Nine out of ten U.S. farmers were contributing to one 

or more of these efforts by the mid-1990s. Many commodity groups prefer mandatory 

check-offs as a way to address the free rider problem as we mentioned before. 

Requests to Congress or USDA to authorize mandatory check-offs have been prompted 

by various factors, including the search for new ways to stimulate product demand 

particularly as farm markets are globalized and U.S. producers face more foreign 

competition domestically and overseas (Becker,2008). 
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Based on congressional research service(CRC)’s 2008 report, congressionally 

authorized programs now collect assessments for 18 commodities, which include beef 

(1986; $79.8 million), blueberries (2000; $1.9 million), cotton (1966; $66.6 million), dairy 

products (1984; $281.2 million), eggs (1976; $21 million), fluid milk (1993; $107.8 

million), Hass avocados (2002; $24.2 million), honey (1987; $3.8 million), lamb (2002; 

$2.3 million), mangos (2005; $3.9 million estimated), mushrooms (1993; $2.6 

million),peanuts (1999; $5.7 million), popcorn (1997; $600,000), pork (1986; $65.4 

million), potatoes (1972; $10.7 million), sorghum (2008; $12-$16 million projected), 

soybeans (1991; $89.5 million), and watermelons (1990; $1.6 million). The collection 

showed above is from the year programs began to the most recent year reported 

(Becker, 2008).  

The organizations of check-off programs are responsible for a lot of familiar 

American advertising campaigns, such as "Milk Does a Body Good”,” Got Milk? The 

milk moustache series”, "Pork. The Other White Meat", "The Incredible, Edible Egg", 

and "Beef: It's What's for Dinner”. Usually, they use television, radio, and other media to 

reach consumers. In additional to domestic market, check-off programs also seek to 

expand foreign markets and to fund research and education, such as development of 

new or improved products or surveys of consumer behavior. 

For some individual groups or industry, check-off programs can provide 

economical benefit by farmer self-help activities with requiring minimal federal funding. 

USDA’s Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) has some administrative and oversight 

responsibilities for these programs, the producer and/or contributor boards must 
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reimburse AMS for such costs. Producers who have organized voluntary check-offs 

account for only a small share of all funding for generic efforts.  

Olan D. Forker and Ronald W. Ward (1993) develop the terminology and set forth 

the economic theory of commodity advertising, as well as the legal and industrial 

structures necessary to underwriting commodity programs. They provide methods for 

evaluating the economic effectiveness of commodity programs, and suggest techniques 

for integrating advertising and promotion expenditures into demand analysis. They 

propose a new method for estimating the functional relationship between advertising 

expenditures and expected sales response. This method can provide a more realistic 

estimate of the shape of the advertising response function. In their book, there also 

present case studies “on the advertising programs for fluid milk, beef, apples, citrus, 

wool, fresh tomato, catfish, potatoes, soybean, cheese, and fats and oils.”  This 

research shows that generic advertising programs do have a positive impact on 

consumer demand. “While the impact varies among commodity groups, research 

indicates that well planned and executed generic advertising can yield benefits to the 

producers who fund the programs as well as the processors and consumers of the 

commodity.” In the research, advertising is treated as information. Methods to estimate 

the value of this information to consumers and to the commodity industry have been 

developed and discussed.  

There are a significant number of papers related to generic adverting.  They have 

different research objects, focus on various commodities, and use different econometric 

models and analysis methods. In Kinnucan’s paper “Effects of Generic and Brand 

Adverting of Cheese in New York City with Implications for Allocation of Funds”(1988), 
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the positive experience of the cheese advertising program in New York City suggests 

that dairy producers can benefit by investing in generic advertising of  manufactured 

dairy products.  The case study by Kaiser(1996) discuss whether a statistical difference 

exists in sales responsiveness to advertising among consumers of whole, low fat, and 

skim milks. The impacts of generic advertising have been studied in a variety of 

geographic locations in the United States. Although the magnitude of impacts differed, 

all of these studies found that generic advertising increased consumption of fluid milk 

above projected consumption without advertising. Rimal (1998) studied effects of 

generic promotion of flower on the use of retail flower outlets. In his research, he used 

Almost Ideal Demand system to analyze the impact of generic promotion on the market 

shares for florists, supermarkets, and other retail outlets. The study shows that generic 

promotion of fresh-cut flowers is outlet neutral when the brand advertising increases 

florists’ market share. 

In short, generic advertising yields greater benefits to the producers of the 

commodity when the industry's supply response is inelastic. But there are many other 

factors that could influence the demand of commodity such as product quality, funding 

base, pricing, available substitutes, consumer preferences, and availability of brand 

advertising. 

The National Watermelon Promotion Board 

 The first considered legislation for a Watermelon Research Promotion Act 

congress indicated the market situation of watermelon in 1981, which includes but not 

limited to following (Ko, 1999): 

• As important cash crops for producers and farmers, watermelons are tasteful, 
economical, and having health benefit for consumers. 
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• It is crucial for watermelon growers to maintain and expand existing markets and 
to develop new markets. 

• Watermelon farmers intend to move in the channel of interstate commerce. 

• It is necessary to act now and increase the per capita consumption of watermelon 
since the demand has declined in later 1990. 

• It is important to develop a coordinated program of research, development, 
advertising, and promotion to strengthen watermelon’s compatibility, establish new 
use of watermelon, and educate the health benefit of watermelon to existing and 
new group of consumers. 

 The Watermelon Research and Promotion Act was established in 1985. The 

National Watermelon Promotion Board (NWPB) was authorized by this Act the same 

year. As an Orlando-based non-profit organization, it became effective in June 1989 

after the normal period of notices, comments and referendum.  In April 1990, the 

implementing regulations became effective. In 1993, the final rule of The Watermelon 

Research and Promotion Act was amended to:  “exempt producers of less than 10 

acres; eliminate refunds; authorize assessments on imports; add importer members to 

the National Watermelon Promotion Board (Board); change the eligibility requirements 

for producer members on the Board; change the voting criteria for referenda; and 

extend the production area covered by the Act to all 50 states”. In November 1994, 

producers, handlers, and importers voted to eliminate refunds and implement 

assessments on imports in a subsequent referendum. In January 2002, a vote of 

including all handlers up to the retail failed to pass. In 2007, changes in the assessment 

rates were approved and became effective January 1, 2008 (Wald, 2008). 

The goal of the National Watermelon Promotion Board is to conduct a nation-wide 

coordinated research program which includes advertising, promotion, collection and 

analysis of consumer and industry information under the supervision of the Agricultural 
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Marketing Service (AMS) of the USDA (USDA, 2007). The NWPB is composed of 35 

members in Board which include 14 producers, 14 handlers, 6 importers, and 1 public 

member appointed by the secretary. The Board is responsible for collecting the 

assessment from producers, handlers of domestic watermelons, and watermelon 

importers to cover the cost of promotion and research activities designed to increase 

watermelon demands.  With the most recent changes, producers and handlers each 

pay 3 cents per hundredweight (cwt.) on domestic watermelon, and importers pay 6 

cents per cwt. to support the programs. There is no assessment needed to producers 

with fewer than 10 acres in watermelon production or importers with less than 150,000 

pounds of watermelon annually (Federal Register, 1995). There are approximately 

4,600 watermelon producers, handlers, and importers subject to the Plan. The NWPB 

revenue was $1.45 million in 1998, and it reaches 1.70 million in 2006. In this plan, no 

private brand names can be showed in the promotion activities. Also, any funds 

received by the board will not be used to influence governmental policy or action (Ko, 

1999; Wald, 2008). 

Like most commodity check-off or generic promotion programs, the watermelon 

programs are designed to implement promotion activities throughout the distribution 

system that will enhance the demand for watermelon.  These activities include but not 

limited to increasing the watermelon’s visibility within the media, offering recipes and 

health information to consumers, tapping new markets in schools, cooperating with the 

large foodservice distributors, and working with researchers to improve the 

watermelon’s varieties (Wald, 2008). Mainly, the NWPB develops marketing programs 
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to boost watermelon sales in supermarkets throughout the U.S. and Canada. But it is 

also exploring new marketing opportunities in the United Kingdom and Ireland. 

The first extensive watermelon promotional campaign of the NWPB started in 

Canada from May through August 1999. The board was one of the 64 U.S. trade 

organizations to receive the funding from USDA-Market Assess Program (MAP).  In this 

past decade, the NWPB has used their limited budget to do some retail and media 

promotional activities in Canada. The research still shows that watermelon was in the 

top 10 of consumer’s fruit choice in Canadian markets (Ko, 1996). The Board intends to 

establish long-term partnerships with top receivers, such as independent retailer, chain 

supermarket retailer, and wholesales. It also focuses on providing more information to 

consumers to boost consumption of watermelon.  In this dissertation, the goal is to 

analyze the relationship between demand of melons and watermelons with other vital 

factors, which include the impact of the program efforts, while it is essential to recognize 

that program content, focus, and intensity (expenditures) are curtail to finally estimation. 

 In order to provide sufficient information about watermelon and/or their food 

attributes, and build an efficient network connection among existing and potential 

producers, handlers, imports, and consumers, the NWPB develops a special website: 

www.watermelon.org (See figure 2-13). There are 8 sections in this website, which 

include: Watermelon Lovers, Kids, Media, Retailers, Industry Members, Food Service, 

Educators, and Health Professionals.  Within each section, there are several sub-

sections as well. 

Watermelon Lovers: in this section, you can download recipes of watermelons, 

and find information about selecting, storage and handling watermelons. It provides 

http://www.watermelon.org/�
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helpful nutrition information and weight watching tips as well. There are creative and fun 

ways to carve and use watermelon. Detail information about seedless watermelon was 

provided for interested readers.  A calendar of special events relating to watermelon 

festivals and similar activities is documented.  

Kids: In the first sub-section, J. Slice, as a super watermelon, is introduced as “the 

National Watermelon Promotion Board's mascot who communicates watermelon's 

nutritional value and great taste to young consumers.” The character was used to 

develop focus groups which actually are a group of adults who have daily interaction 

with the youth market and elementary school-aged children. Evidence shows that since 

the character represented the energy and vitality of a healthy lifestyle, the response was 

very positive by kids who eat lots of fruit and vegetables especially watermelon. This 

section also provides kids with recipes, games, activities, and fun things to do with 

watermelon.  

Media: you can find contact information on the top of this section. New information 

about watermelon has been updated.  This section includes press releases & FAQ, 

press kit, B-roll footage, Media archives, and market research as well. You can also find 

nutrition information about watermelon, especially the relationship between lycopene 

and Heart healthy. You can also download many colorful, interesting pictures of 

watermelon in photos section. “Five ways to enjoy watermelon this fall and winter” tells 

you that you can enjoy watermelon in all season now. Last sub-section provides a click 

to the Canadian section of NWPB.  

Retailers: In this section, the NWPB offers tools for store-level training, free 

materials for in-store promotion of watermelon, and has conducted consumer research 
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highlighted in Retail Kit. It also helps retailers to know how to use the Heart Healthy and 

Lycopene leader messages in store to stimulate sales of watermelons.  Product 

information section provides various knowledge of watermelon and its production.  It 

shows the different types of watermelon and its year-round availability.  UPC and PLU 

codes show how consumers and outlets identify watermelon by variety, form and 

attributes such as seedless, yellow, orange, or red. Watermelon Industry gives detail 

information about the NWPB and other watermelon organizations. July is national 

watermelon month. This section posted all related activities, festivals, and contests. 

Industry Members:  This section is designed for the watermelon industry member. 

It explains how NWPB works and the difference between NWPB and NWA. New 

released information from USDA is posted here. Regulatory issues, food safety, and 

other resources can be found here as well. Information on crisis management and 

meetings are available to the members and oversight authorities. For growers and 

packers, Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) as a comprehensive extension and 

education program, is introduced here to emphasis the importance of reducing microbial 

risks in fruits and vegetables. 

Food Service: in this section, you still can find recipes and fun carvings of 

watermelon. But, the focus of this section is away from home food consumption. 

Because watermelon has beautiful color and is easy to prepare, it is really popular in 

many food service institutions. The section of fresh serving ideas presents four ideas of 

quick watermelon display. The watermelon basics show information such as selection, 

storage, cutting, seed removal, and menu presentation. 
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Educators: In this section, the NWPB offers an array of tools for teachers. 

Teachers have great power of influence on their students. In order to teach our kids 

valuable lessons of healthy life style and nutrition of fruit especially watermelon, it is 

important to provide teachers with health related knowledge, information, and tools.  

Arranged by grade levels, these tools that include language arts, math, geography and 

more will help the students teach the parents with healthy related message as well. 

Health Professionals: “Over the past years, nutritionists, medical professionals, 

scientists and researchers have taken an interest to find out more about watermelon’s 

health benefits”. This section shows the health benefit of watermelon by providing 

information in section of Heart Health, Lycopene Leader, and Hydration.  It also shows 

watermelon’s health benefit to different groups of people: men, women, pregnancy, and 

children. This section presents the healthy weight management and information related 

to diabetes and cancer as well. 

We can see NWPB takes a lot of effort to provide a rich source of information for 

producers, retailers, importers, industry members, consumers, and health professionals 

in their website. This website is updated frequently and is easy to access. This website 

is only one of the program activities by the staff of the Watermelon Board. Other 

activities have been taken in order to reach the goal of this program as well. 

Food Safety Issues 

Overview of Food Safety 

Health and well-being are highly valued in today's society and food is considered 

to play a major role in both. There are many things that consumers expect from their 

food supply such as variety, quality, nutrition, and food safety. Recent outbreaks of food 

borne illnesses and deaths associated with commercial food establishments have 
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received widespread media and public attention. In this situation, food safety became 

an important concern when consumers make purchase decisions. 

In reality, the food safety issue is quite complex because it involves grower, 

handler, distributer, retailer, and consumers especially that consumers vary greatly in 

their knowledge of the science of food safety.  In general opinion, safe food means that 

there will be no danger from pathogenic microorganisms, naturally occurring toxins, and 

other potentially harmful chemicals that may be deliberately added to foods. 

Microorganisms pose a greater threat to human health along with other sources of food 

borne illnesses.  

Food borne illness is a major threat that Americans face among all the health 

issues. There are “between 6.5 million and 81 million cases of food borne illness and as 

many 9,100 related deaths occur annually”. Millions of illnesses and thousands of 

deaths can be traced to contaminated food in the United States. Illnesses from 

pathogenic bacteria appear to be increasing each year. Evidence shows that “the 

economic devastation of this disease is considerable, with an estimated $420 spent on 

direct medical costs and $7.3 billion attributed to lost productivity annually” 

(http://msucares.com/health/food_safety/ ). 

When speaking of food borne illnesses, it should be recognized that foods 

themselves don't cause illness but bacteria and other pathogens do. Usually raw foods 

of animal origin such as beef, pork, poultry, egg, and seafood are contaminated with 

bacteria through the distribution system in the food chain. In other cases, healthy food 

handlers may contaminate food with bacteria common in the human body, or diseased 

food handlers may contaminate food with lesser common pathogens. Whether raw 

http://msucares.com/health/food_safety/�
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foods are contaminated at the time of purchase or purchased foods are contaminated 

by food handlers, mishandling can allow bacteria to survive, reproduce, and in some 

cases form a toxin in food or the human body. In lots of cases, food handling errors are 

the reasons associated with the "dinner plate" microbial contamination which is a 

prerequisite for food borne illness. 

In order to reducing food borne illness, there are two efforts need to be made. 

First, commercial foodservice establishments that include all parts of distribution system 

up to the final sale point should be aware of their role in providing safe food to 

consumers. On the other hand, educational knowledge and information related to food 

safety issues should be delivered to consumers efficiently especially for commercially 

prepared foods. 

The Cooperative Extension Service (CES), also known as the Extension Service 

of the USDA, is a nationwide non-formal non-credit educational program. It is 

implemented through its federal, state, and county partnership of professionals in the 

United States. The goal of CES is to help people use research-based knowledge to 

improve their lives. In relation to this section, the program teaches food safety and 

quality educational programs such as how to minimize potential food hazards 

throughout food production, processing, distribution, preparation, and utilization. 

The service is provided by the state's designated land-grant universities. In most 

universities, the educational program offered are in the areas of agriculture and food, 

home and family, the environment, community economic development, and youth and 

4-H. Each U.S. state and territory has a state office at a university and a network of 

local or regional offices. These offices are staffed by one or more experts who provide 
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useful, practical, and research-based information to agricultural producers, small 

business owners, youth, consumers, and others in rural areas and communities of all 

sizes.  

The National Institute of Food and Agriculture of the USDA (NIFA) is a federal 

partner in the Cooperative Extension System. It administrates funding for Smith Lever 

Act services in cooperation with state and county governments and land-grant 

universities. Through program leadership, The NIFA helps the system identify and 

address current issues and problems (http://www.csrees.usda.gov/Extension/ ). 

Food Safety for Fresh Fruits and Vegetables 

Fresh fruits and vegetables are one of important component in food supply. In 

order to ensure safe food handling, many factors need to be considered. The U.S. Food 

and Drug Administration and the U.S. Department of Agriculture provide “Guide to 

minimizing microbial hazards in fresh fruit and vegetables”. This guide highlights 

practices in growing, harvesting, packing, storage, and shipping of fresh produce and 

provides information of how to reduce or eliminate microbial hazards. In additional, 

chemical and physical hazards have been discussed in an overall safety risk as well. 

 A “Food Safety Questionnaire for Fresh Fruits and Vegetables” has been created 

as the first step in the risk assessment process by members from the producer, retailer, 

and food service industries. This questionnaire provides a formal evaluation tool to 

encourage uniformity and consistency in determining food safety risks. It is also used to 

assist handlers and distributors of fresh fruits and vegetables in evaluating compliance 

applicable federal and state laws, such as the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 

(FFDCA), the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). It generates 

information that can be independently evaluated by grower/shipper, distributor, and 

http://www.csrees.usda.gov/Extension/�
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retailer with respect to legal and regulatory requirements. Finally, this document can be 

used as a companion to the “Food Safety Auditing Guidelines: Core Elements of Good 

Agricultural Practices for Fresh Fruits and Vegetables”, which is developed by United 

Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Association (Garren, 2001). 

Any party involved in the part and/or whole produce operation need to keep 

regular contact and made required information available through” the U.S. food and 

Drug Administration, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Environmental Protection Agency,  

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, as well as state agricultural, 

environmental, academic, and public health authorities”(Garren, 2001). 

Food Safety for Melons and Watermelons 

A food safety plan for melons is complicated due to the diversity of production and 

processing methods in this industry. For example, growers may choose to pack melons 

in the field or in a packinghouse. They may choose to cool the product using water or 

air. Each firm needs to develop the food safety method that meets its individual needs. 

However, before individual rules are followed, the whole melon industry has basic food 

safety principles as the foundation for all food safety programs. Regardless of the 

preferred production and processing method for a single producer, all the members in 

this industry need to follow basic standards (PMA, 2005): 

• The melon industry recognizes that once a melon is contaminated, removing or 
killing pathogens is difficult. Therefore, prevention of microbial contamination at all 
steps from production to distribution is strongly favored over treatments to 
eliminate contamination after it has occurred. 

• The melon industry supports implementation and documentation of food safety 
programs that utilize risk assessment techniques that identify true risks and use a 
preventive approach to ensure safe food products. 
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• The melon industry also supports and encourages food safety awareness training 
for all persons who grow, handle, distribute process, prepare, and/or serve melon 
products. 

• The human pathogens most often associated with produce cause infection and 
illness by the fecal oral route of food contamination and may involve vectors such 
as human hands, water, and soil. Therefore, melon food safety programs should 
pay special attention to preventing fecal contamination of human hands, water, 
and soil that contact melons. 

In order to fulfill the above requirements, it is essential to develop an integrated 

approach to guide safe growing, harvesting, processing, and retail/foodservice handling 

practices from farm to table. Thus a supply-chain-wide group consisting of members of 

the industry and produce food safety experts developed a guideline-“Commodity 

Specific Food Safety Guidelines for the Melon Supply Chain”.  

  This manual focuses on melons that are grown and harvested for fresh market or 

for “valued added/fresh-cut processing,” cooled, shipped to retail, wholesale, or 

processing, and offered for sale to the consumer. The term “melon” in this document 

includes raw agricultural commodities and value-added fresh-cut products derived from 

cantaloupe (aka muskmelons), honeydew, watermelon, and variety melons ("Canary", 

"Crenshaw", "Galia", etc) (PMA, 2005). 

Because of differences between products, production processes, distribution and 

consumption, and the state of knowledge regarding food safety, it is impossible for this 

single document to be comprehensive and absolutely authoritative.  Thus individuals 

and companies can use this document as a base to evaluate and develop their own 

food safety programs. 

When individual farmers or companies establish their own guidelines of food 

safety, they need to realize that the guidelines are not set in stone; they need to be 

updated as necessary. For example, when production agricultural and 
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marketing/distribution practices become more sophisticated, food safety practices must 

also become more sophisticated to appropriately address produce food safety.  Also, 

scientific and regulatory authorities are constantly revising information regarding best 

practices in food handling as well as information regarding potential food safety 

management issues. When the regulation and related knowledge changes, the 

guidelines need to be updated as well (PMA, 2005). 

Nowadays, numerous safe melon handling practices have been adopted and 

implemented by growers, processors, and others along the distribution chain. These 

practices definitely enhance the safety of fresh melons. As part of a supplier’s 

continuous improvement of food safety programs, all suppliers of produce are 

encouraged to comply with Good Agricultural Practices (GAPs) during the production, 

harvest, and packaging of all produce items.  GAPs, as a collection of principles to 

apply for on-farm production and post-production processes, cover safe and healthy 

issues of food and non-food agricultural products while taking into account economical, 

social, and environmental sustainability (www.gaps.cornell.edu ). 

Watermelon industry experienced many changes and advances in the food safety 

arena in later 1990s. “In January 1997, a group of growers, shippers and processors, 

hydrovac operators and other industry professionals agreed to pool resources to 

develop voluntary guidelines which the watermelon industry can use to minimize the risk 

of microbial contamination. This effort, led by Western Growers Association (WGA) and 

the International Fresh-cut Produce Association (IFPA), is called the Food Safety 

Initiative. The National Watermelon Promotion Board has incorporated many guidelines 

from this Food Safety Initiative enacted by the WGA and IFPA with changes, 

http://www.gaps.cornell.edu/�
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amendments, deletions, and additions to make the guidelines pertain to the specific 

needs of the watermelon industry”( www.watermelon.org ).  

 “Voluntary Food Safety Guidelines for the Watermelon Industry” were finally 

published in 1999. The information and voluntary guidelines are designed to be 

practical, economical, and yet effective. They provide routine guidelines to minimize 

microbial contamination risks. Like other similar guidelines, the watermelon guidelines 

serve as a starting point not a final solution and protocol to safe operation. Individuals 

use this document as a supplement to food safety program, along with other food safety 

program components such as GAPs or other similar programs that include a third-party 

certification.  

http://www.watermelon.org/�
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Figure 2-1.  Percentage of answers by consumers evaluation as important aspects 
(Camelo,2004) 

 

 

Figure 2-2.  Retail fruit and vegetable sales in U. S. (PMA, 2007) 
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Figure 2-3.  Produce share of retail sales in U.S. (PMA,2007) 
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Figure 2-4.  Fruit and vegetable market sharing (PMA,2007) 
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Figure 2-5.  Shares of total fresh produce sales (PMA, 2007) 
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Figure 2-6.  Shares of produce department sales by line item (PMA, 2007) 

 
Table 2-1.  Retail sales of fresh fruits (PMA, 2007) 

Fruit 
Sales 
2005($millions) 

Sales 
2006($millions) 

% of Total 
Produce Sales 
2005 

% of Total 
Produce 
Sales 2006 

Apples 3795 4260 7.10% 7.60% 
Bananas 3434 3628 6.50% 6.50% 
Berries 3797 4226 7.20% 7.50% 
Grapes 3802 3911 7.20% 7.00% 
Melons 2718 2947 5.10% 5.30% 
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Figure 2-7.  Distribution of sales by store format (PMA, 2007) 
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Figure 2-8.  Top retailers market share (PMA, 2007) 
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Table 2-2.  Nutritional composition of watermelon (amounts per 100 g (3 ½ oz) edible 
portion. Source: USDA 2003) 

  Fruit Seeds 
Water (%) 91.51 5.05 
Energy (kcal) 32 557 
Protein (g) 0.62 28.33 
Total Lipid (g) 0.43 47.37 
Carbohydrate (g) 7.18 15.31 
Calcium (mg) 8 54 
Iron (mg) 0.17 7.28 
Magnesium (mg) 11 515 
Phosphorus (mg) 9 755 
Potassium (mg) 116 648 
Sodium (mg) 2 99 
Zinc (mg) 0.07 10.24 
Copper (mg) 0.032 0.686 
Manganese (mg) 0.037 1.614 
Selenium (?g) 0.1 - 
Vitamin C (mg) 9.6 0 
Thiamin (mg) 0.08 0.19 
Riboflavin (mg) 0.02 0.145 
Niacin (mg) 0.2 3.55 
Pantothenic acid (mg) 0.212 0.346 
Vitamin B6 (mg) 0.144 0.089 
Folate, total (?g) 2 58 
Vitamin A (IU) 366 0 
Vitamin E (mg ATE) 0.15 -- 

Source: USDA 2003 
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Table 2-3.  Selected varieties and characteristics of watermelons grown in the United 
States 

  Size   Rind Flesh 
Cultivar (pounds) Shape color color 
Charleston Gray 30 Oblong Pale green Bright red 
Dixie Queen 25 Oval Striped Red 
Garrisonian 35 Oblong Striped Red 
Mirage 25 Oblong Striped Red 
Prince Charles 25 Oblong Dark green Red 
Sweet Princess 30 Oblong Pale green Red 
Crimson Sweet 25 Oval Striped Deep red 
Black Diamond 40 Round Dark green Red 
Dixie Lee 25 Round Striped Intense red 
Jubilee 20-45 Oblong Striped Bright red 
Royal Jubilee 20-45 Oblong Lt grn/Striped Bright red 
Klondike Striped 12-29 Oblong Striped Red 
Klondike R-7 12-29 Oblong Dark green Red 
Peacock Improved 12-29 Oblong Dark green Orange-red 
Royal Sweet 20-25 Oblong Lt grn/Striped Red 
Klondike 155 12-29 Oblong Dark green Dark pink 
Klondike Black Seeded 12-29 Oblong Dark green Dark pink 
Klondike Striped Blue Ribbon 12-29 Oblong Striped Red 
Peacock Resistant 12-29 Oblong Dark green Orange-red 
Sugar Baby 8-10 Round Pale green Red 
Allsweet 25-35 Oblong Striped Red 
Sangria 20-25 Oblong Dark green Bright red 
Petite Sweet 8-10 Round Striped Red 
Crimson Sweet 25 Round Striped Deep red 
Crimson Trio (sdless) 15 Round Med. green Bright red 
Blackstone-Improved Black Diamond 30-50 Round Dark green Red 
Blue Bell 15 Round Dark green Red 
Tri-X 313 18-25 Round Striped Red 
Tender Sweet 25-40 Oblong Striped Yellow 
Summitt 25-35 Round Green Red 
Desert King 20-30 Round Lt. green Yellow 
Yellow Baby 5-10 Round Striped Yellow 
Tendergold 10-30 Round Green Yellow 
Honeyheart (seedless) 10-30 Round Green Yellow 
NH Midget 2-4 Round Med. green Red 
Mickeylee 5-15 Round Grey-green Bright red 
Minilee 5-15 Round Grey-green Bright red 

Source: Cooperative Extension Service, USDA, various publications. 
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Figure 2-9.  General distribution system of melons 
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Figure 2-10.  Melon unit operations 
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Figure 2-11.  U.S. watermelon production, 1980-2008 (ERS, 2009 Table 36) 
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Table 2-4.  United States watermelon acreage, yield, production, and value, 1990-2008 
(ERS, 2009 Table 39) 

                   Acreage                         Value  
 Year              Yield  Production   
  Planted Harvested     Per cwt           Total 
              
          ---- Acres -----     Cwt   1,000 cwt    $/cwt $1000 

1990  -- 203976 156 31871 6.66 212206 
1991  -- 190765 162 30974 8.87 274622 
1992 269640 229540 165 37783 5.91 223400 
1993 231330 201730 183 36917 6.93 255692 
1994 229290 202890 193 39232 6.80 267828 
1995 222880 198480 199 39426 8.90 350770 
1996 223560 199260 214 42724 6.30 270179 
1997 197900 179300 223 39923 7.60 305017 
1998 188560 169390 218 36974 7.71 285248 
1999 200560 175060 235 41153 6.47 266092 

       
2000 188560 164960 226 37629 6.41 241101 
2001 177520 160820 253 40648 6.77 275035 
2002 164400 149900 262 39204 8.38 328550 
2003 165700 152500 260 39585 8.30 328497 
2004 163000 141700 260 36882 8.49 313217 
2005 147700 138100 278 38403 11.60 445917 
2006 141300 131000 304 39865 10.40 414111 
2007 140700 129000 290 37349 11.30 422546 
2008 133700 125550 315 39551 12.50 492446 

              
  -- = Not available.      
 Sources: USDA, NASS, Vegetables Annual Summary (1950-81 and 1992-2007).  
USDA, ERS for 1982-91. 
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Table 2-5.  Monthly U.S. fresh watermelon import and exports, 2008 (ERS, 2009 Table 
17&21) 

  Monthly Import 2008 Monthly Export 2008 
  Volume(1000 lb) Value($1000) Volume(1000 lb) Value($1000) 
 January 56934.3 7495.8 2448.6 489 
 February 80780.4 12627.2 2777.5 563 
 March 135760.0 16044.0 3558.5 739 
 April 220345.4 47330.5 12756.6 1987 
 May 310750.8 62794.0 49603.4 6630 
 June 69735.9 12101.9 74358.8 8810 
 July 13641.0 1862.8 84835.1 8447 
 August 3029.6 425.0 40815.3 4015 
 September 2125.9 367.9 12296.9 1430 
 October 73924.2 13696.3 3884.1 657 
 November 54710.8 8350.4 2164.2 359 
 December 35388.9 5015.4 2719.4 496 
  Annual 1057127.3 188111.2 292218.5 34622 

 

Table 2-6.  U.S. watermelon state annual production, 2005-2008 (ERS, 2009 Table 07) 

State 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Florida 8190 8349 7456 8613 
Texas 1/ 5798 7232 4370 6045 
California  6860 5723 6498 6102 
Georgia 5250 5640 6440 5880 
Arizona 3367 3317 3348 2880 
Indiana 2774 2738 2664 2736 
North Carolina 1037 1280 1386 1340 
Missouri 963 856 741 -- 
South Carolina 770 1575 943 1398 
Delaware 854 874 1013 1260 
Maryland 672 616 552 870 
Oklahoma 725 320 563 360 
Arkansas 160 370 418 336 
Alabama 203 340 285 350 
Mississippi 435 388 442 442 
Virginia 345 247 230 264 
Total U.S.  38403 39865 37349 39551 
 -- = Estimates not available.    1/  TX data for 1990 and 91 estimated by ERS.  States 
sorted based on 2002 values. 
 Sources:  USDA, National Agricultural Statistics 
Service, Vegetables Annual Summary and State 
Statistical Service Offices.     
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Table 2-7.  Watermelon value per unit (shipping-point price):  selected states, 1990-
2008 (ERS, 2009 Table 10) 

Year 
  

Florida  Arizona  Hawaii Maryland S Carolina Texas California 
      
United 

        
Cents/pound 
($/cwt)         

1990 7.15 6.95 13.20 10.80 
                    
-- 7.05 8.30 6.66 

1991 11.52 6.84 14.40 12.00 
                    
-- 

                
-- 6.05 8.87 

1992 7.35 4.87 16.00 8.00 3.85 5.55 8.72 5.91 
1993 8.00 7.29 16.00 7.00 5.00 8.40 8.04 6.90 
1994 6.80 5.60 16.00 5.60 4.80 7.70 9.91 6.80 
1995 7.60 11.40 16.00 10.00 5.00 10.10 14.30 8.90 
1996 7.00 7.17 16.50 9.00 4.00 5.47 10.50 6.30 
1997 7.30 7.77 18.00 8.00 6.50 7.92 10.90 7.64 
1998 8.35 8.00 21.00 8.00 6.00 5.46 12.30 7.86 
1999 6.90 5.60 21.00 11.00 6.70 3.98 9.80 6.55 

         
2000 5.25 6.80 23.00 9.00 5.10 3.90 11.70 6.40 
2001 5.70 10.20 24.00 8.00 5.70 4.50 10.90 6.75 
2002 8.20 8.30 26.00 10.00 6.00 8.50 12.70 8.30 
2003 8.60 11.80 24.00 8.00 6.50 8.80 12.10 8.98 
2004 8.40 7.80 24.00 10.00 5.00 10.00 10.60 8.49 
2005 15.50 15.20 27.00 13.00 9.00 12.80 11.10 11.60 
2006 13.30 12.00 28.00 9.00 9.00 8.60 11.30 10.40 
2007 18.80 12.20 30.00 13.00 8.00 8.20 11.30 11.30 

2008 16.30 16.20 
                
-- 13.00 10.80 8.70 15.90 12.50 

Source: NASS (1980-81, 1992-2008), California County Agric. Commissioners (1982-
91), State Statistical Offices for all others during 1982-91.  Hawaii data from the HI State 
Statistical Office. 
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Table 2-8.  U.S. watermelon: utilization and price, 1990-2009 (ERS, 2009 Table 01) 

    
               
Utilization     

Season average 
price 

 Year   Per capita use   Current   Constant 
   Exports Domestic       Current 3-year    dollars 2000 
   3/         year       1/ 2/   dollars 4/ 

      
               -- 
Pounds --               -- $/cwt -- 

1990 94.36 3321.35 13.28 13.47 6.66 8.16 
1991 101.79 3226.55 12.73 13.23 8.87 10.5 
1992 212.13 3777.589 14.7 13.57 5.91 6.84 
1993 215.38 3692.54 14.19 13.86 6.9 7.81 
1994 242.40 3951.98 15 14.63 6.8 7.53 
1995 239.24 4039.72 15.16 14.79 8.9 9.66 
1996 255.26 4472.41 16.58 15.58 6.3 6.71 
1997 268.89 4227.62 15.49 15.74 7.64 8.01 
1998 244.79 3959.91 14.34 15.47 7.86 8.15 
1999 292.2 4248.3 15.21 15.01 6.55 6.69 

       
2000 293.3 3902.1 13.82 14.46 6.4 6.4 
2001 249.4 4281.9 15.01 14.68 6.75 6.59 
2002 364.5 4045.3 14.1 14.31 8.3 7.97 
2003 383.7 3938.2 13.6 14.24 8.97 8.43 
2004 424 3810.9 13 13.57 8.49 7.76 
2005 349.9 4012.2 13.6 13.4 11.6 10.27 
2006 296.9 4520.1 15.1 13.9 10.4 8.91 
2007 286 4351.6 14.4 14.37 11.3 9.43 
2008 308.8 4703.4 15.5 15 12.5 10.18 

  2009 f 310 4690 15.3 15.07 -- -- 
-- = not available. f = ERS forecast; 1/ Source:  National Agricultural Statistics Service, 
USDA.  Includes any processing uses. From 1982 to 1991, production was estimated by 
ERS based on available.  State data adjusted to the national level; 2/ from 1982-91, the 
season average price data were estimated by ERS using State values; 3/ Source: U.S. 
Census Bureau, U.S. Dept. of Commerce.  H.S. import codes=0807113000, 
0807114000; export code=0807110000; 4/ Deflated by the GDP implicit price deflator, 
2000=100; Source:  Compiled and computed by USDA, Economic Research Service. 
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Table 2-9.  Consumption distribution of watermelon, 1994-96 & 1998 (ERS, 2009 Table 
05) 

         Population Water     Proportion 
Item               1/ melon    per capita 
              2/ 

         ---------------------------- Percent ------------------------- 
Food sources      
  Home  99.3  85.3           -- 
  Away from home 81.2  14.7           -- 
    Fast food 42.5  0.2           -- 
    Other restaurant 28.6  3.9           -- 
    School  10.4  0.2           -- 
    Others  52.4  10.4           -- 
Census region      
  Northeast 19.6  18.7  95.408163 
  Midwest  23.5  22.5  95.744681 
  South  34.9  28.7  82.234957 
  West  22  30.2  137.27273 
MSA status      
  Metropolitan 32  23.9  74.6875 
  Suburban 46.9  56.4  120.25586 
  Rural  21.1  19.7  93.364929 
Race/Ethnic origin      
  White, non-Hispanic 72.6  63.6  87.603306 
  Black, non-Hispanic 12.5  11.1  88.8 
  Hispanic  10.5  12.6  120 
  Others  4.4  12.7  288.63636 
Household income as     
percentage of poverty      
  0 - 130 percent 19.2  17.2  89.583333 
  131 - 350 percent 41.8  48  114.83254 
  351 percent and above 39  34.8  89.230769 
Gender and age                
  Male, all  48.9  47.2  96.523517 
    Age 2 - 19  15.1  14.8  98.013245 
    Age 20 - 59  27  22.1  81.851852 
    Age 60 and over  6.8  10.3  151.47059 
  Female, all  51.1  52.7  103.13112 
    Age 2 - 19  14.5  11.1  76.551724 
    Age 20 - 59  27.7  30.4  109.74729 
    Age 60 and over 8.9   11.2   125.8427 

1/ Percent of the population that ate at the food source over a two-day period or percent of the population 
in each category.  Data based on number of servings. 
2/ Serving proportion divided by population percentage;  Source:  U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Agricultural Research Service, 1998.  1994-96 Continuing Survey of Food Intakes by Individuals and 
1994-96 Diet and Health Knowledge Survey. 
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Table 2-10.  U.S. fresh watermelon trade, 1990-2008 1/ (ERS, 2009 Table 16) 
  Year                Exports             Imports           Balance 2/ 
                    1,000 pounds   
1990  94360.11  228611  -134250.894 
1991  101784.7  230933  -129148.307 
1992  212132.2  211421  711.172 
1993  215384.6  216229.4  -844.793 
1994  242400.9  271178.6  -28777.621 
1995  239242.9  336366.6  -97123.691 
1996  255260.3  455271.2  -200010.904 
1997  268889.2  504210.2  -235321.077 
1998  244789.5  484203  -239413.491 
1999  292218.3  481659.3  -189441.021 
       
2000  293271.1  445957.4  -152686.338 
2001  249438.2  483543.9  -234105.673 
2002  364487.5  451343  -86855.568 
2003  383654.9  489245.1  -105590.244 
2004  423994.5  546872.3  -122877.86 
2005  349861.2  659772.9  -309911.686 
2006  297389.7  830523.4  -533133.691 
2007  286022.6  902713  -616690.398 
2008   308767.3   1057127   -748360.022 

1/ Excludes seed trade.  Exports prior to 1990 were likely understated due to under-reporting of exports  
to Canada. 
2/ Exports less imports. Parentheses denote negative values; Source: Compiled by ERS from data of 
U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Census Bureau. 
 

Table 2-11.  U.S. fresh watermelon imports, volume by country, 2005-2008 (ERS, 2009 
Table 18) 

Trading partner 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Brazil 2/ 105.4 1493.4 1390 287 
Canada 1421.7 1143.8 3213 1559 
Costa Rica 1/ 21840.2 21899.0 5571 6637 
Dominican Republic 1/ 438.5 732.6 179 86 
Guatemala 1/ 26416.8 40438.1 49528 51909 
Honduras 1/ 35568.0 35605.1 39820 46172 
Mexico 2/ 556065.8 711799.8 779472 948468 
Nicaragua 2/ 15243.6 12939.7 20087 45 
Panama 1/ 2184.7 4458.7 3411 1923 
World 659284.7 830510.2 902671 1057127 
-- = Not available; 1/ Eligible for duty free status under the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act; 2/ 
Eligible for duty free status for the Dec 1 - Mar 31 period under the Generalized System of Preferences; 
Source: Compiled by ERS from data of U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Census Bureau. 
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Table 2-12.  U.S. fresh watermelon: export volume by Country, 2005-2008 (ERS, 2009 
Table 22) 

Trading Partner 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Antigua & Barbuda -- 14.0 5.2 -- 
Bahamas 39.4 79.1 308.6 202.3 
Barbados -- 10.5 -- 8.0 
Bermuda 558.7 470.2 498.1 657.5 
Canada 334966.2 292934.0 283665.7 304193.4 
Dominican Republic -- -- 77.9 11.6 
Iceland 11186.0 143.9 -- 1156.8 
Japan 103.0 276.9 164.8 134.4 
Mexico 2649.0 3435.1 1193.5 2358.2 
World 349502.3 297363.7 286022.6 308767.3 
-- = Not available; 1/ Data after 1990 may not be fully consistent with prior years.  In 1990, U.S. exports to 
Canada reflect data supplied by Canada for their imports of U.S. watermelon.  This was done to alleviate 
chronic under-reporting of U.S. exports to Canada; Source: Compiled by ERS from data of U.S. 
Department of Commerce, U.S. Census Bureau. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2-12.  Short run and long run possible impacts of generic advertising 
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Figure 2-13.  The National Watermelon Promotion Board Webpage 
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CHAPTER 3 
U.S.  MELON STRUCTURE 

In this chapter, we will discuss detail information of the data used in this 

research. This chapter has five sections, which include overview of research data, 

description and definition of variables, descriptive statistics of melon variables, 

descriptive statistics of demographic variables, and descriptive statistics of NWPB 

expenditure. 

Overview of Research Data 

In 1989, watermelon growers and shippers formed a non-profit organization in 

Orlando, Florida, called the National Watermelon Promotion Board (NWPB). This 

organization has only one objective: to increase consumer demand for watermelon 

through promotion, research, and educational programs. Since then, the NWPB has 

developed marketing programs to boost watermelon sales in supermarkets throughout 

the U.S. and Canada. The data used in this analysis are based on monthly scanner 

data from January 2003 to September 2008 NWPB collected in retail level. The whole 

data set falls in three groups of variables: first are the monthly melon expenditure 

variables, second are the demographic variables, and third are NWPB expenditure 

variables. 

Melon expenditures on U.S. Market were grouped into five subcategories: 

watermelons, cantaloupes, honeydew, mixed melons, and other melons. For each 

subcategory, there are monthly aggregate values for each region, which includes three 

parts: total quantity, total value, and price. Besides these five subcategories, the data 

set also provides variables for seeded watermelons, and seeded melons in quantity, 
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value and price. Those variables are very useful when we consider the effect of product 

attributes for melon’s consumption. 

In this analysis, the U.S. was divided into eight regions: California, Great Lakes, 

Mid-south, Northeast, Plains, South Central, Southeast, and West. We use the 

demographic variables to capture the difference among regions. The demographics 

variables used  in the data set include education level, household size, income, the 

number of children, the employment status, age, metro sales area, occupation, and 

rental option. More detailed information will be discussed in section four. 

To increase watermelon demand in U.S. and Canada, NWPB has annual 

expenditures on different branches, which include administration, marketing, 

communication, industry relations, production research, meetings, and federal agencies. 

While certain expenditures are used to maintain the operation of the organization, 

others are contributed directly to the growth demand of the product.  In section five, we 

will discuss more about this. 

Description and Definition of Variables 

 The original data was coded by period (year and month), region, and products 

with each entry representing one observation for a total of 552 observations (8 regions 

times 69 months: January 2003 to September 2008). Each observation has four 

components, which are period and region, quantity and expenditure on different types of 

melon (See table 3-1), NWPB expenditures (See table 3-2), and demographic 

distributions (See table 3-3). 

Table 3-1shows that NWPB provides quantity, value, and price for each type of 

melons along with period and region information. In order to check the correction of the 

data set, price of each melon should equal to the value divided by quantity. For 
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example, PTALL_OT = VTALL_OT/QTALL_OT. NWPB also provides summary of 

quantity and value for each melon product, so the total quantity (or value) of melon 

should equal the summary of each type of melon quantity (or value). Thus, the following 

equations need to be satisfied. 

QTALL_TT=QTALL_OT+QTALL_CA+QTALL_HD+QTALL_MX+QTALL_WM 

VTALL_TT=VTALL_OT+VTALL_CA+VTALL_HD+VTALL_MX+VTALL_WM 

Finally, since we know the quantity (or value) of total watermelon and seeded 

watermelon, we can calculate the share of seedless watermelon in quantity (or value). 

The share of seedless watermelon in quantity is SQSL_WM = (QTALL_WM – 

QSD_WM)/ QTALL_WM. The share of seedless watermelon in value is SVSL_WM = 

(VTALL_WM – VSD_WM)/ VTALL_WM.  

All the observation was reported by different periods and regions, which means 

that quantity, value, price of melons and other variables can be summarized by time and 

regions. For example, we can calculate the monthly or annual consumption of 

cantaloupes for all regions, or the consumption of watermelon for each region can be 

summarized. In next section, detailed statistics of melon will be discussed. 

Descriptive Statistics of Melon Variables 

 This research focus on melon market in the United States, and all the data are 

scanner data captured at the final sales point of the distribution system. Since it is the 

closest point to the melon consumer, it has a good potential to obtain and analyze the 

factors that influence demand market. Theoretically, main factors that affect the demand 

of certain product are its own price, price of related commodities, income, demographic 

variables, and other factors. In this and following sections, the statistics of these factors 

will be discussed. 
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In this section, the focus will be melon variables which include watermelon, 

cantaloupe, honeydew, mixed melon, and other melons. Melon is an interesting 

commodity among the many choices consumers have when making food purchasing 

decisions. It is not an essential or a staple part of the daily diet. Most of melons are 

perishable and can be found in any retail outlet as a whole uncut melon, or pre-

packaged ready-to-consume produce, such as half, quarter, slice, cubes, or mixed with 

other fruits or melons. Melons are not the main dish, but they are complements to many 

dishes. Hence, many of the promotion messages can exploit these complementarities 

with other food groups. 

Among all melons, watermelon has no negative attributes and is very popular 

associated with pleasurable consumption experiences. Domestic watermelon 

production is seasonal but with the availability of imported melons, consumers generally 

have access to watermelon throughout the year. Watermelon is unique but has 

substitutes mostly from cantaloupe and honeydew melons. Comparing with other 

commodities, watermelon has a unique characteristic-it does not change its identity 

while moving through the distribution system. The edible part of a watermelon keeps the 

same attributes from fields to final retailers. Thus, a message impacting the demand for 

watermelon at the consumer end should likely be reflected back to producers or first 

handlers. 

Overview of Melon Market 

From 2003 through 2008 approximately 20.2 billion pound melons were 

purchased in U.S. retail market. Figure 3-1 illustrates that watermelons accounted for 

approximately 58.8 percent of retail quantity sales, while cantaloupes and honeydews 

had 34.7 percent and 4.8 percent, respectively. Calculated by value, watermelons had 
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50.1 percent market sharing, while cantaloupes and honeydews had 38.8 percent and 

7.3 percent. The reason that watermelons have more market share in quantity but less 

in value is that the prices of watermelons are usually the lowest among these three 

melons. The average price for watermelon from 2003 to 2008 period was 58 cents per 

pound which is about half the price of honeydews. Compared with cantaloupes, the 

price is almost 20 cents per pound cheaper. 

Most melon markets show increasing tendency from 2003 to 2007 (See figure 3-

2 and figure 3-3). Comparing annual value and annual quantity consumption of 

cantaloupes, even annual quantity shows slightly down, the annual value of cantaloupes 

goes up 2.4% and reach 65 million dollars. The quantity consumption of honeydews 

goes up slightly from 11.56 million pounds in 2006 to 11.84 million pounds in 2007. 

However, the annual value was going down from 11.54 million dollars in 2006 to 10.45 

million dollars in 2007 because the price of honeydew goes down. For mixed melons, 

both annual quantity and value consumption show upward tendency: from 2006 to 

2007, the annual quantity increases 11.35 percent and the annual value increases 7.79 

percent. The quantity consumption of watermelons goes down slightly from 145 million 

pounds in 2006 to 127 million pounds in 2007. However, the annual value was going up 

from 83 million dollars in 2006 to 86 million dollars in 2007 because the price of 

watermelon went up in 2007. 

Seasonality of Melon Market 

 As a per ishable c ommodity, m elons ar e hard t o s tore and c arry i nto no n-

producing months. M ost of  m elons ar e s old i n t he dom estic c ash m arket. D ue t o 

domestic production, the demand on melons is highly seasonal as well. With increasing 
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imports, especially in the last several years, nearly all of the demand in the off monthly 

of the domestic production cycle in U.S. market is filled by other countries. 

Domestic production of  w atermelon is h ighly s easonal l ike other m elons. Th e 

marketing season for U .S. watermelons generally s tarts in April and ends i n October. 

The gr owers us ually receive t he s trongest pr ices dur ing t he f irst t wo m onths of  t he 

season, w hich m eans f rom l ate A pril t o e arly J une. W ith t he i mport f rom M exico and 

other C entral A merica c ountries, w atermelons ar e generally av ailable t hroughout t he 

year now . I n t he U nited S tates, w atermelons c an be  m arketed t hrough a v ariety of  

outlets, which include but  are not restricted to roadside s tands, farmers’ market, local 

markets, wholesale, or super markets.  

Figure 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, and 3-7 show the monthly distribution of cantaloupe, 

honeydew, mixed melon, and watermelon from year 2003 to 2007 using the retail 

scanner data. Even with the growth in imports, still 85.53 percent of the availability of 

watermelon in the U.S. market occurs in the months of May through September. For 

comparison 60.73 percent of the honeydew supplies, 63.60 percent of the cantaloupe 

supplies, and 50.03 percent of mixed melon supplies are during the same five month 

period. Clearly, watermelon and to a slightly lesser degree cantaloupe and honeydew 

are highly seasonal. 

Comparing the plots for each melon type, we notice the relative differences in the 

seasonal distribution among the four types. If the seasonal distributions of these four 

melons were identical it would be nearly impossible to separate the effects of changes 

in supplies from each melon type. Table 3-4 shows the correlations among the four 

melons are between 82.66 to 92.71 percent over the twelve months, thus indicating a 
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strong association among the four melons for the complete calendar year. For the May 

through September months, the correlations are lower than full calendar year. 

Watermelon still has strong correlation with cantaloupe in 5 on-season months. The 

correlation between cantaloupe and honeydew is 73.64 percent, the correlation 

between honeydew and watermelon is only 28.67 percent. While later analyses will deal 

with data correlation issues, the potential data problem is less severe than initially 

expected (i.e., one can include all four melons in the same model without being overly 

concerned with correlation problems.) It needs to be noted that December and January 

are the historical seasonal lows in the availability of each type melon. 

Regional Consumption of Melon Market 

In this research, data are aggregated scanner data collected from 8 regions, 

which include California, Great Lakes, Mid-south, Northeast, Plains, South Central, 

Southeast, and West. Demographic variables are used to capture the difference among 

regions. Although the consumption varies in different regions, there is one thing to be 

noted namely that the quantity and value consumed by each region depend largely on 

the population of each region.  

Table 3-5 gives a brief look of region population and household trends from 2005 

to 2009. When considering the consumption of melons, the total consumption in specific 

region and per capita consumption within the same region need to be included in the 

research. In this table, we can see the change in household is smaller than the change 

in population in all regions. Southeast and west are two regions that have largest 

change in population since their standard deviation of population are on the top of all 

regions. 
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Figure 3-8 shows eight IRI standard regions by graph. In our research, each 

region has been coded by a digital number: 1 = California, 2 = Great Lakes, 3 = 

Midsouth, 4 = Northeast, 5 = Plains, 6 = South Central, 7 = Southeast, 8 = West, 9 = 

Total U.S.   The top three population and household regions are Northeast (region 4), 

Great Lakes (region 2), and Southeast (region 7). 

Top watermelon production states are Florida (in region 7), Texas (in region 6), 

Georgia (in region 7), Arizona (in region 8), and California (in region 1) according to 

NWPB scanner data from 2005 to 2008. Most of these states are in south part of U.S.. 

 Figure 3-9 shows that region 4, 7, 1 and 2 have the highest total quantity and 

value consumption of cantaloupe among all regions. Table 3-6 shows that consumption 

per capita and per household has dropped for region 2(Great Lakes.), and increased for 

region 8(West) if population and household are included in the analysis. 

Figure 3-10 shows that region 1, 4, 7 and 8 have the highest total quantity and 

value consumption of honeydew among all regions. Divided by population and 

household, table 3-7 shows that consumption per capita and per household has been 

dropped for region 4(Northeast) and region 7(Southeast), and increased for region 

8(West) and 5(Plains). 

The consumption of mixed melon is relatively small comparing to consumption of 

other melons. Figure 3-11 shows that region 1, 7, 4 and 8 have the highest total quantity 

and value consumption of mixed melon among all regions. Even population and 

household factors have been considered, table 3-8 shows that the pattern of 

consumption per capita and per household has not changed for the top 4 regions. 
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 Watermelon has approximately 50 percent of market share in melon markets 

both in quantity and value. However, since the price for watermelon is the lowest one, 

the difference between quantity and value are relatively large compared to other 

melons. Figure 3-12 shows that region 1, 2, and 4 have the highest total quantity 

consumption, and region 1, 4, and 7 have the highest total value consumption among all 

regions. Table 3-9 shows that consumption per capita and per household has dropped 

for region 4(Northeast) and region 7(Southeast), and increased for region 8(West) and 

region 5(Plains) if population and household are included in the analysis. 

 In general, region 1(California),4(Northeast), and 7(Southeast) have the highest 

total consumption among all regions, if population and household have been considered 

in the research, per capita or per household consumption in region 4 and 7 are always 

going down, and going up in region 8(West) and 5(Plains). 

Seeded and Seedless Melon 

Seedless watermelon becomes more and more popular in recent years. In matter 

of fact, the increase in watermelon production has been directly impacted with the 

development of seedless varieties, which have seen an expansive market (Maynerd, 

1995). The success of these varieties is attributed to the convenience they provide to 

consumers. According to Elmstrom and Maynard (1992) seeded watermelons can have 

1,000 seeds per fruit, which can make the consumption of this commodity 

uncomfortable. There is no information that differentiates the melons by form of seeded 

and seedless before. Now, in the data set provided by NWPB, there are variables that 

provide the detail information about seeded and seedless melons, especially seeded 

and seedless watermelon. Table 3-1 shows that QSD_WM is quantity of seeded 

watermelons; QSD_TT is quantity of total all seeded melons; QTALL_WM is quantity of 
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all watermelons; QTALL_TT is quantity of total all melons. So quantity of seedless 

watermelon is QSL_WM = QTALL_WM - QSD_WM; quantity of seedless melons other 

than watermelon is QSL_OTWM = (QTALL_TT - QTALL_WM) – (QSD_TT- QSD_WM). 

The value of seedless watermelon and other melons can be calculated by same way. 

Figure 3-13 shows the total share of seeded and seedless watermelon and other 

melons. First, the share of seedless melons other than watermelon are almost 0 

percent, which means that demand for seedless product are concentrated only in 

watermelon product. Second, in watermelon market, seedless watermelon account 

more than 75 percent of market share in both quantity and value.  

The major change in watermelon production in recent years is the movement to 

more seedless melons while the value added through pre-packaging is near the end 

point in the distribution chain for watermelon. Over the last two decades the marketing 

of seedless melons has probably been the single most important change in the 

attributes of watermelon. During the 90's the general rule was that around 30 to 40 

percent of the melons were seedless (Ward, 2002) with the share growing. From the 

retail scanner data and for the more recent years, the data show that at least 80 percent 

of the retail watermelon is seedless. From 2003 to 2007, the percentages increased 

from 70.46 percent to 84.65 percent in quantity consumed, and increased from 66.97 

percent to 80.34 percent in value (See figure 3-14). This evidence confirms both the 

continued growth and the dominance of seedless in the retail marketplace. Because this 

change in the watermelon is essential when attempting to quantify the demand for 

watermelon, it is necessary to include this seedless variable in the evaluation models 

later in this research. 
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Table 3-10 shows that the seedless value share of the retail market for melons is 

less than the volume share with the percentages being 80.34 for the value compared 

with the 84.65 percent in volume in 2007. This mean that the seedless have a lower 

value per unit comparing to seeded watermelon. Table 3-11 shows that price of 

watermelon is growing since 2003, seeded and seedless watermelon have increased 

43.05 percent and 29.78 percent respectively. Although the average price for 

watermelon is 0.56 dollar per pound, the seeded watermelon is slightly more expensive 

than seedless watermelon by 17 cents per pound. 

Like other melons, the main characteristics of demand in seeded and seedless 

watermelon is its seasonality. Figure 3-15 and figure 3-16 show that both seeded and 

seedless watermelon are available through the whole calendar year, however, most of 

the consumption occurs from May to September for both fruits. The consumption 

patterns for quantity and dollar value are similar: both reaches their highest 

consumption in summer time, and reaches the lowest consumption in winter time. The 

only difference is that the growth of consumption in season is much higher for seedless 

watermelon than seeded watermelon. The main reason is that seedless watermelon 

accounts more than 80 percent of watermelon’s market. 

 Figure 3-17 shows the regional consumption patterns for seedless 

watermelon in quantity. Only considering total quantity, region 2(Great Lakes) and 

region 4 (Northeast) are the top two states consuming seedless watermelon. When we 

divide total quantity by population and household of each state, region 1(California) and 

region 2 are the top two states. 
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 Figure 3-18 shows the regional consumption patterns for seedless 

watermelon in dollar value. Region 4 (Northeast) and region 7(Southeast) are the top 

two states consuming seedless watermelon. Considering the effect of population and 

household, region 1 is the highest; region 4 and region 7 are both ranked in second 

place with a slight difference. 

Melon Prices 

Supply and demand are the most fundamental concepts of economics and they 

are the backbone of a market economy. In this research, the focus will be on demand 

side of melon markets. Demand refers to how much (quantity) of a product or service is 

desired by buyers. The relationship between price and quantity demanded is essential 

in demand theory.  Thus, it is not hard to understand that price plays an important role 

in this research. 

In this research, the price variables have been reported in the form of scanner 

data by NWPB. Prices at the retailer point reflect the point closest to the consumer 

when buying melons. Other prices, such as shipping point prices, are not so close to the 

consumer thus they can not reflect the demand pattern for melon fruits (the shipping 

point prices show the value received by producers nearest to the point where the 

promotion assessments are paid). However, the link between scanner prices and 

shipping point prices is required in order to measure any promotion impacts at the 

producer level. We focus in this point only on price pattern by scanner data. 

The retail prices for all melons are reported monthly from 2003 to 2008. The price 

for watermelon varies through years. The retail price of watermelon has averaged 57 

cents per pound, and it ranges from a low of 44 cents to a high of 108 cents ($1.08) per 

pound. Other competing melons, including cantaloupe, honeydew, and mixed melon, 
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have their prices reported in this data set as well. Cantaloupes averaged 76 cents per 

pounds, which is about 19 percent higher than watermelon retail prices. The average 

price of honeydews is 1.04, which is almost twice of that of watermelon. Mixed melons 

have highest price, the average reaches to 2.14 cents (See figure 3-19). 

Two things need to be mentions from figure 3-19. First, all melons, cantaloupe, 

honeydew, and watermelon, except mixed melon, show strong seasonal price pattern. 

Melon prices are lower in in-season and reach the lowest price around July; melon 

prices are higher in off-season and reach the highest price around December. All these 

three melons follow the same seasonal patterns. The prices of mixed melon do not have 

clear evidence of seasonality. The reason for this could be that mixed melons are 

usually pre-packed and ready-to-eat, after pre-processing, mixed melons can be stored 

longer and are always available through the whole calendar year. 

Second, we can see from the graph that generally the price of watermelon is the 

lowest, and the mixed melon is the highest. Price of honeydew and cantaloupe are 

slightly higher than watermelon. The prices of mixed melon are pretty stable around 2 

and 2.5 dollar per pound except for the last three month of observation. However, the 

price difference between watermelon and cantaloupe/honeydew is decreasing in recent 

years, which illustrates that either price of cantaloupe and honeydew decrease or price 

of watermelon increases. From the above figure, we can see that watermelon prices 

have improved substantially in the most recent periods. Even with the seasonal lows 

there is an upward trend in retail watermelon prices since 2003. 

Again, the retail prices reflect the watermelon values purchased through major 

supermarkets and do not capture the values from other outlets and non-retail 
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purchases. This data set was not able to provide a perfect price system that can capture 

all demand in this melon market. 

Descriptive Statistics of Demographic Variables 

Demographic variables such as household size and age composition play an 

important role in determining demand patterns. The treatment of demographic effects in 

the context of theoretically plausible demand systems dates back to Barten(1964). 

Since Barten’s work, studies proliferated that were aimed at finding theoretically 

consistent techniques to incorporate demographic effects into demand analysis. 

In this data set, following demographics variables have been used, which include 

education level, household size, income, the number of children, the employment 

status, age, metro sales area, occupation, and rental option. Checking original data set, 

it shows that demographic variables do not change their value through time period. That 

means that only different regions have different value for demographic variables. 

Therefore, it is not necessary to summarize demographic variables by year or month. 

Table 3-12 shows an overall summary of demographic variables for the 8 regions. 

By calculating average and standard deviation, table 3-13 shows the variation of 

demographic variables. The education level for high school accounts for 31.06 percent, 

for college accounts for 57.64%, for higher than college accounts for 11.30 percent in 

total number of observation. The education level varies among different regions. It 

shows more variability in high school and college than post college since the standard 

deviation for both high school and college are higher than post college. 

Household with two members accounts for 37.64 percent in total household, 

which ranks in the first plan while household with four or more members ranks in 

second and accounts for 26.38 percent. These two groups take account for 64 percent 
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in total household. The household size does vary among different regions, but not as 

much as education level. 

Income under 50,000 accounts for 60 percent in total observation with higher 

variability in the lowest and highest income level among regions; about 60% reported in 

this data have no children under age 18. If they do have children, most of them are 

younger than 12. There is no significant distribution difference among region in whether 

they have children or how old is the child. Full employment and part time job account for 

62 percent with 38 unemployed in the data set. Since the standard deviations for all 

categories of employment status are relatively high, the distribution differences among 

regions exist in employment status. Evidence shows in above table that most of people 

who consume melons are age 25 or above, which accounts for 91 percent of total data, 

and most of melons have been consumed in bigger metro area. Table shows that metro 

areas with populations more than 1 million account for 73 percent of melon 

consumption. 

Table 3-14 illustrates the occupation distribution of the data. Retired accounts for 

20 percent, and ranks in the first place following by management/business/finance and 

professional, which account for 17.04, and 14.56 respectively. How occupation affects 

the demand for melons is not clear yet, however, it is part of demographic variables, 

and it is also related to the income level, education level, even employment status. How 

to include all or part of these demographics variables will be discussed in model section 

in chapter 5. 
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Descriptive Statistics of NWPB Expenditure 

NWPB Annual Expenditure 

The National Watermelon Promotion Board (NWPB) invests million dollars every 

year to conduct promotion, consumer information, industry relationship, and research to 

watermelon industry. The subsequent sections will focus on the program revenues and 

expenditures starting with 2003. Over years, the accounting classifications are the same 

and, hence, provide easily comparable accounting data. As presented in table 3-15, 

from 2003 through 2007, expenditures totaling $8.75 million have been used to 

underwrite the programs with year to year expenditures ranging from $1.51 to $1.85 

million.  

Like most of other checkoff programs, it is difficult to directly separate demand 

enhancing efforts from the administrative and oversight efforts since they all contribute 

to the total program goals. Nevertheless, administrative support including facilities, staff, 

meetings, and federal oversight generally account for 16.8 percent of the expenditures. 

For smaller programs like the watermelon checkoff, this component in the budget is 

expected to be higher than larger programs such as the beef checkoff. Even the federal 

oversight costs (5.5% of the expenditures) are proportionally higher than for larger 

checkoff programs. Figure 3-20 shows the percentage allocation of the total dollars 

spent from January 2003 through September 2008. 

NWPB expenditures cover several activities:  administration, marketing, 

communication, industry relations, production research, meetings, and federal agency. 

Table 3-16 and figure 3-21 show the annual breakdown for each activity. Marketing, 

communication, and industry affairs program areas are the three most important parts in 

expenditure and they are directly related to the demand enhancing efforts. Marketing 
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and communication account for 30.1 percent and 20.9 percent of total expenditure 

respectively. Each category of expenditure has been carefully documented by the 

NWPB accounting system. The specific month and region expenditures are available to 

this researcher. However, this part of data is too detailed for evaluation purposes, we 

will not spend time on that in this section.  

A brief review about marketing, communication and industry relations will be 

discussed in subsequence to provide a general idea about each program. Marketing 

area accounts for almost 30 percent of the expenditures. These programs are grouped 

according to retail marketing, trade-shows, export programs, and miscellaneous. Retail 

activities include direct promotions, educational programs, travel, and a variety of 

sponsorships where watermelon receives visibility. Usually retail promotions and 

marketing account of the largest share of this program area and dollar amounts will 

differ depending on the season and year.  

Many of the commodity checkoff programs include trade-shows as a way to 

communicate with food distributors, food services, wholesalers, food chains, and other 

potential buyers. All these expenditures will be grouped as communication expenditure. 

Watermelon Board includes trade-shows as a medium for connecting with potential 

watermelon buyers. It is a mechanism for distributing pamphlets, media kits and noting 

the information found on the website. Obviously, the impacts of trade-shows may have 

a lag effect on the demand for watermelon. 

Industry relations accounted for approximately 14.4 percent of the budget with 

the money going to compliance and industry meetings along with the associated media 

and computer costs. For most commodity groups these meetings provide producers 
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with direct information about the checkoff programs and plans. They provide another 

venue for distributing media information to producers and handlers who have direct 

contacts throughout the distribution channels for watermelon. Since it is the producers 

and handlers who pay the assessments supporting the national programs, this program 

area provides the most direct way of letting producers know about the programs and for 

having input into issues needing to be addressed through the checkoff programs. It is 

an educational tool for the staff, producers and handlers. 

Additionally, this program area includes a crisis management section. This 

section becomes essential because of the growth in food safety issues in general and 

the rising consciousness about food safety in watermelon industry. A good example for 

a crisis management plan among the checkoff programs will be the beef checkoff’s 

efforts to address the BSE crisis.  Even the details are not discussed in this research, it 

is clear from the budgeting efforts that the Watermelon Board has allocated resources 

to deal with crisis management for watermelon industry.  

 

NWPB Monthly Expenditure and Revenue 

NWPB monthly expenditures and revenue are shown in figure 3-22. From 

January 2003 to July 2008, there is considerable variation in the programs. This 

variation in program effort is an essential component for econometrically modeling any 

impact on watermelon demand. The revenue has a significant trend of seasonality. 

From the graph, we can see the peak of revenue is from May to September. The 

expenditure does not have very clear pattern of seasonality. However, from the graph 

we can also roughly see that several peaks of expenditure happen in off season. Both 

revenue and expenditure climb up at the end of observation period-July 2008. More 
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information is needed to explain the reason for these climbs, which is not the focus of 

this research.  

The most interesting aspect of the monthly expenditures is the program 

expenditures during the off season. Over the years from 2003 through 2007 

approximately 85 percent of the retail pounds of watermelon were sold in the month of 

May through September. However, for the same months, only 41.94 percent of the 

program expenditures took place. In the other word, 58.06 percent of expenditure is 

distributed in off season. Figure 3-23 shows aggregated monthly expenditure and 

revenue for NWPB program. Apparently the revenue reaches the peak period from July 

to September. The peaks of expenditure are around March, November and December. 

The main reason of considerable expenditures in off season is the activity and cost in 

preparation for the May through September season. For example, off season printing, 

media kits, press kits, trade-shows and other activities that support the program during 

the major watermelon season represent costs in off season. 

Table 3-17 and figure 3-24 show detail expenditure distribution of NWPB 

program among 12 months, 47.73 percent of the marketing dollars were spent from May 

to September. 39.54 percent of the communication and 39.15 percent of industry 

relations expenditures were in the high watermelon supply season. 40 percent of 

administration dollars were spent on in-season as well.  
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Table 3-1.  Description of melon variables from NWPB scanner data set 
Melon Variables Description 
NUM Numbering sequence 
YRS Year 2003 to 2008 
MTH Month 1-12 
REG Regions 1-8 and total denoted by 9 
QTALL_OT Quantity of other melons (Pounds) 
QTALL_CA Quantity of cantaloupes (Pounds) 
QTALL_HD Quantity of Honeydews (Pounds) 
QTALL_MX Quantity of mixed melons (Pounds) 
QTALL_WM Quantity of watermelons (Pounds) 
QTALL_TT Quantity of total all melons (Pounds) 
QSD_WM Quantity of seeded watermelons (Pounds) 
QSD_TT Quantity of total all seeded melons (Pounds) 
VTALL_OT Value of other melons (Dollars) 
VTALL_CA Value of cantaloupes (Dollars) 
VTALL_HD Value of Honeydews (Dollars) 
VTALL_MX Value of mixed melons (Dollars) 
VTALL_WM Value of watermelons (Dollars) 
VTALL_TT Value of total all melons (Dollars) 
VSD_WM Value of seeded watermelons (Dollars) 
VSD_TT Value of total all seeded melons (Dollars) 
PTALL_OT Price of other melons ($/LBS) 
PTALL_CA Price of cantaloupes ($/LBS) 
PTALL_HD Price of Honeydews ($/LBS) 
PTALL_MX Price of mixed melons ($/LBS) 
PTALL_WM Price of watermelons ($/LBS) 
PTALL_TT Price of total all melons ($/LBS) 
PSD_WM Price of seeded watermelons ($/LBS) 
PSD_TT Price of total all seeded melons ($/LBS) 
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Table 3-2.  Description of demographic variables from NWPB scanner data set 
Demographic Variables Description 
ZEDU Education level 

ZEDU0-ZEDU3 1 = high school or less, 2 = college, 3 = post college graduate, 0 = all 
ZHWD Household size 

ZHWD0-ZHWD4 
1= 1 member, 2 = 2 members, 3 = 3 members, 4 = 4 or more members, 0  
= all 

ZINC Household income 

ZINC0-ZINC4 

1 = household income under $25,000, 2 = household income between 
$25,000 to 49,999, 3 = household income between $50,000 to $74,999, 4 = 
household income above $75,000, 0 = all 

ZCHL How many children 

ZCHL0-ZCHL5 

1 = no children under 18, 2 = have children, 3 = have children under 6 
years old, 4 = have children between 6 to 12 years old, 5 = have children 
between 13 to 17 years old, 0 = all 

ZEMP Employment status 

ZEMP0-ZEMP3 1 = full employment, 2 = part time, 3 = no employment, 0 = all 
ZAGE Age 

ZAGE0-ZAGE3 1 = age under 25, 2 = age between 25 to 54, 3 = age above 55, 0 = all 
ZMSA Metro sales area 

ZMSA0-ZMSA5 

1 = population between 50000-249999, 2 = population between 250000-
499999, 3 = population between 500000-999999, 4 = population between 
1000000-2499999, 5 = population above 2500000, 6 = non metro sales 
area, 0 = all 

ZOCC Occupation 

ZOCC0 - ZOCC16 

1 =not specified, 2 = professional, 3 = management/business/finance, 4 = 
office/administrative support, 5 = sales, 6 = service, 7 = 
farming/fishing/forestry, 8 = construction/extraction, 9 = 
installation/maintenance/repair, 10 = production, 11 = 
transportation/material mover, 12 = military, 13 = student, 14 = retired, 15 = 
unemployed, 16 = not in labor force, 0 = all 

ZREN Renting Option 
ZREN0-ZREN3 0-3 = total households 
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Table 3-3.  Description of NWPB expenditure variables from NWPB scanner data set 
NWPB Variables Description 
NWPB_ADM NWPB expenditure in administration 
NWPB_MKG NWPB expenditure in marketing 
NWPB_COM NWPB expenditure in communication 
NWPB_IRL NWPB expenditure in industry relations 
NWPB_PRD NWPB expenditure in production research 
NWPB_MTG NWPB expenditure in meetings 
NWPB_FED NWPB expenditure in federal agency 
NWPB_EXP NWPB expenditure in total 
NWPB_REV NWPB revenue in total 
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Figure 3-1.  Melon market share and market price in U.S. from 2003 to 2008 
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Figure 3-2.  Annual quantity consumption of melons 
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Figure 3-3.  Annual value consumption of melons 
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Figure 3-4.  Cantaloupes monthly seasonality consumption  
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Figure 3-5.  Honeydew monthly seasonality consumption  
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Figure 3-6.  Mixed melon monthly seasonality consumption  
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Figure 3-7.  Watermelon monthly seasonality consumption  
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Table 3-4.  Correlations between melons 
Array 1 Array 2 12 month 5 month 
Cantaloupe Honeydew 91.64% 73.64% 
Cantaloupe Watermelon 92.71% 81.36% 
Cantaloupe Mixed Melon 84.91% 63.89% 
Honeydew Watermelon 82.66% 28.67% 
Honeydew Mixed Melon 85.81% 54.50% 
Watermelon Mixed Melon 89.14% 73.00% 
 

Table 3-5.  Region population and household trends (InfoScan, 2009) 

  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Average 
Standard 
Deviation 

IRI Standard region 
population             

CALIFORNIA 36216548 36579455 37075982 37525630 37559728 36991469 588567 
GREAT LAKES 46148708 46334515 46419156 46480455 46520521 46380671 147422 

MID-SOUTH 34982256 35342701 35793122 36183880 36638956 35788183 657341 
NORTHEAST 54762236 54871300 54925801 54883608 54809501 54850489 64557 

PLAINS 19724936 19866059 20004553 20119831 20228712 19988818 199790 
SOUTH 

CENTRAL 33516186 33949645 34230472 34890111 35579364 34433156 812142 
SOUTHEAST 38057576 38754060 39589132 40236586 40835155 39494502 1114675 

WEST 29746336 30329257 30992411 31789890 32404566 31052492 1072914 
IRI Standard region 
household             

CALIFORNIA 12200082 12284895 12461651 12588862 12553966 12417891 169404 
GREAT LAKES 17772652 17899487 17972476 17994558 17973096 17922454 91151 

MID-SOUTH 13671358 13861261 14088694 14249520 14405119 14055190 294225 
NORTHEAST 20847174 20937065 20967396 20925752 20859030 20907283 51921 

PLAINS 7721451 7800757 7889722 7948275 7967656 7865572 103460 
SOUTH 

CENTRAL 12203828 12370601 12484920 12680903 12899268 12527904 270618 
SOUTHEAST 14740402 15040023 15402689 15637621 15803963 15324940 434781 

WEST 11168662 11385611 11704095 11966331 12133364 11671613 398712 
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Figure 3-8.  U.S. eight IRI standard regions (FreshLook Marketing Group) 
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Figure 3-9.  Cantaloupe total regional consumption  
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Table 3-6.  Cantaloupe regional consumption (total, per capita, and per household) 

Cantaloupe 
Region 
code 

Total Quantity 
Consumption 

Consumption per 
capita 

Consumption per 
household 

NORTHEAST 4 829305.6655 0.015119 0.039666 
CALIFORNIA 1 559183.6458 0.015117 0.045030 
WEST 8 445832.6566 0.014357 0.038198 
SOUTHEAST 7 536746.7153 0.013590 0.035024 
PLAINS 5 258759.6784 0.012945 0.032898 
MID-SOUTH 3 452007.755 0.012630 0.032159 
GREAT LAKES 2 487536.9075 0.010512 0.027203 
SOUTH CENTRAL 6 361176.5335 0.010489 0.028830 
Note: this table is sorted by consumption per capita 
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Figure 3-10.  Honeydew total regional consumption  
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Table 3-7 Honeydew regional consumption (total, per capita, and per household) 

Honeydew 
Region 
code 

Total Quantity 
Consumption 

Consumption 
per capita 

Consumption 
per household 

CALIFORNIA 1 132433.2555 0.003580 0.010665 
WEST 8 69371.41025 0.002234 0.005944 
PLAINS 5 42087.80478 0.002106 0.005351 
NORTHEAST 4 110306.0524 0.002011 0.005276 
SOUTHEAST 7 66999.03986 0.001696 0.004372 
GREAT LAKES 2 50437.02438 0.001087 0.002814 
MID-SOUTH 3 38293.97623 0.001070 0.002725 
SOUTH CENTRAL 6 30063.28923 0.000873 0.002400 
Note: this table is sorted by consumption per capita 
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Figure 3-11.  Mixed melon total regional consumption  
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Table 3-8.  Mixed melon regional consumption (total, per capita, and per household) 

Mixed Melon 
Region 
code 

Total Quantity 
Consumption 

Consumption 
per capita 

Consumption 
per household 

CALIFORNIA 1 29410.44595 0.000795 0.002368 
SOUTHEAST 7 27703.89577 0.000701 0.001808 
NORTHEAST 4 26212.22136 0.000478 0.001254 
WEST 8 13029.35784 0.000420 0.001116 
SOUTH CENTRAL 6 9507.115204 0.000276 0.000759 
PLAINS 5 5510.770397 0.000276 0.000701 
GREAT LAKES 2 10174.23323 0.000219 0.000568 
MID-SOUTH 3 7408.16721 0.000207 0.000527 
Note: this table is sorted by consumption per capita 
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Figure 3-12.  Watermelon total regional consumption  
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Table 3-9.  Watermelon regional consumption (total, per capita, and per household) 

Watermelon 
Region 
code 

Total Quantity 
Consumption 

Consumption 
per capita 

Consumption 
per household 

CALIFORNIA 1 1104453.694 0.029857 0.088941 
GREAT LAKES 2 1210424.48 0.026098 0.067537 
WEST 8 747077.3542 0.024059 0.064008 
NORTHEAST 4 1191132.605 0.021716 0.056972 
PLAINS 5 421773.1007 0.021100 0.053623 
SOUTHEAST 7 741893.7949 0.018785 0.048411 
MID-SOUTH 3 615082.5676 0.017187 0.043762 
SOUTH CENTRAL 6 581147.0605 0.016878 0.046388 
Note: this table is sorted by consumption per capita 
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Figure 3-13.  Seeded vs. seedless consumption of melons 
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Figure 3-14.  Seeded and seedless annual consumption of watermelon 

 

Table 3-10.  Share of seedless and seeded watermelon 

  
Share of Annual 
Quantity    

Share of Annual 
Value    

Year 
Seedless 

Watermelon 
Seeded 

Watermelon 
Seedless 

Watermelon 
Seeded 

Watermelon 
2003 70.46% 29.54% 66.97% 33.03% 
2004 78.71% 21.29% 74.90% 25.10% 
2005 80.34% 19.66% 75.25% 24.75% 
2006 83.18% 16.82% 77.50% 22.50% 
2007 84.65% 15.35% 80.34% 19.66% 
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Table 3-11.  Price of watermelon ($/LBS) (total, seeded, and seedless) 

Year 
Price of 

Watermelon 
Price of Seeded 

Watermelon 
Price of Seedless 

Watermelon 
2003 0.5017 0.5611 0.476822 
2004 0.5223 0.6156 0.497106 
2005 0.5543 0.6979 0.519122 
2006 0.5737 0.7674 0.534573 
2007 0.6782 0.8688 0.643694 

Average 0.566056 0.702155 0.534264 
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Figure 3-15.  Watermelon monthly consumption in quantity  
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Figure 3-16.  Watermelon monthly consumption in dollar value  
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Figure 3-17 Seedless watermelon region consumption in quantity  
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Figure 3-18.  Seedless watermelon region consumption in dollar value  
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Figure 3-19.  Prices of melons  
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Table 3-12.  Demographic distributions for 8 regions in U.S. (a) 

Figure 5-2. Demographic Distributions for 8 Regions in USA.

Demo Demo-subgroup Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 4 Region 5 Region 6 Region 7 Region 8
EDUCATION HIGH SCHOOL OR LESS 21.44% 35.94% 33.72% 33.53% 30.26% 31.24% 34.10% 28.23%

COLLEGE 64.17% 55.22% 54.62% 52.77% 59.38% 57.69% 55.22% 62.05%
POST COLLEGE GRADUATE 14.39% 8.84% 11.65% 13.70% 10.37% 11.06% 10.68% 9.73%

HOUSEHOLD SIZE 1 MEMBER 17.66% 16.99% 15.48% 18.41% 17.62% 13.86% 16.22% 16.78%
2 MEMBERS 40.43% 36.73% 37.83% 38.57% 35.78% 36.14% 38.07% 37.60%
3 MEMBERS 17.38% 17.49% 22.38% 18.34% 19.31% 20.42% 19.62% 19.87%
4+ MEMBERS 24.52% 28.79% 24.31% 24.68% 27.28% 29.58% 26.09% 25.77%

INCOME Under $25000 24.48% 27.56% 31.42% 28.65% 30.76% 33.67% 33.93% 29.73%
$25/$49.9 26.47% 31.93% 29.57% 27.15% 29.68% 31.87% 31.67% 33.68%
$50/$74.9 19.90% 19.11% 16.50% 18.43% 17.39% 16.33% 16.30% 16.88%
$75 plus 29.14% 21.40% 22.51% 25.77% 22.15% 18.13% 18.10% 19.72%

CHILDREN NONE <18 62.68% 58.04% 60.18% 64.12% 58.52% 54.32% 58.85% 56.98%
ANY CHILDREN 37.32% 41.96% 39.82% 35.88% 41.47% 45.68% 41.16% 43.03%
UNDER 6 YEARS 18.14% 21.55% 19.57% 17.64% 21.24% 25.09% 22.35% 23.99%
6-12 YEARS 18.66% 20.43% 19.40% 18.24% 20.07% 21.49% 19.78% 20.83%
13-17 YEARS 13.27% 15.16% 13.63% 12.23% 14.69% 15.42% 12.98% 14.13%

EMPLOYMENT FULL EMPLOYMENT 40.65% 39.85% 44.81% 39.45% 44.82% 41.64% 37.71% 36.81%
PART TIME 22.44% 21.66% 17.51% 23.89% 24.34% 16.52% 17.95% 23.22%
NOT EMPLOYED 36.91% 38.49% 37.68% 36.66% 30.84% 41.84% 44.34% 39.97%

AGE  UNDER 25 6.60% 7.99% 10.26% 7.01% 11.26% 10.06% 8.32% 12.45%
25-54 69.72% 68.39% 67.80% 66.74% 64.45% 67.57% 65.76% 66.74%
55-65+ 23.68% 23.62% 21.94% 26.25% 24.29% 22.37% 25.92% 20.82%

METRO SALES AREA 50000-249999 5.54% 6.99% 9.14% 5.95% 11.59% 14.87% 8.64% 9.73%
250000-499999 7.62% 8.54% 7.39% 8.19% 5.86% 6.91% 17.65% 11.32%
 500000-999999 9.49% 8.89% 8.04% 11.45% 4.17% 10.07% 14.88% 8.23%
1000000-2499999 23.42% 24.47% 29.10% 27.47% 14.92% 20.48% 24.76% 34.12%
2500000 AND OVER 52.24% 30.71% 17.79% 36.27% 26.52% 26.21% 13.33% 10.14%
NON-MSA 1.71% 20.40% 28.53% 10.67% 36.95% 21.47% 20.73% 26.46%  
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Table 3-13.  Demographic distributions for 8 regions in U.S. (b) 
    Average Standard Deviation 
EDUCATION HIGH SCHOOL OR LESS 31.06% 0.0459 
 COLLEGE 57.64% 0.0396 

 
POST COLLEGE  
GRADUATE 11.30% 0.0190 

HOUSEHOLD SIZE 1 MEMBER 16.63% 0.0144 
 2 MEMBERS 37.64% 0.0148 
 3 MEMBERS 19.35% 0.0165 
 4+ MEMBERS 26.38% 0.0200 
INCOME  Under $25000 30.03% 0.0316 
 $25/$49.9 30.25% 0.0250 
 $50/$74.9 17.61% 0.0138 
 $75 plus 22.12% 0.0380 
CHILDREN NONE <18 59.21% 0.0311 
 ANY CHILDREN 40.79% 0.0312 
 UNDER 6 YEARS 21.20% 0.0265 
 6-12 YEARS 19.86% 0.0108 
 13-17 YEARS 13.94% 0.0111 
EMPLOYMENT FULL EMPLOYMENT 40.72% 0.0295 
 PART TIME 20.94% 0.0313 
 NOT EMPLOYED 38.34% 0.0401 
AGE  UNDER 25 9.24% 0.0209 
 25-54 67.14% 0.0162 
 55-65+ 23.61% 0.0189 
METRO SALES AREA 50000-249999 9.06% 0.0310 
 250000-499999 9.19% 0.0377 
  500000-999999 9.40% 0.0306 
 1000000-2499999 24.84% 0.0574 
 2500000 AND OVER 26.65% 0.1359 
  NON-MSA 20.86% 0.1083 
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Table 3-14.  Demographic distributions for 8 regions in U.S. (c) 

OCCUPATION 
Region 
1 

Region 
2 

Region 
3 

Region 
4 

Region 
5 

Region 
6 

Region 
7 

Region 
8 Average 

Standard 
Deviation 

NOT SPECIFIED 3.27% 2.80% 4.00% 2.60% 3.31% 4.46% 2.78% 4.69% 3.49% 0.0080 
PROFESSIONAL 17.25% 13.54% 15.11% 15.58% 15.31% 12.61% 13.65% 13.41% 14.56% 0.0152 
MANAGEMENT/BUSINESS/FINANCE 18.73% 16.34% 16.77% 18.48% 16.00% 17.32% 14.92% 17.73% 17.04% 0.0129 
OFFICE/ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT 3.62% 4.32% 4.02% 5.21% 3.59% 4.07% 4.33% 4.81% 4.25% 0.0056 
SALES 6.26% 5.04% 4.52% 5.26% 4.13% 5.11% 5.47% 5.59% 5.17% 0.0065 
SERVICE 5.78% 5.30% 4.38% 4.69% 5.69% 5.86% 5.09% 5.37% 5.27% 0.0053 
FARMING/FISHING/FORESTRY 0.53% 1.33% 0.76% 0.53% 3.45% 1.33% 0.82% 1.22% 1.25% 0.0095 
CONSTRUCTION/EXTRACTION 4.50% 4.25% 5.35% 3.62% 6.05% 5.20% 4.87% 6.12% 4.99% 0.0086 
INSTALLATION/MAINTENANCE/REPAIR 5.68% 5.62% 5.13% 4.05% 4.93% 7.43% 5.41% 5.15% 5.42% 0.0096 
PRODUCTION 2.07% 7.63% 4.23% 3.03% 4.94% 3.77% 3.38% 3.35% 4.05% 0.0167 
TRANSPORTATION/MATERIAL 
MOVERS 2.72% 3.48% 3.67% 3.24% 2.61% 2.71% 3.78% 3.07% 3.16% 0.0046 
MILITARY 1.41% 0.28% 1.81% 0.58% 0.32% 1.04% 1.01% 1.81% 1.03% 0.0061 
STUDENT 1.37% 1.11% 2.17% 1.31% 2.17% 1.59% 1.67% 1.88% 1.66% 0.0039 
RETIRED 18.09% 21.18% 19.08% 23.44% 20.80% 19.16% 23.83% 17.62% 20.40% 0.0233 
UNEMPLOYED 2.30% 2.51% 2.82% 1.87% 2.05% 2.28% 2.37% 2.06% 2.28% 0.0030 
NOT IN LABOR FORCE 6.42% 5.25% 6.18% 6.50% 4.66% 6.06% 6.62% 6.13% 5.98% 0.0068 
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Table 3-15.  NWPB annual revenue and expenditure 
Year NWPB Expenditure NWPB Revenue 
2003 1814747.85 1556260.67 
2004 1736522.50 1648653.71 
2005 1508345.79 1595999.42 
2006 1844862.15 1702503.70 
2007 1846607.85 1794032.71 
Sum 8751086.15 6503417.51 
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Figure 3-20.  Percentage expenditure allocation of NWPB program 

 
Table 3-16.  NWPB program annual expenditure distribution 
Year 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Administration 313507.63 236376.81 281743.70 312853.70 339880.18 
Marketing 582370.92 558921.00 339437.10 550877.99 559193.50 
Communication 372211.62 315257.62 322345.71 387254.25 406478.75 
Industry Relations 262994.09 312679.87 227313.43 285435.61 243224.22 
Production Research 75514.48 166429.75 173781.47 148134.73 107982.10 
Meeting 92145.07 72697.29 61403.38 74863.01 69443.65 
Federal Agency 116004.02 74160.15 102321.00 85442.86 120405.46 
Total Expenditure 1814747.85 1736522.50 1508345.79 1844862.15 1846607.85 
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Figure 3-21.  NWPB program annual expenditure details 
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Figure 3-22.  NWPB checkoff program expenditures and revenue 
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Figure 3-23.  NWPB program monthly expenditures and revenue 

 
Table 3-17.  NWPB program percentage expenditure distribution for on season and off 

season 
 On Season Off Season Total Expenditure(2003-2007) 

Administration 40.00% 60.00% 1484362.02 
Marketing 47.73% 52.27% 2590800.51 
Communication 39.54% 60.46% 1803547.95 
Industry Relations 39.15% 60.85% 1331647.22 
Production Research 46.90% 53.10% 671842.53 
Meeting 15.05% 84.95% 370552.40 
Federal Agency 47.05% 52.95% 498333.49 
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Figure 3-24.  NWPB program monthly expenditure details 
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CHAPTER 4 
ECONOMETRIC MODELS FOR DEMAND THEORY 

Overview 

In this chapter, we will discuss econometric models specifically related to 

demand theory. The chapter is divided into four sections. First, the demand analysis will 

be presented including the consumer’s utility function and different demand conditions. 

Second, empirical expenditure allocation models will be discussed especially AIDS 

model. In the third section, as a special factor, the method to combine demographic 

proxy measures into theoretical demand system is presented. In the last section, we will 

discuss the issues related to scanner data. 

Demand Theory 

Since our research is about melon demand in U.S., it is necessary to understand 

the basic concept of demand theory. Our economy is a privately controlled economy; 

most economic decisions are made by private individuals in pursuit of their private 

interests. In our case, each individual decides how much they will spend and what they 

will buy with their income. The amount that purchasers choose to buy has been defined 

as the demand for a commodity. Therefore it depends ultimately on how consumers 

make up their minds, and on all the attitudes, customs, fashions, and other influences 

that affect purchasing decisions. Recognizing that consumer decides to purchase is a 

very complicated matter considerable research to quantify this behavior through 

demand models exists. Without attempting to account for other factors, economists 

have asked how consumers with given wants and preferences allocate their expenditure 

among the different commodities and how changes in prices and income affect these 

allocations. 
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The basic assumption for demand theory is rationality, which means that a 

consumer is able to choose among the alternatives available to him in such a manner 

that the satisfaction derived from consuming commodities is as large as possible. This 

implies that a consumer is aware of the alternatives facing him and is capable of 

evaluating them. All information pertaining to the satisfaction that the consumer derives 

from various quantities of commodities is contained in the consumer’s utility. 

The consumer’s utility is directly related to consumer’s preference, which has to 

be made under rational choices. So there are several properties that have to be 

satisfied. Assume a, b, and c are commodity bundles in the consumption set S. The 

consumer’s preferences are captured by a preference relation ‘≤’. Then the following 

assumption must hold: 

1. The relation is reflexive: a ≤ a 

2. The relation is transitive: a ≤ b and b ≤ c then a ≤ c. Together with reflexivity this 
means it is a preorder 

3. The relation is complete: for both a and b in S we have a ≤ b, or b ≤ a, or both. 
This means the consumer is able to form an opinion about the relative merit of any 
pair of bundles. 

4. The relation is continuous (if S is a topological space, this means that for every 
pair of convergent sequences xn→x and yn→y with xn≤yn for all n, we have x ≤ y; 
this is automatically satisfied if S is finite). 

Nineteenth-century economists W. Stanley Jevons, Leon Walras, and Alfred 

Marshall considered that the consumer’s utility is measurable which means that the 

consumer was capable of assigning to every commodity or any combination of 

commodities a number representing the amount or degree of utility associated with it. 

Since the ranking of commodities is expressed mathematically by the consumer’s utility 

function, we can use mathematical programming techniques to solve the consumer’s 

problem.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reflexive_relation�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transitive_relation�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preorder�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Total_relation�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topological_space�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convergent_sequence�
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Now let’s assume the consumer has a rational, continuous, and locally non-

satiated preference, and a continuous utility function can be found to represent these 

preferences. The consumer’s problem of choosing his or her most preferred 

consumption bundle given price pi ≥ 0, and income > 0 can now be stated as the 

following utility maximization problem  

(4.1) Max U=U(x1, x2, …xi……., xn) 

S.T.  p1*x1+p2*x2+……+ pi *xi  +…………+pn*xn=I 

In equation (4.1), U represents utility function, pi is the price of the ith commodity, 

xi is the consumer’s demanded bundle of the ith commodity, and I designates 

consumer’s income or total expenditure. All prices are supposed to be given; the 

consumer can not influence them. Disposable income is fixed too.  The Lagrangian 

function is formed here to solve the problem of maximization the utility function subject 

to the linear budget constraint. 

(4.2) L(x1, ., xn, I)= U(x1, .., xn)-λ(p1*x1+p2*x2+…+ pi *xi  +…+pn*xn -I) 

In equation (4.2), L is the Lagrangian function, λ is the Lagrangian multiplier or 

the marginal utility of income. The total unknown variables is n+1, which include x1, x2, 

…xi……., xn ,and λ. We differentiate the Lagrangian function with respect to x1, x2, 

…xi……., xn,and λ to obtain: 

(4.3)  

 

Putting all derivatives equal to zero, we obtain the (n+1) first order conditions: 
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(4.4)  

 

The first order conditions for maximization consist of n+ 1 equations in n+ 1 

unknown variables. The solution of above equation system provides us with the n 

optimal value of xi and the equilibrium value of λ 

(4.5) x1
*= f1 (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, I) 

…           …                   ... 

xi
*= fi (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, I) 

…           …                   ... 

xn
*= fn (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, I) 

λ*= λ (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, I) 

The n equilibrium values of xi
*appear as functions of all prices and of income 

which is called the consumer’s ordinary demand function (sometimes called a 

Marshallian demand function) describing the behavior of the consumer in the market. 

The demand functions derived in this fashion are contingent on continued optimizing 

behavior by the consumer. In order to maximize utility, given a fixed amount of income, 

an individual will buy those quantities of goods that exhaust his or her total income. If 

the level of income or prices changes, the demand of consumer will change.  

Notice that the first n equations in equation system (4.4) can be written as 

(4.6)  
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Which express the well-know cardinal principle that, at equilibrium, all marginal utilities 

divided by the corresponding prices are equal. These conditions can be rewritten as  

(4.7)  

In equation (4.7), the ratio at the left hand side is interpreted as marginal rate of 

substitution. 

 From equation (4.7), we can see that λ appears as a factor of proportionality 

equal at the marginal utility of any good divided by its price. At the equilibrium, any 

additional dollar spent on any good provides the same increase in utility λ. So λ is the 

utility provided by the last dollar spent. We can say λ is the change in the maximized 

value of utility as income changes. λ is a function of income and all prices, this function 

is homogeneous of degree minus one in prices and income. This property of λ is related 

to the fact that the quantities demanded remain unchanged when all prices and income 

increase or decrease proportionally, which we will discuss in this chapter later.  

 To assure that a maximum is reached, both first and second order conditions 

must be satisfied. The sufficient conditions for the second order conditions are as 

follows: for a constrained maximum, with one constraint, the determinant of the 

bordered Hessian should have the sign of (-1)n where n is the number of variables, the 

largest principal minor should have a sign opposite to this, and successively smaller 

principal minors should alternate in sign down to the principal minor of order 2. The 

bordered Hessian is defined here as 

(4.8)  
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where , and . 

 The utility function (4.1) is called direct utility function. Replace xi by the optimal 

xi
* in direct utility function, we obtain an alternative description of a given preference 

ordering, called the indirect utility function, which can be written as  

(4.9)U *= U(f1 (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, I),.. fi (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, I), … fn (p1, p2, …pi……., 

pn, I)) 

Rewrite equation (4.9), we obtain the indirect utility function (4.10). 

(4.10) U *= U *(p1, p2, …pi……., pn, I) 

 The framework of maximizing a utility function under a linear budget constraint 

can be used to derive the elasticity of demand. The elasticity can eliminate people’s 

money illusion by considering real term instead of nominal term. For example, a 

consumer faces money illusion if an increase in income causes an increase in 

purchases regardless of the price of the goods. A demand function can be described by 

its elasticity values where demand elasticity is a measure of the relative responsiveness 

of the quantity purchased to changes in prices of the ith goods or changes in income. 

Three most common elasticities are own-price, cross-price, and budget (income) 

elasticities. 

 Own-price elasticity of demand is defined as the measure of responsiveness in 

the quantity demanded for a commodity as a result of change in price of the same 

commodity. In other words, it is percentage change in quantity demanded as 

percentage change in price of the same commodity. In economics and business 

studies, the price elasticity of demand (PED) is a measure of the sensitivity of quantity 

demanded to changes in price.  
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(4.11)  

When εii = 0, demand is perfectly inelastic; when -1 < εii <0, demand is relatively 

inelastic; when εii = -1, demand is unitary elastic; when - ∞<εii < -1 demand is relatively 

elastic; when εii = - ∞, demand is perfectly elastic. Usually εii is less than or equal to 

zero, but there is an exception. For a Giffen good, people consume more as price rises, 

εii >0, which violates the law of demand. We will not consider this situation in our 

research. 

Cross price elasticity of demand measures the responsiveness of the quantity 

demanded of a good to a change in the price of another good. It is measured as the 

percentage change in quantity demanded for the ith good that occurs in response to a 

percentage change in price of the jth good. The formula used to calculate the cross 

price elasticity is 

(4.12)  

When the two goods are substitutes, the cross elasticity of demand will be positive, so 

that as the price of one goes up the quantity demanded of the other will increase. For 

example, in response to an increase in the price of carbonated soft drinks, the demand 

for non-carbonated soft drinks will rise. In the case of perfect substitutes, the cross 

elasticity of demand is equal to infinity; when the two goods are complements, the cross 

elasticity of demand will be negative, so that as the price of one goes up the quantity 

demanded of the other will decrease. For example, in response to an increase in the 

price of fuel, the demand for new cars will decrease. When the two goods are 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Percentage_change�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Substitute_good�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complement_good�
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independent, the cross elasticity demand will be zero; when the price of one good 

changes, there will be no change in quantity demanded of the other good. 

 The income elasticity of demand measures the responsiveness of the quantity 

demanded of a good to the change in the income of the people demanding the good. It 

is calculated as the ratio of the percent change in quantity demanded to the percent 

change in income. 

(4.13)  

A negative income elasticity of demand is associated with inferior goods; an increase in 

income will lead to a fall in the quantity demanded and may lead to changes to more 

luxurious substitutes. A positive income elasticity of demand is associated with normal 

goods; an increase in income will lead to a rise in the quantity demanded. If income 

elasticity of demand of a commodity is less than 1, it is a necessity good. If the elasticity 

of demand is greater than 1, it is a luxury good or a superior good. A zero income 

elasticity (or inelastic) demand occurs when an increase in income is not associated 

with a change in the quantity demanded of a good. These would be sticky goods. 

 In economics, the consumer behavior problem can also be analyzed by 

minimizing expenditure, which is the dual problem to the utility maximization problem. 

The utility maximization problem is how consumers should spend their money in order 

to maximize their utility.  However, in expenditure minimization problem, the question 

became what consumers could buy to meet their utility target while minimizing 

expenditure.  The duality theory in economics has its intellectual origin in the influential 

works of Hotelling (1932), Roy (1942,1947), and Wold and Jureen (1953) and has been 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Independence�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elasticity_%28economics%29�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supply_and_demand�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inferior_good�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normal_good�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normal_good�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luxury_good�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superior_good�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sticky_%28economics%29�
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honed into a powerful tool for theoretical and applied economics by the research of, 

among others, Samuelson (1953, 1960), Shephard (1953, 1970), Gorman (1968, 1970). 

In decades, duality theory has become popular and has been used in many areas of 

economics. For example, it is an alternative approach to obtain the Marshallian demand 

system.  

An expenditure minimizing problem is given by the following: 

(4.14) Min E= p1*x1+p2*x2+……+ pi *xi  +…………+pn*xn  

S.T.  U0= U(x1, x2, …xi……., xn) 

In equation (4.14), U represents utility function, U0 is fixed utility. pi is the price of 

the ith commodity, xi is the consumer’s demanded bundle of the ith commodity, E 

designates consumer’s total expenditure. All prices are supposed to be given; the 

consumer can not influence them. Certain level of utility is fixed too.  The Lagrangian 

function is formed here to solve the problem of minimization the expenditure function 

subject to the utility constraint. 

(4.15) L(x1, ., xn, U0)= p1*x1+p2*x2+…+ pi *xi  +…+pn*xn-h( U(x1, .., xn)- U0) 

Differentiate the Lagrangian function with respect to x1, x2, …xi……., xn, and h to 

obtain first order conditions. The first order conditions for maximization consist of n+ 1 

equations in n+ 1 unknown variables. The solution of the equation system of first order 

conditions provides us with the n optimal values of xi and the equilibrium value of h 

(4.16) x1
*c= g1 (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, U0) 

…           …                   ... 

xi
*c= gi (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, U0) 

…           …                   ... 
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xn
*c= gn (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, U0) 

h*c= h (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, U0) 

The n equilibrium values of xi
*c appear as functions of all prices and of utility, 

which is called the consumer’s compensated demand function (also called a Hicksian 

demand function). Hicksian demand function is the demand of a consumer over a 

bundle of goods that minimizes their expenditure while delivering a fixed level of utility. 

Substitute Hicksian demand functions (4.16) into original expenditure function, 

we obtain expenditure function or cost function. 

(4.17) E *= p1*x1
*c +p2*x2

*c +……+ pi *xi *c +…………+pn*xn
*c 

E*=E* (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, U0) 

From the above discussion we know, solving utility maximizing problem, we can 

get Marshallian demand function xi
*= fi (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, I) and indirect utility function 

U *= U *(p1, p2, …pi……., pn, I);  solving expenditure minimizing problem, we can get 

Hicksian demand function xi
*c= gi (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, U0)  and cost function E*=E* (p1, 

p2, …pi……., pn, U0). By using Roy’s identity, Marshallian demand function can be 

calculated from indirect utility function. By using Shephard’s lemma, Hicksian demand 

function can be obtained from cost function. So we can see the indirect utility and 

expenditure functions are intimately related to each other, and represent alternative 

ways to get to the demand function. 

Now let’s consider the relationship between the two demand functions. The very 

important exogenous variables in both demand function are prices. Changing prices 

normally will influence the consumer’s expenditure pattern because a change of the 

price of one commodity changes consumer’s level of satisfaction and the new 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utility�
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equilibrium on demand is established. The change of demand of the commodity can be 

explained by two aspects. One is the substitute effect, which means that if the price of 

one commodity changes, the relative price of other commodity changes too. The other 

is the income effect. If the price of one commodity changes, the real income changes, 

which causes a reallocation of the consumer’s resources even if the nominal income 

does not change. To decompose the substitute effect and the income effect, the Slutsky 

equation need to be introduced.  

Since utility maximizing and expenditure minimizing problem are dual, the 

solutions should be equal.  

(4.18) xi
* (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, I)= xi

*c (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, U0)   

Substitute the cost function to the left side of equation (4.8), let I= E* (p1, p2, …pi……., 

pn, U0). 

(4.19) xi
* (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, E* (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, U0))= xi

*c (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, U0)   

Take derivative with respect to pj for each side of equation (4.19). 

(4.20)  

where  , and  

Rewrite equation (4.20). 

(4.21)  

The equation (4.21) is well known as the Slutsky equation. The Slutsky equation 

decomposes the demand change induced by a price change into two separate effects: 
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the substitute effect , the result of a change in the exchange rate between two 

goods, and income effect , 

the effect of price results in a change of the consumer's purchasing power. 

 Since the demand function is derived from the maximizing utility function with 

linear budget constraint, the properties of utility and some constraint are carried on to 

the demand parameters. The Marshallian demand system has several restrictions, 

which are specifically developed by considering the consequences of parametric shifts 

in the first-order conditions with respect to prices and the income. There are five 

restrictions: adding-up, Cournot aggregation, homogeneity of degree zero, negativity, 

and symmetry. In empirical studies, adding-up, symmetry, and homogeneity restriction 

are very useful for providing restrictions that allow more precise estimation of a model. 

Engel Aggregation or Adding-up 

The adding up restriction comes from the linear budget constraint and the 

assumption of preferences. One of the properties in consumer’s preference is 

monotonicity, which means that it is often reasonable to assume that larger amounts of 

commodities are preferred to smaller ones. Also we require that consumers exhaust 

their budget to reach the maximum utility. This constraint can be expressed that the 

sum of estimated or predicted expenditures on the different commodities has to equal to 

the total expenditure or income. Using Marshallian demand function in budget 

constraint, we can obtain the constraint 

(4.22) p1* f1 (p1, …., pn, I) +……+ pi * fi (p1, …., pn, I)  +…………+pn* fn (p1, …., pn, I)=I 
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Differentiate equation (4.22) with respect to I , and multiply each item with   

(4.23)  

Let   called the share of ith commodity in total expenditure I, and , which 

is income elasticity, rewrite the equation we can obtain Engel aggregation 

(4.24)   

which means that the sum of the weighted income elasticity equals to one. 

Cournot Aggregation 

 To obtain the Cournot aggregation, we start as in Engel aggregation 

(4.22) p1* f1 (p1, …., pn, I) +……+ pi * fi (p1, …., pn, I)  +…………+pn* fn (p1, …., pn, I)=I 

Differentiating equation (4.22) with respect to pj , and multiplying each item with   

(4.25)  

Let   called the share of ith commodity in total expenditure I, and , 

which is the price elasticity, rewrite the equation we can obtain Cournot aggregation. 

(4.26)  , for j=1,…,n 

Homogeneity of Degree Zero 

 Marshallian demand equations automatically satisfy the homogeneity restriction 

because the demand system is obtained by constrained maximization of an 

algebraically specified utility function. Every demand equation must be homogeneous of 

degree zero in the income and prices. In other words, if all prices and income are 

multiplied by a positive constant k, the quantity demanded must remain unchanged. To 
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make use of the fact that all demand functions are homogeneous of degree zero in our 

modeling, we can express it as a restriction on the derivatives of the demand functions. 

We need to use Euler’s theorem, which shows that if a function z=θ(x,y) is 

homogeneous of degree r then . Take any demand function xi
*= fi (p1, p2, 

…pi……., pn, I), and apply the Euler’s theorem, we get equation (4.27) 

(4.27)  

Dividing all element by xi, we obtain price and income elasticities. The restriction 

becomes 

(4.28) , where i = 1,….,n 

The sum of all own and cross price elasticities with respect to prices of any commodity i 

has to be equal to minus its income elasticity. This condition has to be exactly fulfilled if 

we need to compute estimates of derivatives or elasticities of demand functions. 

Negativity 

Negativity represents another property of demand functions which means that 

the substitution matrix, the matrix of second derivatives of the expenditure function, is 

negative semi-definite while the diagonal elements of the substitution matrix will be non-

positive with the necessary conditions. This restriction comes from the strict quasi 

concavity assumption of the utility function. The necessary condition for negativity can 

be formulated in the elasticity form by using Slutsky equation. Setting i=j, and 

multiplying Sluksky equation by , we will get the negativity restriction. 

(4.29)  
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Symmetry 

The symmetry condition for the demand system states that the matrix of the 

compensated cross price substitution effect is symmetric. This restriction comes from 

the properties of utility function: continuity and differentiability. Based on Young’s 

theorem, the substitution matrix is symmetric: 

(4.30)  

Replace equation (4.30) back to Slutsky equation, and rearrange each term by 

introducing the elasticity form, we can get the symmetry restriction. 

(4.31)   

or        (πij=πji) 

where   is Slutsky coefficient for good i and j. 

 In general, the demand of any commodity is the quantity of the good that 

consumers are willing to purchase given a range of prices and income. A demand 

system is defined for a given preference ordering; in other words, the properties of the 

given utility function determine the characteristics of the demand function.  There are 

four major factors that could influence the demand level of a certain commodity. First, 

the demographic factor will affect the total demand in a certain market. For example, the 

rate of population growth, age distribution, regional distributions, and difference of 

education level may impact a certain area’s total demand and the demand for different 

products. Second, changes in preference and taste can directly affect demand for any 

commodity, for example, consumer’s preference are based on a given state of 

information, if the information changes, consumers may prefer the commodity more or 
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less depending on the content of the information. Third, the change of income can affect 

consumer’s purchase power, which will finally influence the demand for the 

commodities. For most agricultural products, the income and the demand most likely 

have a positive relationship. Last but not least is price effects. Changes in the prices 

definitely will cause changes in demand.  If the price of a good declines, the quantity 

purchased should typically increase as dictated by the law of demand. However, if the 

price of other good declines, the quantity purchased may increase or decrease depends 

on the relationship between two commodities. If they are substitution goods, price 

decreasing of one good will lead demand decreasing of the other good; if they are 

complementary goods, price decreasing of one good will cause demand increasing of 

the other good. To analyze which factors impact demand of the commodity and how 

much they will impact the demand, we need to use a mathematical approach, which we 

will discuss in the next section. 

Empirical Allocation Demand System 

The theory presented in the first section gives us a framework to organize and 

analyze data. Since Sir Richard Stone, an outstanding figure in postwar British applied 

econometrics, first estimated a system of demand equations explicitly derived from the 

consumer theory, various empirical demand systems have been developed. For 

example: double-log, translog, rotterdam, linear expenditure system (LES), almost ideal 

demand system (AIDS), central bureau of statistics (CBS), and generalized Addilog 

Demand System (GADS). In this section, we will only mention first two models and 

AIDS models. The details of alternative models are not included in the text but put in the 

Appendix for the interested reader. 
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  Before we go into the details of different demand systems, there are some 

concepts to clarify and reemphasize. First, any causal relationship between the quantity 

demanded by consumers, which is the dependent variable, and prices of goods and the 

income, which are the independent variables, can be defined as mathematical 

equations to model consumer demand. Second, there is a difference between Hicksian 

and Marshallian demand systems. Hicksian demand function (also called compensated 

demand) shows the relationship between the price of a good and the quantity on the 

assumption that other prices and utility are held constant. This consumer demand 

function is obtained by minimizing the consumer’s expenditures subject to the constraint 

that the utility is fixed at level U0. Marshallian demand function (also called 

uncompensated demand) shows the relationship between the price of a good and the 

quantity on the assumption that other prices and the consumer’s income are held 

constant. The demand function is obtained by maximizing the consumer’s utility subject 

to the constraint that the budget is fixed at level I. Also, there is a difference between 

conditional and unconditional demand. Conditional demand is derived from using a 

subset of the consumer’s total budget. An example would be estimating food demand 

using the budget only for food. So the demand is conditional upon the food budget not 

the entire budget. Unconditional demand is a demand system that uses the consumer’s 

entire income. 

For all the different types of empirical demand systems, it is not easily to 

distinguish that one model is better than all of others in all respects. Performance often 

depends on the distribution properties of the data, the size of data, and whether data 
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are missing. But above all, for most of them the final goal is to estimate parameters to 

measure the elasticity of the demand. We will start from the simplest one. 

Double-Log Model 

The double-log demand equation is obtained by taking logs of both sides of a 

multiplicative demand equation. The convenient property of double-log demand is that 

the parameters directly measure the price elasticity of demand. However, if it is used to 

analyze the demand for each good separately rather than a complete system approach, 

then the sum over all goods does not satisfy the budget identity. 

Translog Model 

 This modeling system is known as a flexible functional form, developed by 

Christensen, Jorgenson, and Lau (1975). There are the direct translog model and the 

indirect translog model, in which indirect translog is more popular.  The indirect translog 

model approximates the indirect utility function by quadratic form in the logarithms of the 

price-to-expenditure ratios. These demand equations are homogenous of degree zero. 

A limitation in this model is the large number of parameters to be estimated. To make 

this model a little easier to understand, the homothetic translog  model (HTL) is 

introduced in this part. The HTL is the simplest model of translog family. Its indirect 

utility function is  

(4.32) ψ (p, I) = logI – Σαklogpk - .5 ΣΣβkjlogpklogpj 

where Σαk= 1 and Σβki= 0 for all i, and βij= βji for all i, j 

For convention, a summation symbol without an index of summation indicates a 

sum over the index k, hereafter, ΣΣ is used to indicate sums over the indexes i and k. 

After working with the translog model, we can rewrite Roy’s identity in the share 

form: 
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(4.33) wi (p,I)= 
 

We can verify that if βkj=βjk, then 

(4.34)  

Using two equations (4.33) and (4.34), we can get HTL share equations (4.35).  

(4.35)  

HTL model corresponds to homothetic preferences, which means consumers 

have preferences that can be represented by a homothetic utility function, so the 

corresponding demand system shows expenditure proportionality. Although this 

property makes this model uninteresting for empirical demand analysis, HTL model is 

very useful building block for constructing an interesting consumer demand system. 

Also the HTL indirect utility function can be solved explicitly for the log expenditure 

function- the long cost function. 

(4.36) logI = logx + Σαklogpk + .5 ΣΣβkjlogpklogpkpj 

In equation (4.36), I is the total cost instead of consumer income, x is the output 

instead of quantity of a good consumed. This translog cost function is the most popular 

specification in the empirical analysis of cost functions and factor demand systems. 

Translog models are generated from Cobb-Douglas, all the parameters have 

clear behavioral interpretation. For example, in HTL model, if all βs are zero, α is equal 

to the expenditure share since all prices are unity. Other members of the translog family 
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include linear tanslog model (LTL) and long translog model(long TL). But we will not 

discuss details here. Other models not discussed include the Rotterdam and Linear 

expenditures systems that build on the initial concept of some form of expenditure 

allocation.  Since later we will concentration on the AIDS models only, the details of 

alternative approaches are not included in the text but put in the Appendix for the 

interested reader. 

Almost Ideal Demand System (AIDS) 

 The AIDS demand system is derived from a utility function specified as a second-

order approximation to any utility function. It has been developed by Deaton and 

Muellbauer in the paper ‘An Almost Ideal Demand System’ in 1980.  

 Deaton and Muellbauer started the model from a specific class of preferences 

that allow exact aggregation over consumers. By using those preferences, market 

demands are the output of decisions of a rational representative consumer. The 

preferences, called the PIGLOG class, are shown as a cost or expenditure function that 

derived from the minimization expenditure to a certain level of utility at given prices (p). 

(4.37) lnc(u,p) =(1-u) lna(p) + ulnb(p) 

where u is between zero and one, a(p) and b(p) are positive linearly homogeneous 

functions. In AIDS model, specific functional forms have been chosen 

(4.38) lna(p) = α0 + Σαiln(pi)+ .5 ΣΣγijln(pi)ln(pj) 

lnb(p) = lna(P)+ β0Π Pi
βi 

so that the AIDS cost function is written as 

(4.39) lnc(u,p) = α0 + Σαiln(pi)+ .5 ΣΣγijln(pi)ln(pj) + u β0Π Pi
βi 

where αi,βi, and γij are parameters need to be estimated. From AIDS cost function, 

demand functions can be easily obtained. It is a fundamental property of the cost 
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function that its price derivatives are the quantities demanded (Shephard, 1953). Take 

derivative to AIDS cost function with respect to pi, and multiply both side by pi/c(u,p). 

(4.40) 
 

where wi is the budget share of ith commodity. So we can see after applying Shephard’s 

lemma to AIDS cost function yields the Hicksian demand function for ith commodity in 

the budget share form wi. 

(4.41) 
 

where γij = 0.5(γij + γji) = γji is a necessary condition for the symmetry requirement. 

Based on the duality theory, the total expenditure I should be equal to the cost function 

c(p,u), so the indirect utility function u*(p,I) can be derived as following, 

(4.42)  

Substitute the indirect utility function into Hicksian demand for ith commodity share 

function wi, we get Marshallian demand function for ith commodity in the budget share 

form wi. 

(4.43)  
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where the budget share wi , price pi, and the total expenditure on all commodities in the 

system I are given, and αi, βi, and γij are parameters. n is the number of commodities, 

and P is a price index can be defined by 

(4.44)  

  Since AIDS model satisfies all the properties of demand theory, all the 

parameters have to fulfill the restrictions of adding-up, homogeneity and symmetry. 

(4.45)  

 

 
In general, estimation can be done by substituting the price index P (4.44) into 

(4.43). 

(4.46) 
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Since this model is nonlinear in its parameters because of the price index P, it 

can be estimated by maximum likelihood or other methods. There is an easier way to 

estimate (4.43), Deaton and Muellbauer developed a linear form for the AIDS model by 

approximating price index P with Stone price index known as P* which is simply a linear 

weight of the prices using market shares as the weight. 

(4.47)      ln (P*) = α0+Σwj ln (pj) 
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Substituting (4.47) into (4.43) yields the Linear approximated almost ideal demand 

system(LA/AIDS) 

(4.48)     

where αi* =αi – βiα0, Σαi* =1 is required for adding up due to Σ βi = 0. However, since the 

prices are never perfectly collinear the stone price index has problems of unit in 

measure errors. Moschini (1995) developed a new price index for AIDS model, known 

as the Laspeyre price index. It substitutes budget share wi with means of budget shares 

and becomes a geometrically weighted average of prices. 

 (4.49)      ln (P0) = α0+Σwj
0 ln (pj) 

Substitute (4.49) into (4.48) to obtain the modified LA/AIDS model 

(4.50)       
∑ ∑
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where αi** =αi – βi (α0-Σwj
0 ln p j

0), and if p j
0 =1, αi** = αi*. We can see the budget share 

equation wi is linear in the parameters. Equation (4.50) satisfies the requirement of the 

demand theory for the AIDS model when adding-up, homogeneity, and symmetry 

conditions are fulfilled, 

(4.51)  
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 Since the model is linear in the parameters, then the estimation can be done 

equation by equation by OLS. All the restrictions can be easily imposed. However, the 

AIDS budget share equation only satisfy the adding-up condition and it provides the 

chance to test homogeneity and symmetry by imposing them separately. Also, we need 

to notice that the negativity conditions are satisfied with the Matrix defined as 

(4.52)  

where is δij  the Kronecker delta which equals 1 if i=j and 0 otherwise. 

 It is important to mention that γij will vary under different price units, so that 

actually the value of parameters does not have any direct economic interpretation until 

we use them to calculate the demand elasticities. 

 How to calculate elasticity from AIDS model depends on the specification of each 

application, and for this research the detail algebra is shown in a later section. In this 

section, we will give a general form of price elasticities for Marshallian and Hicksian 

demand equation, and the income elasticities. For simplicity, we use Marshallian 

demand equation in budget form wi as a starting point. 

(4.53)  

As we know wi and pi are the budget share and the price for the ith commodity, I 

is the total expenditure. Both of them are given. αi, βi, and γij are parameters which will 

be estimated. P is the price index. The Marshallian price elasticity for the ith good with 

respect to the jth good is 
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(4.54) 
 

where is δij the Kronecker delta, it equals to 1 if i=j and 0 otherwise.  

The income elasticity is given by, 

(4.55)  

 As we know, Marshallian demand equation is obtained from maximizing utility 

subject to the budget constraint, while Hicksian demand function is derived from solving 

the dual problem of expenditure minimization at a certain utility level. Marshallian 

elasticity can be transformed into Hicksian elasticity through Slutsky equations. 

(4.56)  

After discussion of several expenditure allocation models, we can see that the 

AIDS model gives an arbitrary first-order approximation to any demand system, satisfies 

the axiom of choice exactly, and aggregates perfectly over consumers without invoking 

parallel linear Engel curves. The fundamental form is consistent with household budget 

data and is easy to estimate. Moreover, the test of the restrictions of homogeneity and 

symmetry can be imposed through linear restrictions.  After calculation, demand 

elasticities are easy to obtain and they provide direct economic interpretation. 

Demographic Variables in Demand System 

In a household consumption system, demographic variables such as household 

size, age, education level, employment, income, and the number of children are major 

determinants. This section discusses five general procedures for incorporating 

demographic variables into a complete demand system. These are demographic 
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translating, demographic scaling, Gorman specification, the modified Prais-Houthakker 

procedure, and economies of scale in consumption. These demographic procedures 

basically assume that the original demand system does not have a particular functional 

form but can be applied in conjunction with any complete demand system. 

We assume xi=fi (P,I) is a classic set of demand system, where xi represents the 

quantity of the ith good, P is the price vector of n goods, I is the total expenditure. We 

assume this original demand system is theoretically plausible, so they can be derived 

from “well-behaved” preferences, and the corresponding indirect utility can be written as 

U*(P,I),  or the direct utility can be written as U(X), where X is the quantity vector of n 

goods. Each procedure replaces this original set of demand system by a related set 

involving additional parameters. These additional parameters are only related to the 

demographic variables which we are going to introduce. The new introduced N 

demographic variables can be written as (η1,….,ηi, ηN). 

Demographic Translating 

Pollak and Wales (1992) interpreted demographic translation as necessary or 

subsistence parameters of demand system to depend on demographic variables. The 

demand system can be written as  

(4.78) fi (P,I)= di + fi(P,I- Σpkdk) 

where di = di (η), represents the translating parameters that depend on demographic 

variables. 
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 If the original demand system is theoretically plausible, the modified system is 

also plausible at least for di close to zero. The modified system satisfies the first-order 

conditions, its indirect utility function is  

(4.79) U*(P,I) = U*(P,I –Σpkdk) 

The direct utility function can be written as 

(4.80) U(X) = U(x1-d1 …..,xi-di,……,xn-dn) 

 There is a linear demographic translating by d = Σδikηk in which k is from 1 to N. It 

is a convenient specification of the function relating the translating parameters to the 

demographic variables. Linear demographic translating adds at most n x N independent 

parameters to the original set of demand system. 

When translation is used to introduce demographic characteristics in a demand 

system, there is a close relation between the effects of changes in demographic 

variables and the effects of changes in the total expenditure. Changes in demographic 

variables affect all d simultaneously. For example, we cannot conclude that xi increases 

due to the increase of household size since the household size affects di and di affects 

the allocating the total expenditure among n goods even the total expenditure is 

unchanged. 

Demographic Scaling 

 Demographic scaling is developed by Barten (1964), which incorporates the 

effect of demographic variable by inserting a scaling factor into the direct utility function. 

The original demand system xi=fi(P,I) can be replaced by 

(4.81) fi (P,I)= mi fi(p1m1,…….. pimi,……., pnmn,I) 

where m’s are the scaling parameters: mi =mi (η) 
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 If the original demand system is theoretically plausible, the modified system is 

also plausible at least for mi close to zero. The modified system satisfies the first-order 

conditions, and its indirect utility function is  

(4.82) U*(P,I)= U*(p1m1,…….. pimi,……., pnmn,I) 

The direct utility function can be written as 

(4.83) U(X) = U(x1/m1 …..,xi/m i,……,xn/mn) 

 If the scaling functions are the same for all goods, their common values reflect 

the number of ‘equivalent adults’ in the household. If the scaling functions differ from 

one good to another, then mi measures the number of equivalent adults on a scale 

appropriate to the ith good. In each case, the preferences and demand behavior can be 

viewed as demographically scaled prices and quantities. For example, the household’s 

preference depends not on the amount of meat it consumes but on pounds per 

equivalent adult. At the same time, the relevant price corresponding to xi/mi is not price 

per pound, but price per pound per equivalent adult. Pollak and Wales (1992) 

suggested that the impacts of changes in demographic factors under demographic 

scaling were closely related to the impacts of price changes, particularly in the elasticity 

form. 

Study on Scanner Data 

Overview 

Scanner data have been widely used recently for economic analysis. It also has 

been used in this research. In this section, we will focus the discussion on scanner data.  

Every time we go to a supermarket, no matter what we purchase, a package of 

potato chips or a brand new Playstation, its bar code is scanned to record its price and 

other information. These "scanner data" offer a number of attractive features for 
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economists and statisticians. They are collected continuously, available quickly, and 

they record prices for all items sold, not just a statistical sample. We usually define 

scanner data as the retail purchase information (such as price, brand, product size, 

amount purchased) gathered at the point of purchase by an electronic device that reads 

a coded ticket on the product by an electronic reader over which the product passes. 

Scanner data can be used for a variety of marketing decisions such as allocation of 

advertising dollars, placement of advertising, inventory control, amount of shelf space, 

pricing, placement of orders, and timeliness of product delivery. Because scanner data 

is instantly available, it is also used very effectively to determine the results of special 

end-of-aisle displays, in-store product placement or shelf position, and other in-store 

sales promotions. Moreover, more economists are recognizing the important of scanner 

data in their research even though scanner data have a number of difficulties for current 

statistical systems. 

Sources of Scanner Data 

 There are two types of scanner data. One is referred to as retail scanner data, 

which are captured at the point of sale by scanning technology used at a store when an 

item is sold. The other is called consumer panel data which become available recently. 

These data match scanner data with consumer information (card data) or consist of 

panels where each household reports purchases. There are several sources of scanner 

data. 

 Information Resources Incorporated data are available for 266 product 

categories, and in those categories there are 800 product types of UPC coded products. 

Some random weight (non-UPC coded) products are also available in the sale data. 
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The IRI data include information of category, product type, brand, and UPC or item be 

purchased. 

 A.C.Nielsen data are available for 571 products in both their point-of-sale and 

panel data. The data information includes brand identifiers, UPC or item level 

information in both retail and panel data. The panel data also contain demographic 

information about the household. The individual observations can be aggregated up to 

the brand or product level. 

 The Economic Research Service’s HomeScan data set include 43 dairy modules, 

410 dry grocery modules, 21 UPC produce models, 84 frozen food modules, 13 UPC 

meat modules, and 43 random weight modules. The size of panel data is voluminous. 

For example, in 1999 for the 7,195 household, there are over 4,000,000 dry grocery 

purchase transactions in the data set. The ERS data set is the only subset of the total 

panel which numbers over 50,000 household. 

 In these scanner data, UPC information is available to allow researchers to 

aggregate to the brand or category level, and attributes are also available in product 

descriptions.  

Opportunities 

Research on scanner data has been actively pursued by academics since the 

mid-1980s, and many papers have been published in the major economics journals 

since then. Basing data on actual transactions provides a closer view of underlying 

variables being measured and creates opportunities to model the behavior underlying 

the transactions. In general, it creates tremendous opportunities for improving economic 

analyses. 
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First, scanner data give a record of virtually all transactions rather than a sample 

of transactions which eliminate the sampling error in estimating the average price based 

on a relatively small sample of prices for an item. To obtain a statistical sample, 

statistical agencies can only sample a limited number of items in a limited number of 

establishments. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) uses sophisticated surveys to 

record what and where consumers buy. It then uses a probability sampling to assure 

that the items are a representative sample of consumer’s purchases. However, the use 

of a probability sample involves sampling error, and moreover the surveys of spending 

patterns can only be conducted infrequently. In contrast, scanner data are available for 

thousands of products at the store, regional, and national level on daily, weekly, 

biweekly, and monthly frequencies. 

Second, scanner data provide enormous opportunities for increasing the 

surveillance of new goods and new outlets by providing timely information on their 

appearance. Ignoring the changes in goods and shopping patterns is one of the 

important sources to overstate inflation by the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Scanner 

data can overcome this drawback by making comparisons of levels of prices or unit 

values across establishments.  

 Third, scanner data liberate the data collection process in the time dimension. 

The BLS collects price sample throughout the month at fixed points in time. These 

points in time might not be representative of the time when consumers purchase goods. 

Prices can vary according to time of purchase as firms adjust prices in response to the 

timing of demand and as consumers simultaneously respond to changes in prices. 

Thus, prices sampled at fixed points may overstate or understate the prices. It also 
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cannot capture the changes in consumer’s spending patterns or in firm’s pricing 

strategies. Obviously, scanner data collect all information at the time goods are 

purchased and eliminate the above problem caused by sampling prices. 

Fourth, scanner data collect prices and quantity simultaneously instead of 

collecting them separately by conventional techniques. The consistent measurement of 

prices and quantities provides opportunities for improving data quality and increasing 

their utility in research. For example, using scanner data can improve the ability to 

construct price indexes that accurately track the cost of living. 

Finally, scanner data contain detailed information about product attributes such 

as brand, origin, and package which can be used in several economics and statistics 

applications. For example, scanner data can be monitored to alert statistical agencies to 

the appearance of new goods or changes in the attributes of existing goods; or the 

information about the attributes of goods can be used to make quality adjustments to 

assure accurate measurement of cost in living. 

Challenges 

 Although scanner data have so many significant advantages, incorporating 

scanner data into the statistical or economical analysis does create substantial 

challenges. 

 First, since scanner data capture individual transactions rather than consumption, 

they do not match as cleanly into economic aggregates as we hope. Second, the use of 

scanner data would not automatically reduce the cost of collection of price related data. 

Although a price quotation from a scanner record is available at essentially zero 

marginal cost, the costs of processing scanner data may be very high. Third, the 

effective use of scanner data requires the participation and cooperation of private firms. 
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We need the original source of scanner data and the firms such as A.C.Nielsen to 

collect and process the data. Fourth, the availability of more data does not necessary 

lead to better analysis. The flood of huge information must be operated carefully to draw 

useful information. 

Issues Related to Scanner Data 

 Although, scanner data can be aggregated to any level based on research 

purpose, we must be careful when we operate aggregation across commodity, 

geographic, and time dimension. The aggregation issue is at the heart of appropriate 

model specification in a demand system because a lot of issues such as 

multicollinearity, degrees-of-freedom, and computational limitations are related to it. 

Grunfeld and Griliches show that model predictions can be improved by directly 

modeling behavior at the targeted aggregation level rather than using disaggregate 

models to conduct the same analysis. Time aggregation may affect demand estimates, 

particularly for consumer nondurables (Capps & Love 2002). 

 About how representative scanner data are, there are several arguments. Jensen 

found that the scanner data usually reflected consumers with higher income than the 

population in general, and were more likely to be married. Silver mentioned in his paper 

‘Supplement Comments on the Use of Point-of-Scale Scanner Data’ that the HomeScan 

data are subject to a host of complications due to a lack of knowledge about the nature 

of the selection of program participants, their dedication to faithfully, and regularly 

recording their purchases. 

 Moreover, there is data bias issue related to scanner data. The companies 

collecting scanner data are moving to HomeScan type system in order to get more 

complete coverage of retail outlets. When consumers record their purchases, data 
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should span all retail outlets including supermarkets, convenience stores, and discount 

stores. However, some methods of recording point-of-sale data may not include 

convenience store or discount stores, and instead only include supermarket data. It also 

has been found that the shoppers at supermarkets are likely to be more pricing 

sensitive. In HomeScan data, there is concern that fresh fruit and vegetable purchases 

have been underreported because these products are often sold unpackaged without 

scanning codes attached. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DEMAND MODEL 

Overview 

In this chapter, we will discuss the details of using AIDS model to analyzing 

consumer’s preference in the U.S. melon industry.  We recall from chapter 4 that 

several empirical demand systems have been described with functional forms, 

application for utility theory, and fitness for different cases. Changes of demand or more 

specifically the share of market among different types of melons can be evaluated by 

using one or more of following expenditure allocations models: linear expenditure 

system, translog model, Rotterdam model, and almost ideal demand system model 

(AIDS). AIDS model is used most widely in food related expenditure allocation studies. 

In this chapter, model specification and estimation will be discussed. The factors that 

influence the market shares of melons include the product’s own price effects, price 

effects of other related products, and income. Other factors such as seasonality, 

demographic effects (or regional effects), promotion, and health concerns are also 

incorporated into the model development. Models that include part or all of these factors 

in one AIDS structure will be discussed in detail later in the chapter noting that the 

specific model that will be chosen for final simulations depends on the different 

purposes of study.  

Model Specification 

Overview of AIDS Model 

As mentioned in chapter 4, the Almost Ideal Demand System was first suggested 

by Deaton and Muellbauer(1980) and is built on Stone’s(1954) system approach. The 

AIDS model incorporates the assumptions of neoclassical demand theory and is easy to 
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estimate comparing to other expenditure system, such as linear expenditure system, or 

Rotterdam models. The AIDS model satisfies the axioms of choice, aggregates perfectly 

over consumers, and gives an arbitrary first order approximation to any demand system. 

Additionally, it can be used to test homogeneity and symmetry. The budget shares of 

different commodities in AIDS model are related to the logarithm of its own price, price 

of related commodities and total expenditure. 

Because of its large number of properties, AIDS model has been chosen for this 

study among various expenditure allocation models. First, AIDS model have a functional 

form that is consistent with household budget data. Second, it is reasonably flexible and 

can be manipulated by adding different variables yet it remains consistent with demand 

theory. In chapter 4, the AIDS model has been represented as following, in which P is 

price index. Note the use of m instead of I where m is the expenditures on the subset of 

commodity group under consideration whereas I is generally viewed as food 

expenditures in the broadest sense. 

(5.1)  

(5.2)  

(5.3) +    , where +  

AIDS model satisfies all the properties of demand theory, all the parameters have 

to fulfill the restrictions of adding-up, homogeneity and symmetry as following: 

(5.4) 
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Main Structure of AIDS Model in This Study 

In this study, the model structure could be adjusted by adding more variables, 

adding additional commodities, or adding the market share of seedless watermelon 

variable in one equation of the AIDS model equation system. Various AIDS model used 

in the study will be discussed in detail later; here the main structure of AIDS model in 

this research will be developed. Any adjustment made for different AIDS models will be 

the transformation based on this structure.  

(5.5)  with i = 1 to 5 

In this AIDS model, there are 5 equations in the system with i =1 to 5, each 

equation represent one type of melons: watermelon, cantaloupe, honeydew, mixed 

melon, and other melons. 

Let’s start with introducing the variables. m is the total expenditure on melons, 

since the focus of this study is only the melon group, the total expenditure will be the 

expenditure on melons only instead of the total income. Thus, the total expenditure m 

equals the dollar value summation of all melons (m = VTALL_WM + VTALL_CA + 

VTALL_HD + VTALL_MX + VTALL_OT). 

wi is the market share of different types of melons with 1 denoted as watermelon, 

2 as cantaloupe, 3 as honeydew, 4 as mixed melon, and 5 as other melon. For 

example, the market share of watermelon in the melon industry will be w1 = VTALL/m. 

Actually, wi is written in a simplified way in this model; it should be written as wilt with i 
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denoted as melon code (i ≤ 5), with l denoted as region code (l ≤ 8), with t denoted as 

time period (January 2003 ≤ t ≤ June 2007). 

Pj is the price of different melons. It can be calculated by quantity and dollar 

value for each melon. For example, the price of watermelon will be P1 = 

VTALL_WM/QTALL_WM. 

RGl is a dummy variable for region effects, since the demand shows variation 

among different regions; we are hoping to use these variables to capture the region 

effects on demand of melons. In the data, the region is coded from 1 to 8, we will use 

the same order as it shows in data set with 1 denoted as California, 2 denoted as Great 

Lakes, 3 denoted as Mid-south, 4 denoted as Northeast, 5 denoted as Plains, 6 denoted 

as South Central, 7 denoted as Southeast, and 8 denoted as West. For example, if the 

observation is from region 2, then RGG2 = 1, other RGGl variable = 0 ( l = 1,3,4,5,6,7, 

and 8). However, in any research, you can not include all dummy variables. It will cause 

problems in analysis. There are two ways to deal with this issue. One is simply 

eliminating one dummy variable. The other is choosing one as a base and subtracts that 

base from each of the other variables. In this study, we use the second way. RGG1 has 

been chosen as base, then the other region dummy variables are defined relative to the 

baseRGG1, where for example, RG2 = RGG2- RGG1. Thus the region dummy variables 

are not original dummy variables, RGl only has 7 variables from RG2 to RG8 in the main 

structure of AIDS model.  As stated earlier, since the data are aggregated within regions 

and time, the individual’s characteristics are lost and the only differential among 

households a embedded in the regional differences.  Hence, regions is a proxy measure 

of the host of demographic differences found across regions.  Since the study time 
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period is reasonably short it is likely that little demographic change occurred within the 

regions.  Yet over longer periods, that argument would questionable.  In short, we are 

assuming regions are capturing geographical differences that reflect demographics, 

customs, climates and all other characteristics that can be identified with regions. 

SSk is dummy variable for seasonality effects. We have seen the strong evidence 

of seasonality of melon demand in chapter 3. It is necessary to include seasonal dummy 

variables in this research. We will use the same method as used for region effects. 

SSSk is created as a dummy variable for each month, for example, if the observation is 

from March, then SSS3 = 1, other SSSk variable = 0 ( k = 1,2,4,5,6,7, 8, 9,10,11 and 

12). January has been chosen as base in this group of dummy variables. So other 

month dummy variables are relative to SSS1, where for example, SS3 = SSS3- SSS1. 

Thus the monthly dummy variable SSk only has 11 variables, from SS2 to SS12 in this 

model.  

P* is the price index, it can be calculated by following format. Note in this 

equation i =1 to 5. 

(5.6)  

Other symbols in above equation, such as α*, β, γ, δ, and ξ, are coefficients of 

the model, which will be estimated after running the regression. αi* is the intercept 

coefficient for each equation  with i =1 to 5.  βi is the income or expenditure coefficient 

for each equation  with i =1 to 5. 

γil  is price coefficient, each equation have 5 price coefficients, which include own 

price coefficient and  cross price coefficients, for example, in watermelon equation, we 

have γ11 as watermelon’s own price coefficient, γ12 as cross price coefficient of 
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watermelon and cantaloupe, , γ13 as cross price coefficient of watermelon and 

honeydew, γ14 as cross price coefficient of watermelon and mixed melon, γ15 as cross 

price coefficient of watermelon and other melons. We have total 5 equations in this 

AIDS structure, thus there are 5 x 5 =25 price coefficients in this model. 

 δik is monthly coefficient, each equation have 11 monthly coefficients from 2 to 

12, for example, in watermelon equation we will have δ12, δ13, δ14, δ15, δ16, δ17, δ18, δ19, 

δ110, δ111, and δ112. We have total 5 equations in this AIDS structure, thus there are 5 x 

11 =55 monthly coefficients in this model. 

 ξil is regional coefficient, each equation have 7 regional coefficients from 2 to 7, 

for example, in cantaloupe equation we will have ξ22, ξ23, ξ24, ξ25, ξ26, ξ27, and ξ28. There 

are 5 equations in this model, so regional coefficients are 5 x 7 =35. 

AIDS model satisfies all the properties of demand theory, so does this model. 

The coefficients have to fulfill the restrictions of adding-up, homogeneity and symmetry.
 

• Adding-up:   

• Homogeneity: ,  for example, for watermelon 

commodities, γ11+ γ 12+ γ 13+ γ 14+ γ 15 = 0. 

• Symmetric  

• Restriction for monthly variables , for example, 
for March, δ13+δ23+δ33+δ43+δ53 = 0. 

• Restriction for regional variables , for example, for 
region 4, ξ14+ ξ 24+ ξ 34+ ξ 44+ ξ 54 = 0. 

The value of these coefficients cannot explain magnitude or direction of influence 

of price, income, seasonality, or region effects until the elasticities have been 

calculated. In the flowing section, the detail format of these elasticities will be described. 
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Let’s start with own price elasticity. First, insert P* to wi equation. 

(5.7) 

 

Take partial derivative of wi with respect to Pi , it yields: 

(5.8)  

Where  

Since wi = (Pi Qi)/m, 

(5.9)  

Thus, 

(5.10)  

 So own price elasticity εii can be written as following. 

(5.11)  

To calculate cross price elasticity, we need to take partial derivative of wi with 

respect to Pj , it yields: 

(5.12)  

Where  

(5.13)  

Thus, 

(5.14)  
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 Cross price elasticity εij can be written as following. 

(5.15)  

 If we need to calculate income elasticity, then take partial derivative of wi with 

respect to m, it yields: 

(5.16)  

Also, 

(5.17)  

Thus, 

(5.18)  

 So income elasticity ξim can be written as following. 

(5.19)  

Both own price elasticities and cross price elasticities calculated above are 

uncompensated elasticities(or Marshallian elasticities). We can use uncompensated 

price elasticity and income elasticity to calculate compensated elasticities(also called 

Hicksian elasticities). 

Own price compensated elasticity is  

(5.20)  

Cross price compensated elasticity is  

(5.21)  

Seasonal elasticity can be calculated by taking partial derivative of of wi with 

respect to SSk, here we will just give the final result. 

The seasonal elasticity of month k in ith melon group is  
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(5.22)  

Where  

Regional elasticity can be calculated by taking partial derivative of wi with respect 

to RGl, here we will just give the final result. 

The regional elasticity of region l in ith melon group is  

(5.23)  

where . 

Usually, in analysis, we do not calculate elasticities for all observations, the 

average value will be obtained instead, which means we will use the average for all 

dependant variables in all elasticity equations. For example, if we calculate regional 

elasticity for watermelon in region 4, then the regional elasticity will be, 

(5.24)  

where . 

 In summary, from the main structure of this research, we can  calculate 5 x 5 

compensated(or uncompensated) price elasticities, which include 5 compensated(or 

uncompensated) own price elasticities (εii or εii* )and 20 compensated(or 

uncompensated) cross price elasticities(εij or εij* ), 5 income elasticities(𝜁𝜁im), 5 x 11 

seasonal elasticities(ESSk), and 5 x 7 regional elasticities(ERGl). 

Variation of AIDS model 

 In the above section, the main structure of AIDS model has been developed. 

Detail explanation of variables, parameters and restrictions of this model, and how to 

calculate elasticity for price, income, season and region have been described. 
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Scenario (1) Original Price V.S. Deseasonalized Price 

 However, it is not the only model we could use in this research. Through 

adjustments, there are several models can be developed depending on the purpose of 

studies. First, it should be noticed that the prices of melons have strong seasonality. We 

could use deseasonalized prices instead of original price for the analysis. Figure 5-1,5-

2, and 5-3 show the difference between original price and deseasonalized price for 

watermelon, cantaloupe and honeydew. 

 The model structure will keep same as before. 

 

 The only difference will be the use of deseasonalized price instead of original 

price to calculate log of price in variable lnpj. 

Scenario (2) On Season V.S. Off Season  

 Second, because melon price and consumption show strong seasonality, we can 

use two AIDS model to analyze on season and off season data. That means two AIDS 

models will be developed based on the months. On season will be April, May, June, 

July, August, and September. Off season will be January, February, March, October, 

November, and December. 

 For on-season AIDS model, SSXXk is created as dummy variable for each month 

from April to September with k = 1 denoted as April, k = 2 denoted as May, k = 3 

denoted as June, k = 4 denoted as July, k = 5 denoted as August, and k = 6 denoted as 

September. For example, if the observation is from August, then SSXX5 = 1, other 

SSXXk variable = 0 ( k = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6). SSXk is dummy variable for seasonality 

effects in AIDS model. April has been chosen as base in this group of dummy variables. 
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So other month dummy variables will be subtracted from SSXX1, for example, SSX3 = 

SSXX3- SSXX1. Thus the monthly dummy variable SSXk only have 5 variables, from 

SSX2 to SSX5 in this model.  

(5.25)  

For off-season AIDS model, in order to be consistent in regression analysis, we 

use exactly the same model structure as on-season, the only difference is we put new 

value in variables SSXXk and SSXk . SSXXk is still a dummy variable for each month, but 

now it is from January to March and from October to December with k = 1 denoted as 

January, k = 2 denoted as February, k = 3 denoted as March, k = 4 denoted as October, 

k = 5 denoted as November, and k = 6 denoted as December. For example, if the 

observation is from November, then SSXX5 = 1, other SSXXk variable = 0 ( k = 1, 2, 3, 

4, and 6). SSXk is dummy variable for seasonality effects in off-season AIDS model. 

January has been chosen as base in this group of dummy variables. Other month 

dummy variables could be obtained by being subtracted from SSXX1.The monthly 

dummy variable SSXk only have 5 variables as well. In order to show the whole 

procedure clearly, table 5-1 shows the name code for TSP programs for this research. 

Model Estimation 

In this section, detail information about the dependent variables, explanatory 

variables and model estimation will be described. As we discussed in the above section, 

the AIDS models in this research can be categorized into three groups: models with 12 

month data, models with on season data, and models with off season data. Each group 

will be analyzed by original price and deseasonalized price. In the following section, we 

will start with the first group. 
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Variables and Parameters for the AIDS Model in the First Group 

AIDS models in this section use 12 month data, so it includes 11 monthly dummy 

variables. In this model system, it has 5 equations with each equation representing each 

type of melons. The dependent variables are the market expenditure shares of melons. 

The independent variables can be categorized to 4 groups: price variables, seasonality 

variables, regions variables, and income variable (See table 5-2).  

The AIDS models in this research were estimated by applying maximum 

likelihood procedures including the residual covariance structure. The TSP estimation 

programs for the AIDS models are attached in Appendix.  The parameter estimates for 

original price and deseasonalized price are reported in table 5-3, table 5-4 and table 5-

5. In these tables, we include estimated coefficients of the dropped equation 5, which 

can be derived from the restrictions imposed in the estimation procedure.  The resulting 

parameters have been corrected for heteroscedasticity.  

Table 5-3 shows estimates for intercept, price and expenditure parameters 

(detailed reports can be found in Appendix as well). Both t-statistic and p-value have 

been provided for statistical significance testing. If the p-value is less than 0.05, there is 

corresponding to a 5% chance of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true. 

Traditionally, one rejects the null hypothesis if the p-value is smaller than or equal to the 

significance level (in this research, we use 5% as significance level). The calculated p-

value exceeds 0.05, so the estimated parameter is statistically different from zero. 

Comparing original price and deseasonalized price model, we can see that in 

both models, most of estimates of intercept parameters are statistically significant. The 

estimates of expenditure parameters have similar patterns for both models: watermelon, 

honeydew, and mixed melon show statistically significant. For price estimates, AG11, 
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AG22, AG44, AG55, AG12, AG24, and AG45 are statistically significant. So most of 

own price estimates are statistically different from zero. 

Table 5-4 shows estimates for regional parameters, it shows the difference 

between original price and deseasonalized price model. There are totally 35 regional 

parameters, 26 parameters and 27 parameters show statistically significance in original 

price and deseasonalized price model respectively, which means 74.29% and  77.14% 

of regional parameters are significantly different from zero in these models respectively. 

Table 5-5 shows estimates for seasonal parameters, it shows the difference 

between original price and deseasonalized price model as well. There are totally 55 

seasonal parameters, 35 parameters and 40 parameters show statistically significance 

in original price and deseasonalized price model respectively, which means 63.64% and 

72.73% of seasonal parameters are significantly different  from zero in these models 

respectively. 

Using R-square as a quasi-measure of goodness-of-fit, table 5-6 shows that the 

amount of variation explained more than 77% for the different expenditure equations in 

original price model, and explained more than 80% in deseasonalized price model. Over 

all, deseasonalized model is doing a better job than original price model in the first 

group of AIDS models. 

Variables and Parameters for the AIDS Model in the Second Group 

AIDS models in this section use 6 month on season data, which means it only 

includes data from April to September. As same as the first group of model, it has 5 

equations with each equation representing each type of melons. The dependent 

variables are the market expenditure shares of melons. The independent variables can 

be categorized to 4 groups: price variables, seasonality variables, regions variables, 
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and income variable. But it has 5 seasonal dummy variables in this group instead of 11 

in the first group (See table 5-7). 

The AIDS models in this group were estimated by applying maximum likelihood 

procedures including the residual covariance structure as well. The TSP estimation 

programs for the AIDS models are attached in Appendix A.  The parameter estimates 

for original price and deseasonalized price are reported in table 5-8, table 5-9 and table 

5-10.  

Table 5-8 shows estimates for intercept, price and expenditure parameters. 

Comparing original price and deseasonalized price model, we can see that in both 

models, estimates of intercept and income parameters are statistically significant in 

watermelon, cantaloupe, honeydew and mixed melons equations. For price estimates, 

AG11, AG12, AG13, AG14, AG22, AG44, AG55, AG23, AG34, and AG45 are 

statistically significant. In the second group of AIDS models, most of watermelon price 

estimates are statistically significant. Also, own price estimates of cantaloupe, mixed 

melons and other melons are significant as well. 

Table 5-9 shows estimates for regional parameters for on-season AIDS models. 

In the totally 35 regional parameters, 28 parameters and 26 parameters show 

statistically significance in original price and deseasonalized price model respectively, 

which means 80.00% and 74.29% of regional parameters are significantly different from 

zero in these models respectively. In this group, at least for the  regional parameters, 

using original prices is better than deseasonalized prices. 

Table 5-10 shows estimates for seasonal parameters in the second group. In 

totally 25 seasonal parameters, 18 parameters and 23 parameters show statistically 
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significance in original price and deseasonalized price model respectively, which means 

72.00 and 92.00% of seasonal parameters are significantly different from zero in these 

models respectively. If we just consider the number of parameters that are statistically 

significant in season effects, the deseasonalized model shows more significance 

parameters. 

Table 5-11 shows that the amount of variation explained more than 75% for the 

different expenditure equations in original price model, and explained more than 64% in 

deseasonalized price models. Over all, original model is doing a better job in the second 

group of on-season AIDS models. 

Variables and Parameters for the AIDS Model in the Third Group 

AIDS models in this section use 6 month off season data, which means it only 

includes data from January to March and from October to December. As same as the 

second group of model, it only has 5 seasonal dummy variables in this group instead of 

11 in the first group(See table 5-12). 

The AIDS models in this group were estimated by applying maximum likelihood 

procedures including the residual covariance structure as well. The parameter estimates 

for original price and deseasonalized price are reported in table 5-13, table 5-14 and 

table 5-15.  

Table 5-13 shows estimates for intercept, price and expenditure parameters in 

the third group. Comparing original price and deseasonalized price model, almost all 

estimates of intercept parameters are statistically significant in both model, and all 

estimates of expenditure parameters are significant. For price estimates, two models 

show different patterns. However AG11, AG12, AG13, AG14, AG15, AG22, AG23, 

AG55, AG45, AG44, and AG34 are statistically significant. More price estimates are 
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significant in the on-season models. Also in this model, all watermelon price estimates 

are significant. Own price estimate for honeydew is not significant, just like in first and 

second groups of AIDS models. 

Table 5-14 shows estimates for regional parameters in off-season AIDS models. 

There is not too much difference between original price and deseasonalized price 

model. There are totally 35 regional parameters. 29 parameters and 26 parameters 

show statistically significance in original price and deseasonalized price model 

respectively, which means 82.86% and 74.29% of regional parameters are statistically 

significant in these models respectively.  

Table 5-15 shows estimates for seasonal parameters, it shows the difference 

patterns of significance between original price and deseasonalized price model as well. 

In 25 seasonal parameters, 16 parameters and 20 parameters show statistically 

significance in original price and deseasonalized price model respectively, which means 

64.00% and 80.00% of seasonal parameters are statistically significant in these models 

respectively.  

Using R-square as a quasi-measure of goodness-of-fit, table 5-16 shows that the 

amount of variation explained more than 75% for the different expenditure equations in 

the original price model, and explained more than 77% in the deseasonalized price 

model. Over all, deseasonalized models are doing a better job than original price model 

in the third group of AIDS models. 

Table 5-17 and table 5-18 provide the summary of the relative performances of 

the models recognizing that these goodness-of-fits statistically are not directly 

comparable. However, these tables do provide general insight into the overall ability of 
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the various models to capture the expenditure share variations within the system of 

equations without directly comparing one goodness-of-fit to another. 
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Figure 5-1.  Original price and deseasopnalized price of watermelons 
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Figure 5-2.  Original price and deseasonalized price of cantaloupe 
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Figure 5-3.  Original price and deseasonalized price of honeydew  

 

Table 5-1.  The code system of TSP program 
5 equations     
Wei_AIDS_04R_el.TSP deseasonalized price 

 Wei_AIDS_05R_el.TSP original price 
 Wei_AIDS_06R_on_el.TSP deseasonalized price on season 

Wei_AIDS_06R_off_el.TSP deseasonalized price off season 
Wei_AIDS_07R_on_el.TSP original price on season 
Wei_AIDS_07R_off_el.TSP original price off season 
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Table 5-2.  Descriptions of variables for the AIDS model in the first group 
Variable                                                   Definition 
Dependent Variables 
W1.....................................Market share for watermelon 
W2.....................................Market share for cantaloupe 
W3.....................................Market share for honeydew 
W4.....................................Market share for mixed melon 
W5.....................................Market share for other melons 

 Explanatory Variables 
LP1.......................................Log of price for watermelon 
LP2.......................................Log of price for cantaloupe 
LP3.......................................Log of price for  honeydew 
LP4.......................................Log of price for  mixed melon 
LP5.......................................Log of price for  other melons 

 LET.......................................Log of total expenditure on five melon types 

 SS2..........................................Dummy variable for February 
SS3..........................................Dummy variable for March 
SS4..........................................Dummy variable for April 
SS5..........................................Dummy variable for May 
SS6..........................................Dummy variable for June 
SS7..........................................Dummy variable for July 
SS8..........................................Dummy variable for August 
SS9..........................................Dummy variable for September 
SS10.........................................Dummy variable for October 
SS11.........................................Dummy variable for November 
SS12.........................................Dummy variable for December 

 RG2..........................................Dummy variable for region 2 
RG3..........................................Dummy variable for region 3 
RG4..........................................Dummy variable for region 4 
RG5..........................................Dummy variable for region 5 
RG6..........................................Dummy variable for region 6 
RG7..........................................Dummy variable for region 7 
RG8..........................................Dummy variable for region 8 
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Table 5-3.  Intercept, expenditure and price parameters of the AIDS models in the first group 
Coefficients In 

Equations 
Coefficients in 
TSP program Estimate t-statistic P-value Estimate t-statistic P-value 

  
Original  Price 

 
Deseasonalized  Price 

 Intercept 
       α1 A1 -0.475046 -3.58005 [.000] -0.341343 -2.92624 [.003] 

α2 A2 0.572665 5.38816 [.000] 0.495904 5.34692 [.000] 
α3 A3 0.682398 9.37724 [.000] 0.644888 9.09501 [.000] 
α4 A4 0.210196 4.57559 [.000] 0.202437 4.46461 [.000] 
α5 A5 9.79E-03 0.661299 [.508] -1.89E-03 -0.128426 [.898] 
Expenditure parameters 

     β1 B1 0.054406 6.69556 [.000] 0.046559 6.52918 [.000] 
β2 B2 -9.74E-03 -1.50067 [.133] -5.56E-03 -0.984026 [.325] 
β3 B3 -0.036458 -8.28896 [.000] -0.034224 -7.97367 [.000] 
β4 B4 -8.25E-03 -2.94661 [.003] -7.51E-03 -2.71462 [.007] 
β5 B5 4.93E-05 0.054418 [.957] 7.28E-04 0.81196 [.417] 
Price parameters 

      γ55 AG55 2.35118 5.32027 [.000] 2.90783 5.30666 [.000] 
γ45 AG45 -1.46558 -4.33743 [.000] -1.86966 -4.70034 [.000] 
γ35 AG35 -0.777418 -1.38318 [.167] 0.104989 0.154607 [.877] 
γ25 AG25 -0.638215 -0.85852 [.391] -1.47238 -1.54802 [.122] 
γ15 AG15 0.530039 0.895843 [.370] 0.32922 0.448902 [.654] 
γ44 AG44 -0.022966 -5.92956 [.000] -0.026132 -5.98975 [.000] 
γ34 AG34 -6.19E-03 -2.02543 [.043] -3.37E-03 -1.08023 [.280] 
γ24 AG24 0.030389 6.85567 [.000] 0.032501 6.55455 [.000] 
γ14 AG14 3.78E-05 0.0096381 [.992] -1.88E-03 -0.467463 [.640] 
γ33 AG33 -3.17E-04 -0.050248 [.960] -1.35E-03 -0.225201 [.822] 
γ23 AG23 1.86E-04 0.031619 [.975] 1.05E-03 0.183929 [.854] 
γ13 AG13 1.11E-02 1.21811 [.223] 8.03E-03 0.987277 [.324] 
γ12 AG12 -0.129147 -12.6871 [.000] -0.127034 -12.2023 [.000] 
γ22 AG22 0.101611 9.988 [.000] 0.096416 10.1392 [.000] 
γ11 AG11 -0.119654 -7.75314 [.000] -0.108516 -8.13819 [.000] 
Note: t-value is at five percent lever =1.96 
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Table 5-4.  Regional parameters of the AIDS models in the first group 
Coefficients In 

Equations 
Coefficients in TSP 
program Estimate t-statistic P-value Estimate t-statistic P-value 

Region 
parameters 

 
Original  price 

 
Deseasonalized price 

 ξ18 CR108 8.46E-03 1.99963 [.046] 7.43E-03 1.79788 [.072] 
ξ28 CR208 -0.043425 -11.7033 [.000] -0.043533 -11.546 [.000] 
ξ38 CR308 0.011 3.9603 [.000] 0.010429 3.75067 [.000] 
ξ48 CR408 0.025326 9.55072 [.000] 0.027085 9.03361 [.000] 
ξ58 CR508 -1.36E-03 -2.32747 [.020] -1.41E-03 -2.47536 [.013] 
ξ17 CR107 0.040468 7.84632 [.000] 0.04262 8.79285 [.000] 
ξ27 CR207 -0.033631 -7.03587 [.000] -0.032201 -7.13192 [.000] 
ξ37 CR307 6.48E-04 0.227826 [.820] -2.71E-04 -0.093815 [.925] 
ξ47 CR407 -4.76E-03 -1.846 [.065] -7.42E-03 -2.7198 [.007] 
ξ57 CR507 -2.72E-03 -3.4588 [.001] -2.73E-03 -3.54775 [.000] 
ξ16 CR106 0.03847 7.606 [.000] 0.036017 7.46446 [.000] 
ξ26 CR206 -6.64E-03 -1.47458 [.140] -5.90E-03 -1.35116 [.177] 
ξ36 CR306 -0.035061 -14.6614 [.000] -0.034667 -14.1181 [.000] 
ξ46 CR406 2.73E-03 1.17384 [.240] 3.79E-03 1.45094 [.147] 
ξ56 CR506 4.98E-04 0.736743 [.461] 7.59E-04 1.12395 [.261] 
ξ15 CR105 1.12E-03 0.139942 [.889] -3.56E-03 -0.500848 [.616] 
ξ25 CR205 0.014526 2.06005 [.039] 0.015424 2.4167 [.016] 
ξ35 CR305 -0.015034 -3.50236 [.000] -0.014207 -3.41856 [.001] 
ξ45 CR405 -2.37E-03 -0.78379 [.433] 2.67E-05 8.85E-03 [.993] 
ξ55 CR505 1.76E-03 1.5727 [.116] 2.31E-03 2.09141 [.036] 
ξ14 CR104 -0.060684 -7.62144 [.000] -0.054172 -7.26159 [.000] 
ξ24 CR204 0.051001 6.99393 [.000] 0.048819 7.10912 [.000] 
ξ34 CR304 0.026962 8.51794 [.000] 0.025486 7.84712 [.000] 
ξ44 CR404 -0.016829 -6.48646 [.000] -0.019265 -6.8362 [.000] 
ξ54 CR504 -4.51E-04 -0.480823 [.631] -8.69E-04 -0.955921 [.339] 
ξ13 CR103 -0.01627 -2.90497 [.004] -0.015073 -2.75169 [.006] 
ξ23 CR203 0.055121 9.86499 [.000] 0.054464 9.75563 [.000] 
ξ33 CR303 -0.011974 -6.54448 [.000] -0.01168 -6.25052 [.000] 
ξ43 CR403 -0.022939 -14.1823 [.000] -0.02396 -12.4236 [.000] 
ξ53 CR503 -3.94E-03 -9.53165 [.000] -3.75E-03 -9.13373 [.000] 
ξ12 CR102 -0.029457 -4.46941 [.000] -0.030527 -4.69314 [.000] 
ξ22 CR202 0.050944 8.18063 [.000] 0.050556 8.21161 [.000] 
ξ32 CR302 -0.014378 -5.41643 [.000] -0.012295 -4.5881 [.000] 
ξ42 CR402 -0.015578 -8.58185 [.000] -0.015935 -7.68406 [.000] 
ξ52 CR502 8.47E-03 6.27607 [.000] 8.20E-03 6.05676 [.000] 
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Table 5-5.  Seasonal parameters of the AIDS models in the first group 
Coefficients In 

Equations 
Coefficients in TSP 
program Estimate t-statistic P-value Estimate t-statistic P-value 

Seasonal parameters Original  Price 
 

Deseasonalized  Price 
 δ112 CG112 -0.062363 -5.32174 [.000] -0.063151 -5.761 [.000] 

δ212 CG212 0.031877 3.0714 [.002] -0.020493 -2.15994 [.031] 
δ312 CG312 5.63E-03 0.842222 [.400] 2.75E-02 3.99608 [.000] 
δ412 CG412 0.023661 4.38004 [.000] 0.051802 8.40782 [.000] 
δ512 CG512 1.19E-03 0.675826 [.499] 4.32E-03 2.19178 [.028] 
δ111 CG111 -0.046072 -5.30566 [.000] -0.053005 -6.35244 [.000] 
δ211 CG211 0.026736 3.41968 [.001] 0.0006337 0.0869 [.931] 
δ311 CG311 7.90E-03 1.65944 [.097] 2.10E-02 4.20386 [.000] 
δ411 CG411 0.011847 3.13563 [.002] 0.029666 7.03152 [.000] 
δ511 CG511 -4.16E-04 -0.324062 [.746] 1.70E-03 1.20685 [.227] 
δ110 CG110 -0.055434 -7.84366 [.000] -0.098506 -14.6895 [.000] 
δ210 CG210 0.057726 9.38149 [.000] 0.099817 16.5707 [.000] 
δ310 CG310 5.79E-04 0.138383 [.890] 1.91E-03 0.469529 [.639] 
δ410 CG410 -9.88E-06 -3.87E-03 [.997] -1.83E-03 -7.10E-01 [.478] 
δ510 CG510 -2.86E-03 -3.41254 [.001] -1.39E-03 -1.68453 [.092] 
δ19 CG109 8.78E-03 1.29951 [.194] 1.72E-02 2.47498 [.013] 
δ29 CG209 -1.50E-03 -0.263357 [.792] -2.58E-03 -0.450869 [.652] 
δ39 CG309 3.74E-03 1.34596 [.178] 6.13E-03 2.19399 [.028] 
δ49 CG409 -0.010141 -5.51212 [.000] -0.019614 -10.0039 [.000] 
δ59 CG509 -8.73E-04 -1.22068 [.222] -1.18E-03 -1.68301 [.092] 
δ18 CG108 0.06354 6.13581 [.000] 0.104872 10.2667 [.000] 
δ28 CG208 -0.068031 -7.93365 [.000] -0.096501 -11.3235 [.000] 
δ38 CG308 0.013698 2.22707 [.026] 0.013824 2.2871 [.022] 
δ48 CG408 -0.013947 -4.0128 [.000] -0.024831 -6.64333 [.000] 
δ58 CG508 4.74E-03 3.74402 [.000] 2.64E-03 1.93554 [.053] 
δ17 CG107 0.105318 11.2729 [.000] 0.165016 17.3907 [.000] 
δ27 CG207 -0.08669 -10.0214 [.000] -0.133657 -15.2459 [.000] 
δ37 CG307 -7.81E-03 -1.59985 [.110] -8.90E-03 -1.84478 [.065] 
δ47 CG407 -0.018135 -5.57701 [.000] -0.026858 -7.6886 [.000] 
δ57 CG507 7.32E-03 6.12264 [.000] 4.40E-03 3.40536 [.001] 
δ16 CG106 0.10942 11.0586 [.000] 0.169637 17.8961 [.000] 
δ26 CG206 -0.088018 -9.98178 [.000] -0.133716 -15.6147 [.000] 
δ36 CG306 -7.72E-03 -1.44443 [.149] -1.12E-02 -2.13611 [.033] 
δ46 CG406 -0.017661 -4.99251 [.000] -0.025159 -6.78486 [.000] 
δ56 CG506 3.98E-03 3.04416 [.002] 4.23E-04 0.319324 [.749] 
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Table 5-5.  Continued 
Coefficients In 

Equations 
Coefficients in TSP 
program Estimate t-statistic P-value Estimate t-statistic P-value 

Seasonal parameters Original  Price 
 

Deseasonalized  Price 
 δ15 CG105 0.106655 11.0076 [.000] 0.19219 21.6188 [.000] 

δ25 CG205 -0.085814 -10.2763 [.000] -0.159298 -20.3807 [.000] 
δ35 CG305 -3.23E-03 -0.665043 [.506] -8.49E-03 -1.84881 [.064] 
δ45 CG405 -0.016025 -5.01644 [.000] -0.019849 -6.24236 [.000] 
δ55 CG505 -1.59E-03 -1.55631 [.120] -4.55E-03 -4.42113 [.000] 
δ14 CG104 6.34E-03 0.987254 [.324] -2.18E-02 -3.40339 [.001] 
δ24 CG204 -2.33E-03 -0.425225 [.671] 4.31E-02 7.85312 [.000] 
δ34 CG304 2.05E-04 0.085168 [.932] -7.61E-03 -3.26245 [.001] 
δ44 CG404 -8.30E-04 -0.471419 [.637] -1.02E-02 -5.85238 [.000] 
δ54 CG504 -3.39E-03 -5.58593 [.000] -3.46E-03 -6.68842 [.000] 
δ13 CG103 -0.074412 -11.0141 [.000] -0.141739 -23.6502 [.000] 
δ23 CG203 0.073196 11.0711 [.000] 0.151885 24.6742 [.000] 
δ33 CG303 -2.95E-03 -0.856715 [.392] -1.21E-02 -3.97099 [.000] 
δ43 CG403 7.74E-03 3.00091 [.003] 4.12E-03 1.60404 [.109] 
δ53 CG503 -3.58E-03 -4.70235 [.000] -2.15E-03 -2.96207 [.003] 
δ12 CG102 -0.081605 -11.2088 [.000] -0.133023 -19.2242 [.000] 
δ22 CG202 0.067802 9.88928 [.000] 0.11928 17.2206 [.000] 
δ32 CG302 -2.17E-03 -0.552526 [.581] -8.50E-03 -2.23119 [.026] 
δ42 CG402 0.018203 5.46417 [.000] 0.022826 6.27473 [.000] 
δ52 CG502 -2.23E-03 -2.45921 [.014] -5.81E-04 -0.619017 [.536] 
Note: t-value is at five percent lever =1.96 
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Table 5-6.  Analysis statistics of the AIDS models in the first group 
Equation/Dependent variable EQ1/w1 EQ1/w2 EQ1/w3 EQ1/w4 
Original Price 

    Mean of dep. var. 0.419699 0.433808 0.088133 0.050598 
Std. dev. of dep. var. 0.141479 0.105057 0.040182 0.033079 
Sum of squared residuals 0.980917 0.900444 0.185617 0.137556 
Variance of residuals 1.78E-03 1.63E-03 3.36E-04 2.49E-04 
Std. error of regression 0.042155 0.040389 0.018337 0.015786 
R-squared 0.911072 0.851936 0.791375 0.771849 
LM het. test  3.24111 [.072]  7.53705 [.006]  24.7782 [.000]  86.2130 [.000] 
Durbin-Watson 1.0739 1.0145 0.802899 0.327703 
Deseasonalized Price 

    Mean of dep. var. 0.424538 0.428236 0.087523 0.05216 
Std. dev. of dep. var. 0.172057 0.128432 0.046063 0.039864 
Sum of squared residuals 0.911312 0.885733 0.185686 0.174105 
Variance of residuals 1.65E-03 1.60E-03 3.36E-04 3.15E-04 
Std. error of regression 0.040632 0.040057 0.018341 0.01776 
R-squared 0.944135 0.902546 0.841176 0.801167 
LM het. test  2.42311 [.120]  6.93191 [.008]  37.9658 [.000]  99.2128 [.000] 
Durbin-Watson 1.10691 1.00167 0.851684 0.346225 
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Table 5-7.  Descriptions of variables for on season AIDS models in the second group 
Variable                                                   Definition 
Dependent Variables 
W1.....................................Market share for watermelon 
W2.....................................Market share for cantaloupe 
W3.....................................Market share for honeydew 
W4.....................................Market share for mixed melon 
W5.....................................Market share for other melons 

 Explanatory Variables 
LP1.......................................Log of price for watermelon 
LP2.......................................Log of price for cantaloupe 
LP3.......................................Log of price for  honeydew 
LP4.......................................Log of price for  mixed melon 
LP5.......................................Log of price for  other melons 

 LET.......................................Log of total expenditure on five melon types 

 SS2..........................................Dummy variable for May 
SS3..........................................Dummy variable for June 
SS4..........................................Dummy variable for July 
SS5..........................................Dummy variable for August 
SS6..........................................Dummy variable for September 

 RG2..........................................Dummy variable for region 2 
RG3..........................................Dummy variable for region 3 
RG4..........................................Dummy variable for region 4 
RG5..........................................Dummy variable for region 5 
RG6..........................................Dummy variable for region 6 
RG7..........................................Dummy variable for region 7 
RG8..........................................Dummy variable for region 8 
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Table 5-8.  Intercept, expenditure and price parameters of the AIDS models in the second group 

Coefficients In 
Equations 

Coefficients in 
TSP program Estimate t-statistic P-value Estimate t-statistic P-value 

  
Original  Price 

 
Deseasonalized  Price 

 Intercept 
       α1 A1 -1.69351 -32.5239 [.000] -2.28925 -36.1656 [.000] 

α2 A2 1.50394 31.3095 [.000] 1.86389 24.5302 [.000] 
α3 A3 0.720954 33.5418 [.000] 0.763744 36.1702 [.000] 
α4 A4 0.478547 24.9979 [.000] 0.652127 31.4274 [.000] 
α5 A5 -9.93E-03 -1.54175 [.123] 9.49E-03 1.57362 [.116] 
Expenditure parameters 

     β1 B1 0.128262 39.2885 [.000] 0.165584 43.9828 [.000] 
β2 B2 -6.63E-02 -22.0005 [.000] -8.91E-02 -19.9702 [.000] 
β3 B3 -0.038628 -28.3257 [.000] -0.041247 -32.5516 [.000] 
β4 B4 -2.46E-02 -20.2026 [.000] -3.53E-02 -30.0394 [.000] 
β5 B5 1.23E-03 2.95369 [.003] 1.67E-05 0.048263 [.962] 
Price parameters 

      γ55 AG55 1.15879 4.66303 [.000] 1.03377 4.51814 [.000] 
γ45 AG45 -1.09859 -5.33655 [.000] -0.945429 -5.30967 [.000] 
γ35 AG35 0.028621 0.093522 [.925] 0.01001 0.031499 [.975] 
γ25 AG25 -0.829174 -1.8949 [.058] -0.602826 -1.2176 [.223] 
γ15 AG15 0.740355 2.01857 [.044] 0.504475 1.32129 [.186] 
γ44 AG44 -0.030441 -7.98331 [.000] -0.036942 -7.54113 [.000] 
γ34 AG34 -1.86E-02 -7.02707 [.000] -2.69E-02 -8.24556 [.000] 
γ24 AG24 0.0072805 1.83577 [.066] -0.004527 -0.714991 [.475] 
γ14 AG14 4.26E-02 14.6783 [.000] 6.96E-02 14.4715 [.000] 
γ33 AG33 -3.62E-03 -1.19015 [.234] 2.82E-03 0.745761 [.456] 
γ23 AG23 -2.45E-02 -5.95983 [.000] -6.42E-02 -9.76057 [.000] 
γ13 AG13 5.10E-02 12.8602 [.000] 9.24E-02 15.0347 [.000] 
γ12 AG12 -0.270063 -26.3384 [.000] -0.238642 -10.1789 [.000] 
γ22 AG22 0.284746 28.0679 [.000] 0.310207 13.2521 [.000] 
γ11 AG11 -0.378926 -30.6823 [.000] -0.477938 -19.2119 [.000] 
Note: t-value is at five percent lever =1.96 
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Table 5-9.  Regional parameters of the AIDS models in the second group 
Coefficients In 

Equations 
Coefficients in TSP 
program Estimate t-statistic P-value Estimate t-statistic P-value 

Region 
parameters 

 
Original  Price 

 
Deseasonalized  Price 

 ξ18 CR108 2.07E-02 4.163 [.000] 2.51E-02 3.47418 [.001] 
ξ28 CR208 -0.054528 -11.6876 [.000] -0.056137 -6.7057 [.000] 
ξ38 CR308 0.011688 4.41234 [.000] 0.010199 3.55555 [.000] 
ξ48 CR408 0.023102 8.79095 [.000] 0.022303 7.50537 [.000] 
ξ58 CR508 -9.42E-04 -1.57749 [.115] -1.42E-03 -2.39739 [.017] 
ξ17 CR107 0.025188 4.99058 [.000] 0.0005497 0.068921 [.945] 
ξ27 CR207 -0.022589 -4.49001 [.000] -0.000321 -0.03732 [.970] 
ξ37 CR307 -3.88E-04 -0.149874 [.881] -2.61E-03 -0.993596 [.320] 
ξ47 CR407 4.70E-04 0.176045 [.860] 4.87E-03 1.70365 [.088] 
ξ57 CR507 -2.68E-03 -3.05777 [.002] -2.49E-03 -3.10256 [.002] 
ξ16 CR106 0.053469 10.6825 [.000] 0.065021 8.67404 [.000] 
ξ26 CR206 -1.84E-02 -4.19082 [.000] -2.64E-02 -3.20734 [.001] 
ξ36 CR306 -0.034903 -15.2309 [.000] -0.035339 -14.6645 [.000] 
ξ46 CR406 -8.43E-04 -0.369778 [.712] -3.82E-03 -1.45924 [.144] 
ξ56 CR506 6.98E-04 0.970156 [.332] 5.51E-04 0.723013 [.470] 
ξ15 CR105 5.10E-02 8.60055 [.000] 8.94E-02 11.5917 [.000] 
ξ25 CR205 -0.022047 -3.87943 [.000] -0.054056 -6.06383 [.000] 
ξ35 CR305 -0.015516 -5.14501 [.000] -0.013012 -4.00365 [.000] 
ξ45 CR405 -1.57E-02 -6.64936 [.000] -2.42E-02 -9.76235 [.000] 
ξ55 CR505 2.26E-03 2.6362 [.008] 1.80E-03 2.40757 [.016] 
ξ14 CR104 -0.09584 -13.9713 [.000] -0.123583 -13.8506 [.000] 
ξ24 CR204 0.078486 10.9288 [.000] 0.09953 9.33691 [.000] 
ξ34 CR304 0.025741 10.4961 [.000] 0.02489 8.68288 [.000] 
ξ44 CR404 -0.007484 -3.48578 [.000] -0.000375 -0.16863 [.866] 
ξ54 CR504 -9.02E-04 -1.12035 [.263] -4.61E-04 -0.693385 [.488] 
ξ13 CR103 0.0047995 0.801845 [.423] 0.0028808 0.321546 [.748] 
ξ23 CR203 0.037444 6.01161 [.000] 0.043269 4.10687 [.000] 
ξ33 CR303 -0.013405 -7.90981 [.000] -0.016282 -7.44111 [.000] 
ξ43 CR403 -0.025591 -15.4862 [.000] -0.026053 -12.7758 [.000] 
ξ53 CR503 -3.25E-03 -8.06288 [.000] -3.81E-03 -9.14134 [.000] 
ξ12 CR102 -0.057205 -7.86401 [.000] -0.04327 -4.45418 [.000] 
ξ22 CR202 0.077736 11.0494 [.000] 0.061361 5.70858 [.000] 
ξ32 CR302 -0.01496 -6.70315 [.000] -0.01065 -3.83665 [.000] 
ξ42 CR402 -0.0127 -7.23605 [.000] -0.015561 -7.33541 [.000] 
ξ52 CR502 7.13E-03 5.1842 [.000] 8.12E-03 5.69833 [.000] 
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Table 5-10.  Seasonal parameters of the AIDS models in the second group 

Coefficients In 
Equations 

Coefficients in 
TSP program Estimate t-statistic P-value Estimate t-statistic P-value 

Seasonal parameters Original  Price 
 

Deseasonalized  Price 
 δ16 CG106 -0.019384 -3.51558 [.000] -0.027302 -4.40937 [.000] 

δ26 CG206 0.022634 4.28672 [.000] 0.035634 5.92559 [.000] 
δ36 CG306 3.74E-03 1.4254 [.154] 5.33E-03 2.04778 [.041] 
δ46 CG406 -0.005316 -3.41112 [.001] -0.01242 -7.7909 [.000] 
δ56 CG506 -1.68E-03 -2.55113 [.011] -1.24E-03 -2.10651 [.035] 
δ15 CG105 -0.026783 -5.55064 [.000] -0.039606 -7.19985 [.000] 
δ25 CG205 0.0066164 1.18495 [.236] 0.013364 2.06626 [.039] 
δ35 CG305 0.013811 5.11445 [.000] 0.017353 6.68654 [.000] 
δ45 CG405 3.74E-03 2.53916 [.011] 5.69E-03 3.66743 [.000] 
δ55 CG505 2.62E-03 3.63488 [.000] 3.20E-03 4.71637 [.000] 
δ14 CG104 0.019154 3.66455 [.000] 0.029105 4.64722 [.000] 
δ24 CG204 -0.014125 -2.47004 [.014] -0.029934 -4.63552 [.000] 
δ34 CG304 -8.30E-03 -5.26001 [.000] -5.60E-03 -3.34486 [.001] 
δ44 CG404 -1.80E-03 -1.20899 [.227] 1.54E-03 0.970969 [.332] 
δ54 CG504 5.07E-03 6.88707 [.000] 4.89E-03 6.98048 [.000] 
δ13 CG103 0.016851 3.101 [.002] 0.024188 3.93927 [.000] 
δ23 CG203 -0.010629 -1.94471 [.052] -0.023236 -3.80734 [.000] 
δ33 CG303 -8.35E-03 -4.81709 [.000] -7.26E-03 -3.86273 [.000] 
δ43 CG403 5.00E-04 0.348734 [.727] 5.33E-03 3.32906 [.001] 
δ53 CG503 1.63E-03 2.14965 [.032] 9.74E-04 1.42336 [.155] 
δ12 CG102 0.017752 2.93658 [.003] 0.064338 9.76518 [.000] 
δ22 CG202 -0.009832 -1.77064 [.077] -0.062847 -10.0454 [.000] 
δ32 CG302 -4.11E-03 -2.02122 [.043] -4.20E-03 -2.1871 [.029] 
δ42 CG402 3.03E-04 0.213216 [.831] 6.82E-03 4.97314 [.000] 
δ52 CG502 -4.11E-03 -7.48976 [.000] -4.12E-03 -8.8048 [.000] 
Note: t-value is at five percent lever =1.96 
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Table 5-11.  Analysis statistics of the AIDS models in the second group 
Equation/Dependent variable EQ1/w1 EQ1/w2 EQ1/w3 EQ1/w4 
Original Price 

   Mean of dep. var. 0.419699 0.433808 0.088133 0.050598 
Std. dev. of dep. var. 0.141479 0.105057 0.040182 0.033079 
Sum of squared residuals 1.2571 1.19953 0.207711 0.148619 
Variance of residuals 2.28E-03 2.17E-03 3.76E-04 2.69E-04 
Std. error of regression 0.047722 0.046616 0.019398 0.016408 
R-squared 0.886047 0.802761 0.766623 0.753518 
LM het. test  10.4805 [.001]  16.3444 [.000]  38.0916 [.000]  88.6563 [.000] 
Durbin-Watson 0.978914 1.00101 0.78964 0.397459 
Deseasonalized Price 

  Mean of dep. var. 0.424538 0.428236 0.087523 0.05216 
Std. dev. of dep. var. 0.172057 0.128432 0.046063 0.039864 
Sum of squared residuals 2.45026 3.24787 0.266006 0.208058 
Variance of residuals 4.44E-03 5.88E-03 4.82E-04 3.77E-04 
Std. error of regression 0.066625 0.076706 0.021952 0.019414 
R-squared 0.849795 0.64265 0.772567 0.762393 
LM het. test  45.7899 [.000]  87.6639 [.000]  71.1351 [.000]  101.021 [.000] 
Durbin-Watson 1.22308 1.36427 1.00572 0.68164 
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Table 5-12.  Descriptions of variables for off season AIDS models 
Variable                                                   Definition 
Dependent Variables 
W1.....................................Market share for watermelon 
W2.....................................Market share for cantaloupe 
W3.....................................Market share for honeydew 
W4.....................................Market share for mixed melon 
W5.....................................Market share for other melons 

 Explanatory Variables 
LP1.......................................Log of price for watermelon 
LP2.......................................Log of price for cantaloupe 
LP3.......................................Log of price for  honeydew 
LP4.......................................Log of price for  mixed melon 
LP5.......................................Log of price for  other melons 

 LET.......................................Log of total expenditure on five melon types 

 SS2..........................................Dummy variable for February 
SS3..........................................Dummy variable for March 
SS4..........................................Dummy variable for October 
SS5..........................................Dummy variable for November 
SS6..........................................Dummy variable for December 

 RG2..........................................Dummy variable for region 2 
RG3..........................................Dummy variable for region 3 
RG4..........................................Dummy variable for region 4 
RG5..........................................Dummy variable for region 5 
RG6..........................................Dummy variable for region 6 
RG7..........................................Dummy variable for region 7 
RG8..........................................Dummy variable for region 8 
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Table 5-13.  Intercept, expenditure and price parameters of the AIDS models in the third group 
Coefficients In 

Equations 
Coefficients in 
TSP program Estimate t-statistic P-value Estimate t-statistic P-value 

  
Original  Price 

 
Deseasonalized  Price 

 Intercept 
       α1 A1 -1.85907 -35.6856 [.000] -2.57933 -55.2314 [.000] 

α2 A2 1.71635 35.2103 [.000] 2.24392 51.7416 [.000] 
α3 A3 0.70234 33.5452 [.000] 0.742139 46.6154 [.000] 
α4 A4 0.471445 27.6848 [.000] 0.598837 36.4211 [.000] 
α5 A5 -3.11E-02 -4.90929 [.000] -5.56E-03 -1.03375 [.301] 
Expenditure parameters 

     β1 B1 0.138119 42.2334 [.000] 0.183085 63.9866 [.000] 
β2 B2 -7.91E-02 -25.8211 [.000] -1.12E-01 -42.1926 [.000] 
β3 B3 -0.037423 -28.1231 [.000] -0.039838 -41.6298 [.000] 
β4 B4 -2.41E-02 -22.4061 [.000] -3.20E-02 -35.0481 [.000] 
β5 B5 2.48E-03 5.9444 [.000] 9.30E-04 2.98269 [.003] 
Price parameters 

      γ55 AG55 0.967837 4.33294 [.000] 0.696809 3.30839 [.001] 
γ45 AG45 -1.03803 -5.73535 [.000] -0.777624 -4.743 [.000] 
γ35 AG35 0.081719 0.279557 [.780] 0.123906 0.452454 [.651] 
γ25 AG25 -0.776193 -1.84954 [.064] -0.826972 -1.94196 [.052] 
γ15 AG15 0.76467 2.16543 [.030] 0.783882 2.33159 [.020] 
γ44 AG44 -0.030939 -8.59808 [.000] -0.033458 -7.09816 [.000] 
γ34 AG34 -1.73E-02 -7.1026 [.000] -2.35E-02 -7.96604 [.000] 
γ24 AG24 0.0017677 0.443758 [.657] -0.016076 -3.01602 [.003] 
γ14 AG14 4.55E-02 16.836 [.000] 7.36E-02 16.4876 [.000] 
γ33 AG33 -1.77E-03 -0.601503 [.548] -3.13E-04 -0.099508 [.921] 
γ23 AG23 -4.50E-02 -10.7776 [.000] -6.88E-02 -13.0871 [.000] 
γ13 AG13 6.74E-02 18.0832 [.000] 9.67E-02 16.8998 [.000] 
γ12 AG12 -0.240686 -23.9605 [.000] -0.301382 -17.9403 [.000] 
γ22 AG22 0.283156 29.9447 [.000] 0.387497 22.036 [.000] 
γ11 AG11 -0.396926 -33.5145 [.000] -0.561144 -26.7875 [.000] 
Note: t-value is at five percent lever =1.96 
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Table 5-14.  Regional parameters of the AIDS models in the third group 
Coefficients In 

Equations 
Coefficients in 
TSP program Estimate t-statistic P-value Estimate t-statistic P-value 

Region parameters 
 

Original  Price 
 

Deseasonalized  Price 
 ξ18 CR108 2.03E-02 4.30412 [.000] 2.58E-02 4.47706 [.000] 

ξ28 CR208 -0.052876 -12.1616 [.000] -0.056804 -9.90772 [.000] 
ξ38 CR308 0.010648 4.27901 [.000] 0.010173 3.97522 [.000] 
ξ48 CR408 0.023279 9.05609 [.000] 0.022227 7.62347 [.000] 
ξ58 CR508 -1.35E-03 -2.00387 [.045] -1.39E-03 -2.08336 [.037] 
ξ17 CR107 0.019175 3.71477 [.000] -0.002642 -0.40635 [.684] 
ξ27 CR207 -0.013865 -2.9432 [.003] 0.0042262 0.719979 [.472] 
ξ37 CR307 -2.19E-03 -0.748572 [.454] -2.25E-03 -0.7615 [.446] 
ξ47 CR407 -1.42E-04 -0.055063 [.956] 3.32E-03 1.1568 [.247] 
ξ57 CR507 -2.97E-03 -3.50415 [.000] -2.66E-03 -3.32204 [.001] 
ξ16 CR106 0.055601 11.3124 [.000] 0.068868 11.7528 [.000] 
ξ26 CR206 -2.13E-02 -4.99121 [.000] -3.16E-02 -5.8483 [.000] 
ξ36 CR306 -0.034487 -14.9315 [.000] -0.035015 -15.0285 [.000] 
ξ46 CR406 -7.61E-04 -0.340447 [.734] -3.02E-03 -1.18388 [.236] 
ξ56 CR506 9.65E-04 1.27573 [.202] 7.55E-04 0.967977 [.333] 
ξ15 CR105 6.47E-02 10.4691 [.000] 1.02E-01 16.0312 [.000] 
ξ25 CR205 -0.039811 -6.75279 [.000] -0.069928 -11.2258 [.000] 
ξ35 CR305 -0.013218 -4.5273 [.000] -0.013253 -4.64073 [.000] 
ξ45 CR405 -1.47E-02 -6.82378 [.000] -2.10E-02 -9.21205 [.000] 
ξ55 CR505 2.98E-03 3.57056 [.000] 2.37E-03 3.18983 [.001] 
ξ14 CR104 -0.103123 -13.8426 [.000] -0.131518 -15.8408 [.000] 
ξ24 CR204 0.088385 12.1764 [.000] 0.110412 13.6588 [.000] 
ξ34 CR304 0.024266 9.70446 [.000] 0.024577 9.78751 [.000] 
ξ44 CR404 -0.008221 -4.17338 [.000] -0.002596 -1.25761 [.209] 
ξ54 CR504 -1.31E-03 -1.55598 [.120] -8.75E-04 -1.23537 [.217] 
ξ13 CR103 0.0026101 0.435785 [.663] 0.0068405 0.941119 [.347] 
ξ23 CR203 0.041496 7.18851 [.000] 0.038745 5.35946 [.000] 
ξ33 CR303 -0.01499 -9.10264 [.000] -0.015584 -8.77346 [.000] 
ξ43 CR403 -0.025833 -15.6585 [.000] -0.026381 -13.2619 [.000] 
ξ53 CR503 -3.28E-03 -7.59327 [.000] -3.62E-03 -8.34065 [.000] 
ξ12 CR102 -0.052171 -7.27119 [.000] -0.044021 -5.53614 [.000] 
ξ22 CR202 0.068109 10.2645 [.000] 0.061772 8.25368 [.000] 
ξ32 CR302 -0.011086 -5.18339 [.000] -0.011114 -4.75529 [.000] 
ξ42 CR402 -0.012459 -7.4074 [.000] -0.014673 -7.23961 [.000] 
ξ52 CR502 7.61E-03 5.50994 [.000] 8.04E-03 5.74469 [.000] 
Note: t-value is at five percent lever =1.96 
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Table 5-15.  Seasonal parameters of the AIDS models in the third group 
Coefficients In 

Equations 
Coefficients in 
TSP program Estimate t-statistic P-value Estimate t-statistic P-value 

Seasonal parameters Original  Price 
 

Deseasonalized  Price 
 δ16 CG106 0.043782 6.1026 [.000] 0.11668 15.9846 [.000] 

δ26 CG206 -0.05763 -8.72662 [.000] -0.161103 -23.9905 [.000] 
δ36 CG306 7.28E-03 2.056 [.040] 2.35E-02 6.37925 [.000] 
δ46 CG406 0.0025545 0.717818 [.473] 0.016857 4.10236 [.000] 
δ56 CG506 4.02E-03 3.40694 [.001] 4.08E-03 3.10679 [.002] 
δ15 CG105 0.024033 3.9353 [.000] 0.065385 10.4028 [.000] 
δ25 CG205 -0.031871 -5.74949 [.000] -0.09036 -16.1447 [.000] 
δ35 CG305 0.0086253 2.96499 [.003] 0.017704 5.58483 [.000] 
δ45 CG405 -2.17E-03 -0.788421 [.430] 5.87E-03 1.86683 [.062] 
δ55 CG505 1.38E-03 1.40224 [.161] 1.40E-03 1.30849 [.191] 
δ14 CG104 -0.011214 -1.76007 [.078] -0.033974 -4.95343 [.000] 
δ24 CG204 0.022036 4.16021 [.000] 0.052606 9.31559 [.000] 
δ34 CG304 -4.41E-04 -0.156749 [.875] -9.97E-04 -0.348558 [.727] 
δ44 CG404 -8.47E-03 -3.87863 [.000] -1.59E-02 -6.64715 [.000] 
δ54 CG504 -1.91E-03 -2.52459 [.012] -1.74E-03 -2.37402 [.018] 
δ13 CG103 -0.035308 -5.37595 [.000] -0.088317 -14.1334 [.000] 
δ23 CG203 0.040788 5.99952 [.000] 0.111107 16.6873 [.000] 
δ33 CG303 -3.53E-03 -1.23143 [.218] -1.27E-02 -4.83589 [.000] 
δ43 CG403 6.66E-04 0.281226 [.779] -7.61E-03 -3.17549 [.001] 
δ53 CG503 -2.62E-03 -3.71355 [.000] -2.48E-03 -3.89443 [.000] 
δ12 CG102 -0.025345 -4.19166 [.000] -0.047913 -7.85775 [.000] 
δ22 CG202 0.021206 3.42969 [.001] 0.053824 8.13935 [.000] 
δ32 CG302 -2.77E-03 -0.936206 [.349] -1.05E-02 -3.63717 [.000] 
δ42 CG402 7.68E-03 2.73113 [.006] 5.41E-03 1.77151 [.076] 
δ52 CG502 -7.67E-04 -1.04854 [.294] -8.64E-04 -1.19559 [.232] 
Note: t-value is at five percent lever =1.96 
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Table 5-16.  Analysis statistics of the AIDS models in the third group 
Equation/Dependent variable EQ1/w1 EQ1/w2 EQ1/w3 EQ1/w4 
Original Price 

   Mean of dep. var. 0.419699 0.433808 0.088133 0.050598 
Std. dev. of dep. var. 0.141479 0.105057 0.040182 0.033079 
Sum of squared residuals 1.25064 1.06961 0.214526 0.145932 
Variance of residuals 2.27E-03 1.94E-03 3.89E-04 2.64E-04 
Std. error of regression 0.047599 0.044019 0.019714 0.016259 
R-squared 0.886618 0.824121 0.758895 0.757964 
LM het. test  2.78425 [.095]  8.20846 [.004]  15.6203 [.000]  89.2602 [.000] 
Durbin-Watson 1.03765 0.971061 0.827302 0.393827 
Deseasonalized Price 

  Mean of dep. var. 0.424538 0.428236 0.087523 0.05216 
Std. dev. of dep. var. 0.172057 0.128432 0.046063 0.039864 
Sum of squared residuals 1.75687 1.56321 0.228928 0.194177 
Variance of residuals 3.18E-03 2.83E-03 4.15E-04 3.52E-04 
Std. error of regression 0.056416 0.053216 0.020365 0.018756 
R-squared 0.892305 0.828011 0.804202 0.778252 
LM het. test  .378167 [.539]  .838268 [.360]  22.0191 [.000]  104.743 [.000] 
Durbin-Watson 1.32023 1.33239 0.838387 0.551934 
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Table 5-17.  Comparing the number of significant estimated parameters among three groups 
    Original Price Deseasonalized Price 

  # of variable # of significant  Percentage # of significant  Percentage 

First Group-Using 12 Month 
   Intercept, Income, Price 25 15 60.00% 14 56.00% 

Region 35 26 74.29% 27 77.14% 

Season 55 35 63.64% 40 72.73% 

Total 115 76 66.09% 81 70.43% 

Second Group-Using 6 On-Season Months 
 Intercept, Income, Price 25 20 80.00% 18 72.00% 

Region 35 28 80.00% 26 74.29% 

Season 30 18 60.00% 23 76.67% 

Total 90 66 73.33% 67 74.44% 

Third Group-Using 6 Off-season Months 
  Intercept, Income, Price 25 22 88.00% 21 84.00% 

Region 35 29 82.86% 26 74.29% 

Season 30 16 53.33% 20 66.67% 

Total 90 67 74.44% 67 74.44% 
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Table 5-18.  Comparing the goodness-of-fitness among three groups 
    EQ1/w1 EQ1/w2 EQ1/w3 EQ1/w4 
First Group Original Price         

 
R-squared 0.911072 0.851936 0.791375 0.771849 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

      R-squared 0.944135 0.902546 0.841176 0.801167 
Second Group Original Price         

 
R-squared 0.886047 0.802761 0.766623 0.753518 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

      R-squared 0.849795 0.64265 0.772567 0.762393 
Third Group Original Price 

    
 

R-squared 0.886618 0.824121 0.758895 0.757964 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

      R-squared 0.892305 0.828011 0.804202 0.778252 
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CHAPTER 6 
DEMAND ELASTICITIS AND SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

 The results of econometric estimates by using AIDS models have been shown in 

chapter 5.  However, it would be meaningless if we just comparing the value and the 

sign of coefficients. In this chapter, we will interpret the econometric results by 

calculating market shares and elasticities. This chapter includes three sections. In each 

section, market shares and elasticities of the corresponding group of AIDS models in 

chapter 5 will be discussed.  In order to explain more clearly, we will discuss average 

demand elasticities at the first part followed by the simulation part in each section. 

Demand Elasticities and Simulation for the First Group of AIDS Model 

In the demand theory, any demand function can be expressed by its elasticity. As 

we mentioned in chapter 2, the demand elasticity is a measure to show the 

responsiveness, or sensitivity, of the quantity demanded of a good or service to a 

change in its own price, price of related commodity, income, and other factors. More 

precisely, it gives the percentage change in quantity demanded in response to a one 

percent change in any factor while holding all the other determinants of demand 

constant.  

In this research, the own price elasticity of watermelon measures the relationship 

between the price of watermelon and its quantity demanded. Theoretically, the own 

price elasticity will be always negative because of the law of the demand, which shows 

that the quantity demanded always goes down when the price goes up. 

The cross price elasticity of watermelon and cantaloupe shows the percentage 

change in quantity of watermelon to the percentage change in price of cantaloupe, or 

the percentage change in quantity of cantaloupe to the percentage change in price of 
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watermelon. The cross price elasticity could be positive or negative depends on the 

relationship between two commodities. Based on the nature attributes in melon group, 

we expected to see positive number since commodities in melon group are considered 

to be substitutes to each other. 

The income elasticity of watermelon measures the percentage change in the 

purchase of watermelon relative to the percentage change in the income. Usually, 

income elasticity is positive if the commodity is normal good. But for inferior good, such 

as low quality products, the income elasticity is negative. Since watermelon, cantaloupe, 

honeydew or other melons are not fit the characteristic of inferior good, we are going to 

categorize them as normal good. Thus, the income elasticities of these melons are 

expected to be positive. 

Above price elasticities are uncompensated elasticities, the compensated 

elasticity can be calculated by using uncompensated price elasticities and income 

elasticities. They will be discussed in this chapter as well. 

Demand Elasticities of AIDS Models in the First Group 

In this section, different demand elasticities are presented for 5 types of melons. 

Uncompensated and compensated price elasticities and income are shown in table 6-1, 

table 6-2, and table 6-3. Notice that these elasticities are calculated by using average 

values of estimated weight and independent variables 

Table 6-1 shows uncompensated price elasticities. In both models, all own price 

elasticities are negative. Comparing the elasticities of first three types of melons, we find 

out that they have same patterns. The cross price elasticities between watermelon and 

cantaloupe are positive. The cross price elasticities of watermelon and honeydew are 

negative. The cross price elasticities of cantaloupe and honeydew are positive.  
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Since the compensated elasticities include income effects, thus providing a more 

interpretation of relationship between these melons. In table 6-2, we can see the own 

price elasticities of all melons are all negative. The cross price elasticities among 

watermelon, cantaloupe, and honeydew are all positive, which means that they are 

substitutes to each other. The degree of substitutability of watermelon on cantaloupe in 

comparison with watermelon on honeydew is about 5 times higher. 

Table 6-3 shows that all income elasticities are positive, which means all types of 

melons can be treated as normal good-increasing income will cause increasing quantity 

demanded. Both watermelon and mixed melon are more sensitive to change of income 

in comparison with cantaloupe and honeydew. 

Simulation Analysis of AIDS Models in the First Group 

In this section, the simulations of the impact of changes in different variables on 

the allocation of the budget shares, various elasticities among the different melon 

products are presented. The variables include income, watermelon price, cantaloupe 

price, honeydew price, regional variables, and seasonal variables.  

Income effects of AIDS models in the first group 

Changes in total expenditures on melons will change the market shares of all 

melons. This simulation can be used to address how additional shares of expenditure 

on melons will be allocated among three melons: watermelon, cantaloupe, and 

honeydew. Simulations were performed by changing the total expenditure on melons in 

the range of 25 to 150 percent of the mean expenditure on all melons. In figure 6-1, y 

axis denotes each melon share of the market while x axis represents percentage 

changes in average total expenditure. From table 6-4 and figure 6-1, it is clear that as 

total expenditure increases from 25% to 150% of the mean level, watermelon shares 
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increase around 10 percent while cantaloupe shares and honeydew shares decline 1 

and 6 percent. Obviously, the watermelon industry would benefit from an overall growth 

in consumer spending on melons, while cantaloupes and honeydew lose market shares 

as total expenditures increase. Note that even with a declining share for these two 

melons, their total revenues could still also increase but not at the rate of watermelons. 

Demand responses for changing income are discussed in the following order: 

first, effects on uncompensated own price elasticities; second, effects on compensated 

own price elasticities; third, effects on income elasticities. In following figures, y axis 

denotes elasticities of each melon while x axis represents percentage changes in 

average total expenditure.  

Table 6-5 shows how uncompensated own price elasticities change with 

increasing income. Table 6-5 and figure 6-2 show that as total expenditure increases 

from 25% to 150% of the mean level, uncompensated own price elasticities of 

watermelon and honeydew decline, own price elasticities of cantaloupe and mixed 

melons increase. Obviously, over all, cantaloupe is more elastic than other types of 

melons, which means that the quantity demanded for cantaloupe will vary more than 

other melons from an overall growth in consumer spending on melons. 

Table 6-6 shows how compensated own price elasticities change with increasing 

income. Table 6-6 and figure 6-3 show that, compensated own price elasticities of 

watermelon and honeydew decline, compensated own price elasticities of cantaloupe 

and mixed melons increase as total expenditure increases from 25% to 150% of the 

mean level. Obviously, when we consider compensated own price elasticities, 

cantaloupe and honeydew are more elastic than watermelon and mixed melon, 
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especially, watermelon has smallest elasticity comparing to other types of melon 

products.  

Table 6-7 shows how income elasticities change with increasing income. Table 

6-7 and figure 6-4 show that income elasticities of all melons decline with the growth of 

consumer spending on melon products, which means that the sensitivity of demand for 

melons to the income decrease when income goes up. Income elasticities of 

watermelon, cantaloupe, mixed melons, and other melons decline less than 0.01. 

However, income elasticities of honeydew decreases more than 0.2, which means that 

the demanded for honeydew is less sensitive than other melons with growth of 

consumer expenditure on melons. 

Watermelon price effects of AIDS models in the first group 

The effects on market shares and elasticities of melon products by changing 

price of watermelon, cantaloupe and honeydew will be discussed in next three sections. 

In this section, the simulation will be used to address the effects by changing price of 

watermelon.  

Just like the income effects section, we will start with price effects on market 

shares of all melon products. Simulations were performed by changing watermelon 

price in the range of 25 to 150 percent on first three types of melons. In figure 6-5, y 

axis denotes each melon share of the market while x axis represents percentage 

changes in average watermelon price.  

From table 6-8 and figure 6-5, it is clear that as watermelon price increases from 

25% to 150% of the mean level, watermelon’s market share declines around 18 percent 

while the market share of cantaloupe increases 17. The change of market share for 

honeydew is below 0.5%.  Obviously, the watermelon industry would hurt more from 
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increasing its price. Watermelon’s cross price effects on cantaloupe and honeydew are 

different. The cantaloupe industry will benefit from increasing watermelon price while 

the market share of honeydew industry does not change a lot. 

Watermelon price effects on uncompensated price elasticities, compensated 

price elasticities and income elasticities are presented in following section. In all figures 

below, y axis denotes elasticities of each melon while x axis represents percentage 

changes in average watermelon price.  

Table 6-9 and figure 6-6 show that as watermelon price increases from 25% to 

150% of the mean level, uncompensated price elasticity of cantaloupe declines, 

uncompensated price elasticities of watermelon, honeydew and mixed melons increase. 

Obviously, over all, cantaloupe is more elastic than other types of melons, but it 

becomes less elastic with increasing price of watermelon.  

Table 6-10 and figure 6-7 show that, compensated price elasticities of 

watermelon and cantaloupe vary more than honeydew and mixed melon. However, the 

change of watermelon price moves compensated price elasticities of watermelon and 

cantaloupe in opposite direction. As watermelon price increases from 25% to 150% of 

its mean level, compensated price elasticity of watermelon increases 0.22, while 

compensated price elasticity of cantaloupe declines 0.64, which means consumers are 

more sensitive on watermelon with the growth of  watermelon price. 

Table 6-11 and figure 6-8 show that income elasticities of watermelon and 

cantaloupe decline slightly with increasing price of watermelon. The changes on income 

elasticities of honeydew and mixed melon are so small that we can ignore them. It is 
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clear that, overall, the income elasticities for all melons do not vary dramatically with 

changing price of watermelon. 

Cantaloupe price effects of AIDS models in the first group 

In this section, the simulation will be used to address the effects by changing 

price of cantaloupe. Just like the section of watermelon price effects, we will start with 

price effects on market shares of all melon products. Simulations were performed by 

changing cantaloupe price in the range of 25 to 150 percent on first three types of 

melons. In figure 6-9, y axis denotes market share of each melon while x axis 

represents percentage changes in average cantaloupe price.  

From table 6-12 and figure 6-9, it is clear that as cantaloupe price increases from 

25% to 150% of the mean level, the market share of watermelon and honeydew 

increases 15 percent and 2 percent respectively. Obviously, both watermelon industry 

and honeydew industry would benefit for increasing the price of cantaloupe. The market 

share of cantaloupe declines 22 percent. Thus increasing price will not be a good idea 

to increase revenue for cantaloupe industry. 

Cantaloupe price effects on uncompensated price elasticities, compensated price 

elasticities and income elasticities are presented in following section. In all figures 

below, y axis denotes elasticities of each melon while x axis represents percentage 

changes in average cantaloupe price.  

Table 6-13 and figure 6-10 show that as cantaloupe price increases from 25% to 

150% of the mean level, uncompensated price elasticities of watermelon and mixed 

melon decline, uncompensated price elasticities of cantaloupe and honeydew increase. 

Obviously, over all, cantaloupe is more elastic than other types of melons, and it 

becomes more elastic with increasing price of cantaloupe. 
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Table 6-14 and figure 6-11 show that, compensated price elasticities of 

watermelon and cantaloupe vary more than honeydew and mixed melon. However, the 

direction of the movement for watermelon and cantaloupe are opposite. As the price of 

cantaloupe increases from 25% to 150% of its mean level, compensated price elasticity 

of watermelon declines 0.16, while compensated price elasticity of cantaloupe increases 

0.5, which means consumers are more sensitive on demand of cantaloupe with 

increasing price of cantaloupe. 

Table 6-15 and figure 6-12 show that income elasticities of watermelon and 

cantaloupe decline with increasing price of cantaloupe while income elasticities of 

honeydew and mixed melon increase. However, the changes for cantaloupe and 

honeydew are greater than watermelon and mixed melon. 

Honeydew price effects of AIDS Models in the first group 

In this section, the simulation will be used to address the effects by changing 

price of honeydew. Just like the section of cantaloupe price effects, we will start with 

price effects on market shares of all melon products. Simulations were performed by 

changing honeydew price in the range of 25 to 150 percent on first three types of 

melons. In figure 6-13, y axis denotes market share of each melon while x axis 

represents percentage changes in average honeydew price.  

From table 6-16 and figure 6-13, it is clear that as honeydew price increases from 

25% to 150% of the mean level, the market share of cantaloupe and honeydew both 

increases. The market share of watermelon increases. The demand of one product 

should decrease with increasing price of this product, but in this situation, the market 

share of honeydew increases with higher price of honeydew. It is a rare situation. 
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Honeydew price effects on uncompensated price elasticities, compensated price 

elasticities and income elasticities of all types of melons are presented in following 

section. In all figures below, y axis denotes elasticities of each melon while x axis 

represents percentage changes in average honeydew price.  

Table 6-17 and figure 6-14 show that as honeydew price increases from 25% to 

150% of the mean level, uncompensated price elasticities of cantaloupe and mixed 

melon decline, uncompensated price elasticities of watermelon and honeydew increase. 

Uncompensated price elasticities of cantaloupe and honeydew changes more than 

watermelon and mixed melon when price of honeydew increases. 

Table 6-18 and figure 6-15 show that, compensated price elasticities of 

watermelon, cantaloupe and honeydew vary more than mixed melon. As the price of 

honeydew increases from 25% to 150% of its mean level, compensated price elasticity 

of watermelon and honeydew increase 0.06 and 0.01, while compensated price 

elasticity of cantaloupe decreases 0.19. 

Table 6-19 and figure 6-16 show that income elasticities of all melons increase 

with climbing price of honeydew.  However, the growth of income elasticity of honeydew 

is greater than watermelon, cantaloupe and mixed melon. 

Regional effects of AIDS models in the first group 

Different regions show different pattern of melon demands. In this section, we will 

discuss the variation of market shares, price and income elasticities by different regions. 

In figure 6-17, y axis denotes market share of each melon while x axis represents region 

1 to region 8. Recall that in this research each region has been coded by a digital 

number: 1 = California, 2 = Great Lakes, 3 = Midsouth, 4 = Northeast, 5 = Plains, 6 = 

South Central, 7 = Southeast, 8 = West.  
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Table 6-20 and figure 6-17 shows that in most of regions, watermelon has more 

than 50% of market share among all melon products while both cantaloupe and 

honeydew have less than 15% of market share. Region 1, 6, 7 and 8 consume more 

watermelon and less cantaloupe comparing to other regions. 

Regional effects on uncompensated price elasticities, compensated price 

elasticities and income elasticities of all types of melons are presented in following 

section. In all figures below, y axis denotes elasticities of each melon while x axis 

represents region 1 to region 8.  

Table 6-21 and figure 6-18 show that uncompensated price elasticities of 

cantaloupe vary more than any other melons among regions, up to 0.27. The difference 

of uncompensated price elasticities for watermelon, honeydew and other melons among 

regions are 0.015, 0.155, and 0.0155 respectively for the deseasonalized AIDS model.  

By adding income effects, Table 6-22 and figure 6-19 show that compensated 

price elasticities have different patterns from uncompensated price elasticities. First, 

overall absolute vale of compensated price elasticities of watermelon are far less than 

that of cantaloupe, honeydew and mixed melon. Second, both compensated price 

elasticities of watermelon and cantaloupe have noticeable differences among regions. 

Table 6-23 and figure 6-20 show income elasticities of all melons among regions. 

From the graph, we can see income elasticities of watermelon, cantaloupe, and mixed 

melon keep relatively still among regions. However, difference of income elasticity of 

honeydew is up to 0.26. 

Seasonal effects of AIDS models in the first group 

In chapter 3, the scanner data shows that there is strong seasonality for melon 

consumption. In this section we will discuss the variation of market shares, price and 
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income elasticities by different month. In figure 6-21, y axis denotes market share of 

each melon while x axis represents month from January to December.  

Table 6-24 and figure 6-21 shows that watermelon have high market share May 

and June while cantaloupe has high market share from February to March. The market 

share for honeydew does not vary significantly by month. 

Seasonal effects on uncompensated price elasticities, compensated price 

elasticities and income elasticities of all types of melons are presented in following 

section. In all figures below, y axis denotes elasticities of each melon while x axis 

represents month from January to December.  

Table 6-25 and figure 6-22 show that uncompensated price elasticities of 

cantaloupe vary more than that of watermelon, honeydew and mixed melon for different 

month, and reach to the maximum value in May and June.  

By adding income effects, compensated price elasticities show different patterns 

from uncompensated price elasticities just like regional effects. First, overall absolute 

vale of compensated price elasticities of watermelon and cantaloupe vary more than 

that of honeydew and mixed melon. Second, compensated price elasticities of 

watermelon reach the minimum absolute value in May and June while cantaloupes have 

the maximum value (See table 6-26 and figure 6-23). 

Table 6-27 and figure 6-24 show income elasticities of all melons among months. 

From the graph, we can see income elasticities of watermelon, cantaloupe, and mixed 

melon keep relatively still among months. However, difference of income elasticity of 

honeydew among different month is up to 0.2. 
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Demand Elasticities and Simulation for the Second and Third Group of AIDS 
Model 

Demand Elasticities of AIDS Models in the Second and Third Group 

In chapter 5, we have developed on season AIDS models and off season AIDS 

models in the second and third group separately. In this section, price and income 

elasticities are presented for 4 types of AIDS models: on season AIDS by using original 

price, on season AIDS by using deseasonalized price, off season AIDS by using original 

price, and off season AIDS by using deseasonalized price. 

Uncompensated and compensated price elasticities and income for on-season 

AIDS models are shown in table 6-28, table 6-29, and table 6-30. These elasticities are 

calculated by using average values of estimated weight and independent variables. 

Table 6-28 shows that own price elasticities of all melons are negative. 

Comparing the elasticities of first three types of melons, we find out that they have 

similar patterns. The cross price elasticities between watermelon and cantaloupe are 

positive. The cross price elasticities of watermelon and honeydew are negative. The 

cross price elasticities of cantaloupe and honeydew are positive.  

Table 6-29 shows that compensated price elasticities of all melons are negative. 

The cross price elasticities among watermelon, cantaloupe, and honeydew are all 

positive, which means that they are substitutes to each other. The degree of 

substitutability of watermelon on cantaloupe in comparison with watermelon on 

honeydew is higher. 

Table 6-30 shows that income elasticities are positive for on-season AIDS 

models, which means all types of melons can be treated as normal good-increasing 
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income will cause increasing quantity demanded. Both watermelon and mixed melon 

are more sensitive to change of income in comparison with cantaloupe and honeydew. 

Table 6-31, table 6-32, and table 6-33 present uncompensated, compensated 

price elasticities and income for off-season AIDS models. Average values of estimated 

weights and independent variables are used in calculating elasticities. 

Table 6-31 shows that uncompensated price elasticities of all melons are 

negative for off-season AIDS models. Comparing the elasticities of first three types of 

melons, we find out that they have similar patterns. The cross price elasticities between 

watermelon and cantaloupe are positive. The cross price elasticities of cantaloupe and 

honeydew are positive.  

Table 6-32 shows that compensated price elasticities of all melons are negative. 

The cross price elasticities among watermelon, cantaloupe, and honeydew are all 

positive,just like they are in on season AIDS models.  

Table 6-33 shows that income elasticities are positive for off-season AIDS 

models. Both watermelon and mixed melon are more sensitive to change of income in 

comparison with cantaloupe and honeydew. 

Simulation Analysis of AIDS Models in the Second and Third Group 

In this section, the simulations of the impact of changes in different variables on 

the allocation of the budget shares, price and income elasticities among the different 

melon products are presented. The variables subjected to changes include income, 

watermelon price, cantaloupe price, honeydew price, regional variables, and seasonal 

variables.  
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Income effects of AIDS models in the second and third group 

Changes in total expenditures on melons will change the market shares of all 

melons. This simulation can be used to address how additional shares of expenditure 

on melons will be allocated among three melons: watermelon, cantaloupe, and 

honeydew. Simulations were performed by changing the total expenditure on melons in 

the range of 25 to 150 percent of the mean expenditure on all melons. In figure 6-25, y 

axis denotes each melon share of the market while x axis represents percentage 

changes in average total expenditure. It is clear that as total expenditure increases from 

25% to 150% of the mean level, watermelon shares increase while cantaloupe shares 

and honeydew shares decline. Obviously, the watermelon industry would benefit from 

an overall growth in consumer spending on melons, while cantaloupes and honeydew 

lose market shares as total expenditures increase. Note that even with a declining share 

for these two melons, their total revenues could still also increase but not at the rate of 

watermelons. 

Figure 6-26 shows that as total expenditure increases from 25% to 150% of the 

mean level, uncompensated own price elasticities of watermelon and honeydew decline 

while uncompensated own price elasticities of cantaloupe and mixed melons increase. 

Obviously, over all, cantaloupe and watermelon are more elastic than honeydew and 

mixed melon, which means that the quantity demanded for cantaloupe and watermelon 

change more from an overall growth in consumer spending on melons. 

Figure 6-27 shows that compensated own price elasticities of watermelon and 

honeydew decline while compensated own price elasticities of cantaloupe and mixed 

melons increase as total expenditure increases from 25% to 150% of the mean level. 

Obviously, when we consider the absolute value of compensated own price elasticities, 
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cantaloupe and mixed melon are more elastic than watermelon and honeydew, 

especially, watermelon has smallest elasticity comparing to other melon products. 

Figure 6-28 shows that income elasticities of all melons decline with the growth 

of consumer spending on melon products, which means that the sensitivity of demand 

for melons to the income decrease when income goes up. Overall, watermelon and 

mixed melon are more elastic than cantaloupe and honeydew for income elasticities. 

Watermelon price effects of AIDS models in the second and third group 

The effects on market shares and elasticities of melon products by changing 

price of watermelon, cantaloupe and honeydew for on and off season AIDS models will 

be discussed in next three sections. 

In this section, simulations were performed by changing watermelon price in the 

range of 25 to 150 percent on first three types of melons. In figure 6-29, y axis denotes 

each melon share of the market while x axis represents percentage changes in average 

watermelon price.  

Figure 6-29 shows that when watermelon price increases from 25% to 150% of 

the mean level, watermelon’s market share declines more than 20 percent while the 

market share of cantaloupe and honeydew increases. Obviously, the watermelon 

industry would hurt more from raising its own price. 

Figure 6-30 shows that as watermelon price increases from 25% to 150% of the 

mean level, uncompensated price elasticity of cantaloupe declines, uncompensated 

price elasticities of watermelon, honeydew and mixed melons do not vary as much as 

cantaloupe. Obviously, over all, cantaloupe is more elastic than other melon products. 

Figure 6-31 shows that compensated price elasticity of cantaloupe declines while 

watermelon increases and other two types of melons do not vary as much as 
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cantaloupe or watermelon. Overall, the compensated price elasticities of cantaloupe 

and mixed melon are more elastic than honeydew and watermelon. 

Figure 6-32 shows that income elasticities of cantaloupe decline with increasing 

price of watermelon. The changes on income elasticities of watermelon, honeydew and 

mixed melon are very small. It is clear that the income elasticities for watermelon and 

mixed melon are greater than cantaloupe and honeydew. 

Cantaloupe price effects of AIDS models in the second and third group 

In this section, the simulation will be used to address the effects by changing 

price of cantaloupe. Just like the section of watermelon price effects, we will start with 

price effects on market shares of all melon products. Simulations were performed by 

changing cantaloupe price in the range of 25 to 150 percent on first three types of 

melons. In figure 6-33, y axis denotes market share of each melon while x axis 

represents percentage changes in average cantaloupe price.  

Figure 6-33 shows that as cantaloupe price increases from 25% to 150% of the 

mean level, the market share of watermelon and honeydew increases while the market 

share of cantaloupe declines. Obviously, both watermelon industry and honeydew 

industry would benefit for increasing the price of cantaloupe. 

Figure 6-34 shows that as cantaloupe price increases from 25% to 150% of the 

mean level, uncompensated price elasticities of watermelon, cantaloupe, and honeydew 

increase while uncompensated price elasticities of mixed melon declines. Over all, the 

absolute value of uncompensated price elasticities of watermelon and cantaloupe is 

more elastic than honeydew and mixed melon. 

Figure 6-35 shows that compensated price elasticities of cantaloupe and 

honeydew increase while mixed melon decreases. However, the directions of the 
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movement for watermelon in these four models are not consistent. The compensated 

price elasticities of watermelon decline by using original price, and increase if use 

deseasonalzied price models. Overall, compensated price elasticities of cantaloupe and 

mixed melon are greater. 

Figure 6-36 shows that income elasticities of cantaloupe decline with increasing 

price of cantaloupe while income elasticities of honeydew and mixed melon increase. 

Changes of income elasticities of watermelon are consistent among models. From the 

graph, we can tell that for original price, income elasticities of watermelon decline; for 

deaseasonalized price, income elasticities of watermelon only have slightly changes. 

 

Honeydew price effects of AIDS models in the second and third group 

In this section, simulations were performed by changing honeydew price in the 

range of 25 to 150 percent on first three types of melons. In figure 6-37, y axis denotes 

market share of each melon while x axis represents percentage changes in average 

honeydew price.  

Figure 6-37 shows a very interesting phenomenon. As honeydew price increases 

from 25% to 150% of the mean level, the market share of honeydew increases and the 

market share of watermelon declines. It is a rare exception from the law of demand. 

Figure 6-38 shows that as honeydew price increases from 25% to 150% of the 

mean level, uncompensated price elasticities of honeydew increase. Overall, 

uncompensated price elasticities of cantaloupe and watermelon are more elastic than 

honeydew and mixed melon. 

Figure 6-39 shows that compensated price elasticities of watermelon and 

honeydew increase as the price of honeydew increases from 25% to 150% of its mean 
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level. Overall, the absolute values of compensated price elasticities of cantaloupe and 

mixed melon are greater. 

Figure 6-40 shows that income elasticities of honeydew increase with climbing 

price of honeydew.  The changes of income elasticity of watermelon, cantaloupe and 

mixed melon are not significant for four AIDS models. However, it is clear that the 

income elasticities of watermelon and mixed melon are greater than cantaloupe and 

honeydew with increasing in price of honeydew. 

Regional effects of AIDS models in the second and third group 

Different regions show different demand pattern of melons. In this section, we will 

discuss the variation of market shares, price and income elasticities by different regions. 

In figure 6-41, y axis denotes market share of each melon while x axis represents region 

1 to region 8. Figure 6-41 shows that in most of regions, watermelon has more than 

50% of market share among all melon products while both cantaloupe and honeydew 

have less than 20% and 10% of market share respectively. In region 5 and 6, there are 

higher market shares of watermelon. Regions 2 and 4 have higher market shares of 

cantaloupe while honeydew has higher market shared in region 1 and 4. 

Figure 6-42 shows that uncompensated price elasticities of cantaloupe and 

honeydew vary more than watermelon and mixed melon among regions. Overall, the 

absolute value of uncompensated price elasticities of cantaloupe and watermelon are 

higher than honeydew and mixed melon.  

By adding income effects, figure 6-43 shows compensated price elasticities have 

different patterns from uncompensated price elasticities. First, overall absolute vale of 

compensated price elasticities of watermelon are far less than that of cantaloupe, 

honeydew and mixed melon. Second, in region 1, 5 and 8, compensated price 
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elasticities of cantaloupe are higher; in region 1 and 4, watermelon has higher 

elasticities; region 6 always has lowest elasticity for honeydew. 

Figure 6-44 shows income elasticities of all melons among regions. From the 

graph, we can see income elasticities of watermelon and mixed melon keep relatively 

still among regions and  have higher value than cantaloupe and honeydew. The income 

elasticities of cantaloupe and honeydew vary more and have relatively lower value than 

watermelon and mixed melon. 

Seasonal effects of AIDS models in the second and third group 

In this section we will discuss the variation of market shares, price and income 

elasticities by different month. Two different groups of AIDS models have been used to 

capture the characteristics of demand for on-season and off-season. April to September 

represents on-season models while January to March and October to December 

represent off-season models. 

In figure 6-45, y axis denotes market share of each melon while x axis represents 

month. For on-season AIDS models, there are higher market shares for watermelon and 

lower market shares for cantaloupe and honeydew in May, June and July. For off-

season AIDS models, there are higher market shares for cantaloupe and lower market 

shares for watermelon in February, March, and October.  Honeydew reaches its highest 

market shares in November and December. 

Figure 6-46 shows that uncompensated price elasticities of watermelon, 

honeydew and mixed melon do not vary too much by month either in on-season models 

or off-season models.  In on-season models, cantaloupe has higher uncompensated 

price elasticity in May, June, and July. In off-season models, cantaloupe has lower 

uncompensated price elasticity in February, March, and October. 
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By adding income effects, figure 6-47 shows that compensated price elasticities 

have similar patterns as uncompensated price elasticities. First, overall the absolute 

vale of compensated price elasticities of watermelon, honeydew and mixed melon do 

not vary too much by month either in on-season models or off-season models. Second, 

cantaloupe has higher compensated price elasticity in May, June, and July in on-season 

models and has lower compensated price elasticity in February, March, and October in 

off-season models. The only difference is cantaloupe and mixed melon have higher 

compensated price elasiticities than watermelon and honeydew for all months in both 

on-season and off-season models. 

From figure 6-48, we can see that income elasticities of watermelon, cantaloupe, 

and mixed melon keep relatively still among months. However, it shows that all melons 

have slightly lower income elasticity in May, June, and July in on-season models and 

have slightly higher income elasticity in February, March, and October in off-season 

models. 
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Table 6-1.  Estimated uncompensated price elasticities of AIDS models in the first group 

Melon Types Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other melons 
Original Price 

     Watermelon -1.178952 0.136414 -0.027785 0.015026 1.021781 
Cantaloupe 0.344520 -1.437187 0.017506 0.101147 -2.266556 
Honeydew 0.010052 -0.148789 -1.159653 0.107149 7.313407 
Mixed Melon 0.009338 -0.116437 0.007222 -0.917141 5.032682 
Other melons -0.590366 0.710856 0.865901 1.632330 -3.618746 
Deseasonalized Price 

    Watermelon -1.183125 0.166965 -0.043298 0.019768 0.693178 
Cantaloupe 1.155682 -2.533242 0.057600 0.377398 -17.962338 
Honeydew -0.006519 0.077992 -0.763451 -0.137616 0.859489 
Mixed Melon 0.009658 -0.086557 -0.004132 -0.928024 4.800864 
Other melons -0.418984 1.872960 -0.132925 2.377863 -4.699354 

 

 

Table 6-2.  Estimated compensated price elasticities of AIDS models in the first group 
Melon Types Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other melons 
Original Price 

     Watermelon -0.557955 0.449265 -0.149203 -0.305766 0.037725 
Cantaloupe 0.891772 -1.161488 -0.089493 -0.181550 -3.133753 
Honeydew 0.763106 0.230591 -1.306891 -0.281860 6.120087 
Mixed Melon 0.591908 0.177056 -0.106683 -1.218083 4.109517 
Other melons -0.023807 0.996283 0.755127 1.339659 -4.516539 
Deseasonalized Price 

    Watermelon -0.607997 0.256424 0.055023 -0.405336 -0.162270 
Cantaloupe 1.648529 -2.456581 0.141854 0.013112 -18.695400 
Honeydew 0.321856 0.129070 -0.707314 -0.380333 0.371064 
Mixed Melon 0.548384 -0.002759 0.087966 -1.326221 3.999563 
Other melons 0.109096 1.955101 -0.042648 1.987535 -5.484821 

 
 
Table 6-3.  Estimated income elasticities of AIDS models in the first group 
Melon Types Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other melons 
Original Price 

     Income Elasticity 1.096023 0.965868 1.329097 1.028204 0.999945 
Deseasonalized Price 

     Income Elasticity 1.088086 0.932417 0.621252 1.019215 0.999074 
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Table 6-4.  Income effects on market shares of AIDS Models in the first group 
% of 
Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew 
Income Original Price Deseasonalized Price 

25% 49.12% 29.89% -6.02% 46.40% 8.99% 13.78% 
50% 52.89% 29.22% -8.55% 49.63% 8.61% 11.41% 
75% 55.09% 28.82% -10.03% 51.52% 8.38% 10.02% 

100% 56.66% 28.54% -11.08% 52.86% 8.22% 9.04% 
125% 57.87% 28.33% -11.89% 53.90% 8.10% 8.27% 
150% 58.87% 28.15% -12.56% 54.74% 8.00% 7.65% 
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Figure 6-1.  Income effects on market shares of deseasonalized price AIDS Model in 
the first group 
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Table 6-5.  Income effects on uncompensated price elasticities of AIDS models in the 

first group 
% of 
Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 
Income Original Price 

  25% -1.20643 -1.41744 -1.29360 -0.91377 -3.61855 
50% -1.19171 -1.42708 -1.20683 -0.91549 -3.61865 
75% -1.18404 -1.43294 -1.17635 -0.91646 -3.61870 

100% -1.17895 -1.43719 -1.15965 -0.91714 -3.61875 
125% -1.17520 -1.44054 -1.14873 -0.91766 -3.61878 
150% -1.17225 -1.44332 -1.14086 -0.91808 -3.61880 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  25% -1.20860 -2.40190 -0.84489 -0.92605 -4.69461 
50% -1.19503 -2.46463 -0.81264 -0.92705 -4.69698 
75% -1.18789 -2.50400 -0.78669 -0.92762 -4.69837 

100% -1.18313 -2.53324 -0.76345 -0.92802 -4.69935 
125% -1.17960 -2.55672 -0.74161 -0.92833 -4.70012 
150% -1.17681 -2.57644 -0.72053 -0.92858 -4.70074 
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Figure 6-2.  Income effects on uncompensated price elasticities of deseasonalized price 
AIDS model in the first group 
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Table 6-6.  Income effects on compensated price elasticities of AIDS models in the first 

group 
% of 
Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 
Income Original Price 

  25% -0.66086 -1.12823 -1.39030 -1.20327 -4.51641 
50% -0.60843 -1.14463 -1.32880 -1.21071 -4.51647 
75% -0.57869 -1.15443 -1.31310 -1.21503 -4.51651 

100% -0.55796 -1.16149 -1.30689 -1.21808 -4.51654 
125% -0.54206 -1.16702 -1.30410 -1.22044 -4.51656 
150% -0.52919 -1.17157 -1.30288 -1.22237 -4.51658 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  25% -0.69801 -2.31753 -0.74131 -1.31384 -5.48109 
50% -0.65218 -2.38412 -0.73278 -1.32005 -5.48295 
75% -0.62615 -2.42574 -0.72071 -1.32366 -5.48405 

100% -0.60800 -2.45658 -0.70731 -1.32622 -5.48482 
125% -0.59408 -2.48130 -0.69311 -1.32820 -5.48542 
150% -0.58280 -2.50203 -0.67827 -1.32982 -5.48592 
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Figure 6-3.  Income effects on compensated price elasticities of deseasonalized price 
AIDS model in the first group 
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Table 6-7.  Income effects on income elasticities of AIDS models in the first group 
% of 
Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 
Income Original Price 

  25% 1.110768 0.96741 1.60521 1.029352 0.999945 
50% 1.10287 0.966657 1.426354 1.028766 0.999945 
75% 1.098751 0.9662 1.363513 1.028435 0.999945 

100% 1.096023 0.965868 1.329097 1.028204 0.999945 
125% 1.094009 0.965606 1.306583 1.028028 0.999945 
150% 1.092425 0.965389 1.290353 1.027885 0.999945 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  25% 1.100338 0.938206 0.75165 1.01974 0.999075 
50% 1.093813 0.935441 0.700008 1.019474 0.999074 
75% 1.090376 0.933706 0.658465 1.019321 0.999074 

100% 1.088086 0.932417 0.621252 1.019215 0.999074 
125% 1.086388 0.931382 0.586287 1.019132 0.999074 
150% 1.085048 0.930513 0.552536 1.019066 0.999073 
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Figure 6-4.  Income effects on income elasticities of deseasonalized price AIDS model 
in the first group 
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Table 6-8.  Watermelon price effects on market shares of AIDS models in the first group 
% of 
Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew 
Price Original Price Deseasonalized Price 

25% 71.34% 14.80% -11.34% 66.76% -5.01% 8.76% 
50% 63.84% 21.70% -11.11% 59.69% 1.62% 8.99% 
75% 59.60% 25.71% -11.06% 55.66% 5.49% 9.04% 

100% 56.66% 28.54% -11.08% 52.86% 8.22% 9.04% 
125% 54.41% 30.74% -11.11% 50.71% 10.34% 9.01% 
150% 52.60% 32.52% -11.16% 48.97% 12.07% 8.98% 
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Figure 6-5.  Watermelon price effects on market shares of deseasonalized price AIDS 
Model in the first group 
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Table 6-9.  Watermelon price effects on uncompensated price elasticities of AIDS 
models in the first group 

% of Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 
Price Original Price 

  25% -1.15477 -1.85250 -1.15097 -0.91633 -2.44015 
50% -1.16588 -1.57825 -1.15672 -0.91667 -2.85832 
75% -1.17326 -1.48648 -1.15880 -0.91693 -3.23856 
100% -1.17895 -1.43719 -1.15965 -0.91714 -3.61875 
125% -1.18367 -1.40530 -1.15995 -0.91732 -4.01607 
150% -1.18774 -1.38248 -1.15997 -0.91748 -4.44286 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  25% -1.15548 1.53180 -0.76037 -0.92725 -3.34054 
50% -1.16804 -8.79873 -0.76430 -0.92760 -3.86701 
75% -1.17651 -3.30074 -0.76437 -0.92784 -4.30151 
100% -1.18313 -2.53324 -0.76345 -0.92802 -4.69935 
125% -1.18866 -2.21793 -0.76218 -0.92817 -5.08083 
150% -1.19346 -2.04265 -0.76078 -0.92830 -5.45632 
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Figure 6-6.  Watermelon price effects on uncompensated price elasticities of original 
price AIDS model in the first group 
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Table 6-10.  Watermelon price effects on compensated price elasticities of AIDS models 

in the first group 
% of Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 
Price Original Price 

  25% -0.38696 -1.71425 -1.30085 -1.21443 -4.07275 
50% -0.47304 -1.37099 -1.30424 -1.21595 -4.12352 
75% -0.52282 -1.23912 -1.30590 -1.21713 -4.28884 
100% -0.55796 -1.16149 -1.30689 -1.21808 -4.51654 
125% -0.58514 -1.10768 -1.30755 -1.21890 -4.79558 
150% -0.60732 -1.06700 -1.30802 -1.21961 -5.12574 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  25% -0.44131 1.47616 -0.70698 -1.32100 -4.58258 
50% -0.52460 -8.78807 -0.70864 -1.32338 -4.88078 
75% -0.57332 -3.25144 -0.70821 -1.32499 -5.18174 
100% -0.60800 -2.45658 -0.70731 -1.32622 -5.48482 
125% -0.63500 -2.12008 -0.70627 -1.32723 -5.79279 
150% -0.65717 -1.92752 -0.70519 -1.32810 -6.10822 
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Figure 6-7.  Watermelon price effects on compensated price elasticities of original price 
AIDS model in the first group 
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Table 6-11.  Watermelon price effects on income elasticities of AIDS models in the first 
group 

% of Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 
Income Original Price 

  25% 1.07626 0.93417 1.32141 1.02848 0.99997 
50% 1.08522 0.95510 1.32828 1.02836 0.99996 
75% 1.09128 0.96211 1.32951 1.02828 0.99995 
100% 1.09602 0.96587 1.32910 1.02820 0.99995 
125% 1.09999 0.96830 1.32804 1.02814 0.99994 
150% 1.10343 0.97004 1.32671 1.02809 0.99993 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  25% 1.06974 1.11094 0.60935 1.01944 0.99941 
50% 1.07801 0.65725 0.61921 1.01933 0.99928 
75% 1.08365 0.89871 0.62132 1.01927 0.99917 
100% 1.08809 0.93242 0.62125 1.01921 0.99907 
125% 1.09182 0.94626 0.62031 1.01917 0.99898 
150% 1.09507 0.95396 0.61896 1.01914 0.99888 
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Figure 6-8.  Watermelon price effects on income elasticities of original price AIDS model 
in the first group 
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Table 6-12.  Cantaloupe price effects on market shares of AIDS models in the first 
group 

% of 
Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew 
Price Original Price Deseasonalized Price 

25% 46.62% 45.72% -13.82% 41.19% 25.63% 7.64% 
50% 51.47% 37.16% -12.33% 46.88% 16.94% 8.44% 
75% 54.46% 32.13% -11.57% 50.34% 11.85% 8.82% 

100% 56.66% 28.54% -11.08% 52.86% 8.22% 9.04% 
125% 58.40% 25.76% -10.72% 54.84% 5.41% 9.18% 
150% 59.85% 23.47% -10.45% 56.48% 3.10% 9.29% 
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Figure 6-9.  Cantaloupe price effects on market shares of deseasonalized price AIDS 
Model in the first group 
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Table 6-13.  Cantaloupe price effects on uncompensated price elasticities of AIDS 

models in the first group 
% of Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 

Price Original Price 
  25% -1.20105 -1.26911 -1.12795 -0.92785 -181.14016 

50% -1.18955 -1.33344 -1.14336 -0.92284 -6.16238 
75% -1.18324 -1.38728 -1.15282 -0.91960 -4.29194 
100% -1.17895 -1.43719 -1.15965 -0.91714 -3.61875 
125% -1.17573 -1.48560 -1.16497 -0.91513 -3.26023 
150% -1.17315 -1.53379 -1.16930 -0.91343 -3.03284 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  25% -1.21988 -1.48804 -0.72092 -0.93510 1.31585 
50% -1.19983 -1.74115 -0.74713 -0.93173 11.39973 
75% -1.18971 -2.06250 -0.75765 -0.92960 -9.02068 
100% -1.18313 -2.53324 -0.76345 -0.92802 -4.69935 
125% -1.17833 -3.33430 -0.76714 -0.92675 -3.60919 
150% -1.17459 -5.06952 -0.76966 -0.92568 -3.10292 
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Figure 6-10.  Cantaloupe price effects on uncompensated price elasticities of original 
price AIDS model in the first group 
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Table 6-14.  Cantaloupe price effects on compensated price elasticities of AIDS models 
in the first group 

% of Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 
Price Original Price 

  25% -0.68045 -0.82163 -1.30256 -1.27706 -181.15316 
50% -0.62044 -0.97154 -1.30316 -1.24766 -6.61778 
75% -0.58419 -1.07573 -1.30500 -1.23039 -5.00612 
100% -0.55796 -1.16149 -1.30689 -1.21808 -4.51654 
125% -0.53731 -1.23778 -1.30865 -1.20850 -4.30044 
150% -0.52024 -1.30879 -1.31024 -1.20064 -4.18942 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  25% -0.76141 -1.23730 -0.67874 -1.38109 2.57181 
50% -0.68445 -1.57728 -0.69693 -1.35359 11.63496 
75% -0.63972 -1.94960 -0.70372 -1.33757 -9.38253 
100% -0.60800 -2.45658 -0.70731 -1.32622 -5.48482 
125% -0.58336 -3.28578 -0.70954 -1.31743 -4.72323 
150% -0.56319 -5.04403 -0.71103 -1.31025 -4.48544 
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Figure 6-11.  Cantaloupe price effects on compensated price elasticities of original price 
AIDS model in the first group 
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Table 6-15.  Cantaloupe price effects on income elasticities of AIDS models in the first 
group 

% of Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 
Price Original Price 

  25% 1.11670 0.97869 1.26389 1.02421 0.99622 
50% 1.10570 0.97378 1.29559 1.02608 0.99989 
75% 1.09989 0.96968 1.31506 1.02729 0.99993 
100% 1.09602 0.96587 1.32910 1.02820 0.99995 
125% 1.09316 0.96217 1.34003 1.02895 0.99995 
150% 1.09090 0.95850 1.34893 1.02959 0.99996 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  25% 1.11303 0.97832 0.55212 1.01712 1.00058 
50% 1.09931 0.96720 0.59465 1.01812 1.00311 
75% 1.09249 0.95309 0.61177 1.01875 0.99799 
100% 1.08809 0.93242 0.62125 1.01921 0.99907 
125% 1.08490 0.89724 0.62729 1.01959 0.99935 
150% 1.08243 0.82103 0.63145 1.01991 0.99947 
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Figure 6-12.  Cantaloupe price effects on income elasticities of deseasonalized price 
AIDS model in the first group 
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Table 6-16.  Honeydew price effects on market shares of AIDS models in the first group 
% of 
Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew 

Price Original Price Deseasonalized Price 
25% 0.588431 0.278512 -0.135310 0.560356 0.075645 0.060685 
50% 0.577507 0.281978 -0.123042 0.544448 0.078933 0.075534 
75% 0.571120 0.284004 -0.115869 0.535156 0.080855 0.084210 
100% 0.566591 0.285442 -0.110780 0.528569 0.082218 0.090361 
125% 0.563078 0.286557 -0.106834 0.523464 0.083274 0.095130 
150% 0.560209 0.287468 -0.103610 0.519295 0.084137 0.099024 
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Figure 6-13.  Honeydew price effects on market shares of deseasonalized price AIDS 
Model in the first group 
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Table 6-17.  Honeydew price effects on uncompensated price elasticities of AIDS 

models in the first group 
% of 

Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 
Price Original Price 

  25% -1.17088 -1.44808 -1.13083 -0.91655 12.06769 
50% -1.17484 -1.44256 -1.14381 -0.91685 -7.55002 
75% -1.17723 -1.43940 -1.15267 -0.91702 -4.48748 
100% -1.17895 -1.43719 -1.15965 -0.91714 -3.61875 
125% -1.18031 -1.43548 -1.16553 -0.91724 -3.19470 
150% -1.18143 -1.43410 -1.17066 -0.91731 -2.93826 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  25% -1.17181 -2.66656 -0.64672 -0.92853 -4.12385 
50% -1.17731 -2.59709 -0.71659 -0.92828 -4.38732 
75% -1.18067 -2.55910 -0.74602 -0.92813 -4.56313 
100% -1.18313 -2.53324 -0.76345 -0.92802 -4.69935 
125% -1.18507 -2.51377 -0.77542 -0.92794 -4.81241 
150% -1.18669 -2.49823 -0.78433 -0.92788 -4.91005 
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Figure 6-14.  Honeydew price effects on uncompensated price elasticities of 
deseasonalized price AIDS model in the first group 
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Table 6-18.  Honeydew price effects on compensated price elasticities of AIDS models 

in the first group 
% of Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 

Price Original Price 
  25% -0.52805 -1.17931 -1.30260 -1.21456 12.24766 

50% -0.54293 -1.17033 -1.30331 -1.21632 -7.90893 
75% -0.55170 -1.16514 -1.30500 -1.21735 -5.16162 
100% -0.55796 -1.16149 -1.30689 -1.21808 -4.51654 
125% -0.56282 -1.15867 -1.30882 -1.21865 -4.26597 
150% -0.56681 -1.15638 -1.31072 -1.21911 -4.15127 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  25% -0.56490 -2.59647 -0.62026 -1.32897 -5.05419 
50% -0.58630 -2.52371 -0.67528 -1.32759 -5.24523 
75% -0.59896 -2.48380 -0.69603 -1.32679 -5.37866 
100% -0.60800 -2.45658 -0.70731 -1.32622 -5.48482 
125% -0.61505 -2.43606 -0.71451 -1.32578 -5.57456 
150% -0.62083 -2.41965 -0.71953 -1.32542 -5.65315 
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Figure 6-15.  Honeydew price effects on compensated price elasticities of 
deseasonalized price AIDS model in the first group 
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Table 6-19.  Honeydew price effects on income elasticities of AIDS models in the first 

group 
% of Average Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 

Price Original Price 
  25% 1.09246 0.96502 1.26944 1.02849 1.00027 

50% 1.09421 0.96545 1.29630 1.02835 0.99986 
75% 1.09526 0.96570 1.31464 1.02826 0.99993 
100% 1.09602 0.96587 1.32910 1.02820 0.99995 
125% 1.09662 0.96600 1.34125 1.02816 0.99995 
150% 1.09712 0.96611 1.35187 1.02812 0.99996 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  25% 1.08309 0.92654 0.43604 1.01910 0.99922 
50% 1.08552 0.92960 0.54691 1.01916 0.99915 
75% 1.08700 0.93128 0.59359 1.01919 0.99911 
100% 1.08809 0.93242 0.62125 1.01921 0.99907 
125% 1.08894 0.93327 0.64024 1.01923 0.99905 
150% 1.08966 0.93396 0.65439 1.01925 0.99902 
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Figure 6-16.  Honeydew price effects on income elasticities of deseasonalized price 
AIDS model in the first group 
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Table 6-20.  Regional effects on market shares of AIDS models in the first group 
Region Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew 

 
Original Price Deseasonalized Price 

1 0.581941 0.198003 -0.07124 0.543633 -0.00515 0.129181 
2 0.537954 0.336239 -0.12571 0.49872 0.132692 0.077568 
3 0.551874 0.340285 -0.1238 0.514858 0.136519 0.07768 
4 0.506081 0.336412 -0.08394 0.474728 0.130997 0.115604 
5 0.568084 0.2999 -0.12607 0.525168 0.097623 0.076041 
6 0.605733 0.27868 -0.14629 0.565077 0.076261 0.055333 
7 0.607601 0.251714 -0.1105 0.571807 0.049943 0.089636 
8 0.573457 0.242303 -0.09871 0.534563 0.038856 0.101845 
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Figure 6-17.  Regional effects on market shares of deseasonalized price AIDS model in 
the first group 
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Table 6-21.  Regional effects on uncompensated price elasticities of AIDS models in the 
first group 

Region Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 

 
Original Price 

  1 -1.1759 -1.63457 -1.26763 -0.90706 -3.6122 
2 -1.1855 -1.36966 -1.13652 -0.92094 -3.64368 
3 -1.18212 -1.36515 -1.13934 -0.92262 -3.60731 
4 -1.19382 -1.36947 -1.22243 -0.9212 -3.61743 
5 -1.17859 -1.41564 -1.13595 -0.91775 -3.62389 
6 -1.17084 -1.44803 -1.11216 -0.91647 -3.6202 
7 -1.1705 -1.49707 -1.16028 -0.91836 -3.61082 
8 -1.17761 -1.51677 -1.18324 -0.90999 -3.61477 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  1 -1.17953 23.5694 -0.82468 -0.92147 -4.68739 
2 -1.19124 -1.9479 -0.72986 -0.93057 -4.73839 
3 -1.18664 -1.92117 -0.72998 -0.93179 -4.68189 
4 -1.19858 -1.96023 -0.80756 -0.93106 -4.69529 
5 -1.184 -2.29041 -0.7253 -0.92802 -4.71028 
6 -1.17426 -2.65343 -0.63515 -0.92741 -4.70296 
7 -1.17275 -3.52767 -0.76164 -0.92924 -4.68662 
8 -1.18172 -4.25052 -0.78662 -0.92317 -4.69263 
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Figure 6-18.  Regional effects on uncompensated price elasticities of original price AIDS 
model in the first group 
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Table 6-22.  Regional effects on compensated price elasticities of AIDS models in the 
first group 

Region Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 

 
Original Price 

  1 -0.53956 -1.44631 -1.37533 -1.17321 -4.51224 
2 -0.59314 -1.04317 -1.29869 -1.23759 -4.53301 
3 -0.57584 -1.03461 -1.29959 -1.24674 -4.50904 
4 -0.63334 -1.0428 -1.34282 -1.239 -4.51568 
5 -0.5561 -1.12548 -1.29847 -1.22112 -4.51992 
6 -0.5107 -1.17909 -1.29491 -1.21478 -4.5175 
7 -0.50849 -1.2551 -1.30723 -1.22414 -4.51134 
8 -0.54975 -1.28421 -1.31841 -1.18537 -4.51393 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  1 -0.58934 23.5587 -0.72972 -1.28363 -5.47541 
2 -0.64596 -1.82076 -0.68652 -1.34481 -5.51565 
3 -0.62522 -1.7902 -0.68652 -1.35416 -5.47109 
4 -0.67729 -1.83479 -0.72618 -1.34858 -5.48162 
5 -0.61227 -2.19835 -0.68348 -1.32622 -5.49343 
6 -0.56262 -2.58272 -0.61404 -1.3219 -5.48766 
7 -0.55438 -3.48328 -0.70623 -1.33496 -5.47481 
8 -0.6006 -4.21722 -0.719 -1.29405 -5.47953 
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Figure 6-19.  Regional effects on compensated price elasticities of original price AIDS 
model in the first group 
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Table 6-23.  Regional effects on income elasticities of AIDS models in the first group 

Region Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew 
Mixed 
Melon 

Other 
Melons 

 
Original Price 

  1 1.09349 0.950796 1.511759 1.032009 0.999945 
2 1.101135 0.971025 1.290018 1.026768 0.999945 
3 1.098584 0.971369 1.294499 1.026135 0.999945 
4 1.107504 0.97104 1.434354 1.026668 0.999945 
5 1.095771 0.967514 1.289191 1.027972 0.999945 
6 1.089818 0.96504 1.249211 1.02846 0.999945 
7 1.089542 0.961295 1.329947 1.027745 0.999945 
8 1.094873 0.959792 1.369339 1.030904 0.999945 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  1 1.085645 2.078818 0.735069 1.021167 0.999077 
2 1.093358 0.958125 0.558788 1.018457 0.999064 
3 1.090431 0.959299 0.559421 1.018095 0.999078 
4 1.098076 0.957583 0.703955 1.018309 0.999075 
5 1.088656 0.943082 0.549925 1.019215 0.999071 
6 1.082395 0.927138 0.381493 1.019399 0.999073 
7 1.081425 0.888742 0.618189 1.018852 0.999077 
8 1.087098 0.856996 0.663959 1.020659 0.999075 
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Figure 6-20.  Regional effects on income elasticities of original price AIDS model in the 
first group 
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Table 6-24.  Seasonal effects on market shares of AIDS models in the first group 

Month Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew 

 
Original Price Deseasonalized Price 

1 0.498899 0.320837 -0.09405 0.460673 0.061314 0.140192 
2 0.483581 0.353495 -0.11201 0.393949 0.201689 0.083033 
3 0.491465 0.358766 -0.11325 0.3862 0.234177 0.078707 
4 0.573085 0.283086 -0.11068 0.507366 0.125213 0.082322 
5 0.674841 0.199342 -0.11508 0.722837 -0.07733 0.080341 
6 0.677672 0.197126 -0.11961 0.700389 -0.05176 0.077572 
7 0.566591 0.285442 -0.11078 0.528569 0.082218 0.090361 
8 0.566591 0.285442 -0.11078 0.528569 0.082218 0.090361 
9 0.566591 0.285442 -0.11078 0.528569 0.082218 0.090361 
10 0.566591 0.285442 -0.11078 0.528569 0.082218 0.090361 
11 0.566591 0.285442 -0.11078 0.528569 0.082218 0.090361 
12 0.566591 0.285442 -0.11078 0.528569 0.082218 0.090361 
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Figure 6-21.  Seasonal effects on market shares of deseasonalized price AIDS model in 
the first group  
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Table 6-25.  Seasonal effects on uncompensated price elasticities of AIDS models in 

the first group 
Month Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 

 
Original Price 

  1 -1.19599 -1.38789 -1.1942 -0.91483 -3.63873 
2 -1.20049 -1.35115 -1.15719 -0.91212 -3.61227 
3 -1.19807 -1.34585 -1.15522 -0.91508 -3.60835 
4 -1.17753 -1.44091 -1.15987 -0.91736 -3.6089 
5 -1.15884 -1.63021 -1.15267 -0.92108 -3.61413 
6 -1.1584 -1.63741 -1.14551 -0.92145 -3.63041 
7 -1.17895 -1.43719 -1.15965 -0.91714 -3.61875 
8 -1.17895 -1.43719 -1.15965 -0.91714 -3.61875 
9 -1.17895 -1.43719 -1.15965 -0.91714 -3.61875 
10 -1.17895 -1.43719 -1.15965 -0.91714 -3.61875 
11 -1.17895 -1.43719 -1.15965 -0.91714 -3.61875 
12 -1.17895 -1.43719 -1.15965 -0.91714 -3.61875 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  1 -1.20352 -3.0579 -0.83584 -0.92291 -4.74834 
2 -1.22998 -1.62173 -0.74608 -0.92397 -4.69651 
3 -1.23354 -1.5347 -0.73369 -0.92732 -4.68922 
4 -1.18878 -2.00485 -0.74352 -0.92968 -4.6832 
5 -1.14629 0.641632 -0.73757 -0.9312 -4.67822 
6 -1.14948 1.449862 -0.72939 -0.93198 -4.70151 
7 -1.18313 -2.53324 -0.76345 -0.92802 -4.69935 
8 -1.18313 -2.53324 -0.76345 -0.92802 -4.69935 
9 -1.18313 -2.53324 -0.76345 -0.92802 -4.69935 
10 -1.18313 -2.53324 -0.76345 -0.92802 -4.69935 
11 -1.18313 -2.53324 -0.76345 -0.92802 -4.69935 
12 -1.18313 -2.53324 -0.76345 -0.92802 -4.69935 
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Figure 6-22.  Seasonal effects on uncompensated price elasticities of original price 
AIDS model in the first group  
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Figure 6-23.  Seasonal Effects on Compensated Price Elasticities of Original Price AIDS 
Model in the First Group 
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Table 6-26.  Seasonal effects on compensated price elasticities of AIDS models in the 
first group 

Month Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 

 
Original Price 

  1 -0.64269 -1.07679 -1.32471 -1.20701 -4.52972 
2 -0.6625 -1.0074 -1.30566 -1.19465 -4.51229 
3 -0.6522 -0.99683 -1.30493 -1.20817 -4.50972 
4 -0.55003 -1.16756 -1.307 -1.21915 -4.51008 
5 -0.4296 -1.44061 -1.3042 -1.23828 -4.51351 
6 -0.42632 -1.45002 -1.30158 -1.24031 -4.52422 
7 -0.55796 -1.16149 -1.30689 -1.21808 -4.51654 
8 -0.55796 -1.16149 -1.30689 -1.21808 -4.51654 
9 -0.55796 -1.16149 -1.30689 -1.21808 -4.51654 
10 -0.55796 -1.16149 -1.30689 -1.21808 -4.51654 
11 -0.55796 -1.16149 -1.30689 -1.21808 -4.51654 
12 -0.55796 -1.16149 -1.30689 -1.21808 -4.51654 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  1 -0.69628 -3.00214 -0.72987 -1.29241 -5.52353 
2 -0.78947 -1.4256 -0.69727 -1.29908 -5.48258 
3 -0.80079 -1.30608 -0.68921 -1.32129 -5.47685 
4 -0.63485 -1.88519 -0.69542 -1.33818 -5.47212 
5 -0.37689 0.558747 -0.69145 -1.34958 -5.46821 
6 -0.40253 1.392547 -0.68604 -1.35569 -5.48652 
7 -0.608 -2.45658 -0.70731 -1.32622 -5.48482 
8 -0.608 -2.45658 -0.70731 -1.32622 -5.48482 
9 -0.608 -2.45658 -0.70731 -1.32622 -5.48482 
10 -0.608 -2.45658 -0.70731 -1.32622 -5.48482 
11 -0.608 -2.45658 -0.70731 -1.32622 -5.48482 
12 -0.608 -2.45658 -0.70731 -1.32622 -5.48482 
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Table 6-27.  Seasonal effects on income elasticities of AIDS models in the first group 
Month Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other Melons 

 
Original Price 

  1 1.109052 0.969634 1.387639 1.029075 0.999945 
2 1.112506 0.972439 1.325476 1.030098 0.999945 
3 1.110701 0.972844 1.321924 1.028981 0.999945 
4 1.094935 0.965584 1.329401 1.028122 0.999945 
5 1.08062 0.951126 1.316807 1.026719 0.999945 
6 1.080283 0.950577 1.304794 1.026577 0.999945 
7 1.096023 0.965868 1.329097 1.028204 0.999945 
8 1.096023 0.965868 1.329097 1.028204 0.999945 
9 1.096023 0.965868 1.329097 1.028204 0.999945 
10 1.096023 0.965868 1.329097 1.028204 0.999945 
11 1.096023 0.965868 1.329097 1.028204 0.999945 
12 1.096023 0.965868 1.329097 1.028204 0.999945 

 
Deseasonalized Price 

  1 1.101068 0.909375 0.755877 1.020738 0.999062 
2 1.118186 0.97245 0.587827 1.020421 0.999075 
3 1.120558 0.976272 0.565171 1.019425 0.999076 
4 1.091767 0.955623 0.584267 1.018721 0.999078 
5 1.064412 1.071856 0.574013 1.018271 0.999079 
6 1.066476 1.107354 0.558808 1.018037 0.999073 
7 1.088086 0.932417 0.621252 1.019215 0.999074 
8 1.088086 0.932417 0.621252 1.019215 0.999074 
9 1.088086 0.932417 0.621252 1.019215 0.999074 
10 1.088086 0.932417 0.621252 1.019215 0.999074 
11 1.088086 0.932417 0.621252 1.019215 0.999074 
12 1.088086 0.932417 0.621252 1.019215 0.999074 
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Figure 6-24.  Seasonal effects on income elasticities of original price AIDS model in the 
first group  
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Table 6-28.  Estimated uncompensated price elasticities of on season AIDS models 
Melon Types Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other melons 
Original Price 

     Watermelon -1.304420 0.185961 -0.060239 0.029980 1.299855 
Cantaloupe 0.884043 -1.858399 0.102045 0.089569 -4.085534 
Honeydew -0.050672 0.322465 -0.699196 -0.148628 -0.013993 
Mixed Melon -0.035605 -0.180731 0.006379 -0.879059 5.200702 
Other melons -0.990352 1.108655 -0.037045 1.466387 -2.547687 
Deseasonalized Price 

    Watermelon -1.228884 0.054816 -0.044957 0.011857 0.966924 
Cantaloupe 0.538914 -1.373136 0.003133 0.119506 -2.719611 
Honeydew 0.132045 0.065551 -0.526553 -0.164219 -0.223216 
Mixed Melon 0.008571 -0.287830 0.006275 -0.874189 5.134124 
Other melons -0.816130 0.975221 -0.016174 1.529406 -2.672320 

 
Table 6-29.  Estimated compensated price elasticities of on season AIDS models 
Melon Types Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other melons 
Original Price 

     Watermelon -0.530694 0.444205 0.033208 -0.227591 0.401618 
Cantaloupe 1.330886 -1.709257 0.156013 -0.059184 -4.604284 
Honeydew 0.274955 0.431148 -0.659869 -0.257028 -0.392020 
Mixed Melon 0.683669 0.059338 0.093250 -1.118502 4.365681 
Other melons -0.345947 1.323736 0.040783 1.251867 -3.295791 
Deseasonalized Price 

    Watermelon -0.435663 0.360554 0.042792 -0.226241 0.185666 
Cantaloupe 0.935439 -1.220300 0.046998 0.000483 -3.110155 
Honeydew 0.386824 0.163752 -0.498368 -0.240695 -0.474152 
Mixed Melon 0.753721 -0.000620 0.088706 -1.097858 4.400211 
Other melons -0.188509 1.217131 0.053256 1.341016 -3.290475 

 
Table 6-30.  Estimated income elasticities of on season AIDS models 
Melon Types Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other melons 
Original Price 1.198712 0.692281 0.504484 1.114350 0.998358 
Deseasonalized Price 1.263821 0.631773 0.405932 1.187231 0.999973 
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Table 6-31.  Estimated uncompensated price elasticities of off season AIDS models 
Melon Types Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other melons 
Original Price 

     Watermelon -1.274542 0.116856 -0.043712 0.029722 1.333908 
Cantaloupe 0.717565 -1.552891 0.044905 0.075143 -3.786962 
Honeydew 0.093172 0.119902 -0.735519 -0.111449 0.569590 
Mixed Melon -0.037505 -0.188516 0.002426 -0.868524 5.264221 
Other melons -1.026070 1.041203 -0.106799 1.386444 -2.294717 
Deseasonalized Price 

    Watermelon -1.218557 0.037822 -0.054414 0.009431 1.273271 
Cantaloupe 0.774329 -1.452049 0.077448 0.140716 -5.029203 
Honeydew 0.079607 0.099047 -0.705634 -0.090444 1.021724 
Mixed Melon -0.014997 -0.321549 -0.000509 -0.851480 5.440081 
Other melons -1.383112 1.458520 -0.216843 1.369050 -2.227188 

 
Table 6-32.  Estimated compensated price elasticities of off season AIDS models 
Melon Types Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other melons 
Original Price 

     Watermelon -0.481472 0.384988 0.067244 -0.213426 0.426911 
Cantaloupe 1.138703 -1.410508 0.103825 -0.053974 -4.268598 
Honeydew 0.480634 0.250900 -0.681311 -0.230242 0.126467 
Mixed Melon 0.696126 0.059519 0.105066 -1.093449 4.425200 
Other melons -0.373286 1.261905 -0.015471 1.186307 -3.041277 
Deseasonalized Price 

    Watermelon -0.335980 0.261704 0.069911 -0.175257 0.556286 
Cantaloupe 1.031680 -1.386767 0.113700 0.086862 -5.238269 
Honeydew 0.496293 0.204747 -0.646937 -0.177640 0.683217 
Mixed Melon 0.837510 -0.105296 0.119581 -1.029876 4.747524 
Other melons -0.684764 1.635668 -0.118470 1.222914 -2.794509 

 
Table 6-33.  Estimated income elasticities of off season AIDS models 
Melon Types Watermelon Cantaloupe Honeydew Mixed Melon Other melons 
Original Price 1.210884 0.643007 0.591590 1.120132 0.996692 
Deseasonalized Price 1.261740 0.367911 0.595698 1.218752 0.998364 
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Figure 6-25.  Income effects on market shares of AIDS models in the second and third 

group 
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Figure 6-26.  Income effects on uncompensated own price elasticities of AIDS models in 
the second and third group  
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Figure 6-27.  Income effects on compensated own price elasticities of AIDS models in 
the second and third group 
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Figure 6-28.  Income effects on income elasticities of AIDS models in the second and 
third group 
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Figure 6-29.  Watermelon price effects on market shares of AIDS models in the second 
and third group  
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Figure 6-30.  Watermelon price effects on uncompensated price elasticities of AIDS 
models in the second and third group  
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Figure 6-31.  Watermelon price effects on compensated price elasticities of AIDS 
models in the second and third group  
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Figure 6-32.  Watermelon price effects on income elasticities of AIDS models in the 
second and third group 
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Figure 6-33.  Cantaloupe price effects on market shares of AIDS models in the second 
and third group 
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Figure 6-34.  Cantaloupe price effects on uncompensated price elasticities of AIDS 
models in the second and third group 
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Figure 6-35.  Cantaloupe price effects on compensated price elasticities of AIDS models 
in the second and third group 
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Figure 6-36.  Cantaloupe price effects on income elasticities of AIDS models in the 
second and third group 
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Figure 6-37.  Honeydew price effects on market shares of AIDS models in the second 
and third group  
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Figure 6-38.  Honeydew price effects on uncompensated price elasticities of AIDS 
models in the second and third group 
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Figure 6-39.  Honeydew price effects on compensated price elasticities of AIDS models 
in the second and third group 
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Figure 6-40.  Honeydew price effects on income elasticities of AIDS models in the 
second and third group  
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Figure 6-41.  Regional effects on market shares of AIDS models in the second and third 
group  
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Figure 6-42.  Regional effects on uncompensated price elasticities of AIDS models in 
the second and third group  
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Figure 6-43.  Regional effects on compensated price elasticities of AIDS models in the 
second and third group  
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Figure 6-44.  Regional effects on income elasticities of AIDS models in the second and 
third group 
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Figure 6-45.  Seasonal effects on market shares of AIDS models in the second and third 
group 
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Figure 6-46.  Seasonal effects on uncompensated price elasticities of AIDS models in 
the second and third group 
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Figure 6-47.  Seasonal effects on compensated price elasticities of AIDS models in the 
second and third group 
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Figure 6-48.  Seasonal effects on income elasticities of AIDS models in the second and 
third group 
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 

 This chapter presents a review of the major issues addressed in previous 

chapters. Several empirical results and implications are discussed, along with 

conclusion and findings associated with the objectives of this study.  It is important to 

have a precise empirical measure of factors that influence consumers’ purchase 

decision. Especially, for the organization like NWPB, it is fundamental to understand the 

melon market and the consumer behavior in this market to make long term marketing 

and risk management decisions. Other similar food industry can use the information set 

forth in this research as a tool for developing marketing strategies and gaining a better 

understanding of long term changes among the consumers that can impact the 

likelihood of each industry.  

 Melons, as special groups of fruit products, have been increasing marketed as 

fresh-cut product along with other fruits and vegetables. With concern for more 

balanced diets of low proportion of fats and oils and high proportion of fiber, vitamins 

and minerals, a worldwide tendency towards a greater consumption of fresh products 

has been observed in recent decades. 

 As a sub-group of fruits, melon products have unique characteristics and are less 

substitutable outside the sub-group. However, since all melons products have common 

attributes they are substitutable within the sub-group. In this research, melons include 

watermelon, honeydew, cantaloupes and mixed melon. Several factors that influence 

the demand of melons are examined. These factors include price, income, region, and 

season. Price effects could be own price effects and cross price effects. 
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 Before detailed discussion, there are several limits in this research that deserve 

to be mentioned. First, the demand for certain products can be categorized into two 

groups: household demand and away-from-home demand. Away-from-home demand 

as part of consumption is a very important component for the whole demand system, 

which includes consumption from restaurants, hotels, hospitals, nursery schools, and 

other institutions. However, the focus of this research is household demand for melons. 

 Second, all demand analysis are based on in-store scanner data, which is data 

we can obtain as close to the consumers as possible. Thus the data do not represent 

the demand pattern for lower points in the market distribution channels, such as farm, or 

wholesale level. With the grower of larger producers and food chains/discount outlets, 

an increasing share of products moves from farms or packing house to the food chain 

distribution level, thus circumvents the traditional wholesale markets. So the data from 

the USDA unload statistics will not be able to represent the demand for melons in 

reality. Scanner data that is closer to consumer side will be best alternative to solve the 

problem. 

 Last, even the data are collected by a widely know private company, and they 

are specialized in these national-wide project, there is a limit for the data. As a very 

important food chain system, Wal-Mart has a big market share for melons. However, the 

data used in this research do not include the scanner data from Wal-Mart. Now we 

assume consumer shows similar behavior no matter he or she makes the purchase 

from Wal-Mart or other supercenters.  

Summary 

In this section, we will brief discuss the demand of melons and several factors 

that can influence the demand. 
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Calculating uncompensated and compensated own price elasticities, we find out 

that all melons have negative value, which means the demand for all melons follow the 

law of demand. As the price of one type of melon increases, consumer demand for that 

type of melon will decrease. 

Compensated cross price elasticities between watermelon and cantaloupe, 

watermelon and honeydew, cantaloupe and honeydew are positive, which means that 

watermelon, cantaloupe and honeydew are substitutable to each other. Comparing the 

degree of substitutability, we find out that watermelon is more substitutable to 

cantaloupe than honeydew. 

Comparing income elasticities, it shows that watermelon and mixed melon have 

highest value than cantaloupe and honeydew in almost all AIDS models , which means 

that the demand for watermelon and mixed melon is more sensitive to any change of 

income. Thus, when income increases, the demand of watermelon and mixed melon will 

increase, while cantaloupe and honeydew will increase as well, but not as same rate. All 

income elasticites are positive, which means that all melon products are normal good.  

 After calculating the elasticities for different melons by using average value of 

independent variables, we use simulation process to analyze how market share, price 

and income elasticities change by changing different factors.  

Income Effects 

 Market shares of watermelon increases and that of cantaloupe and honeydew 

decline by increasing income. Obviously, watermelon industry benefit from an overall 

growth in consumer spending on melons. Cantaloupe and honeydew lose market share 

with higher spending, however, it is possible the total revenue still increase with 

declining market shares. 
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 Own price elasticitdies, both uncompensated and compensated are computed 

under four types of melons. Theoretically, price elasticities are expected to decrease in 

absolute value as income goes up.  However, income shows different effects on melon 

products. When spending on melon products increase, the price elstiticities increase in 

absolute value for cantaloupe and mixed melon while the price elastiticies for 

watermelon and honeydew declines. 

 When spending on melon products increases, the income elasticities for all 

melons decline, which means consumers are less sensitive to income when it goes up. 

So for the higher income group of households, their demand for melons should not vary 

as much as lower income households. 

Watermelon Price Effects 

 When price of one product changes, it definitely will affect its own demand and 

the demand of related products. All of AIDS models for 12 month, on-season and off-

season show that the market share of watermelon decreases, while the market share of 

cantaloupe and honeydew increase as the price of watermelon increasing. The loss of 

market share of watermelon almost equal to the gain of market share of cantaloupe and 

honeydew together. If a product is more elastic, the better way to increase revenue of 

this product is to decrease the price, and gain in revenue by increasing the quantity 

demanded. 

Watermelon price effects on price elasticities do not show clear pattern on all 

three groups of AIDS models. However, there are still some changes of price elasticities 

among these models. For example, in 12 month AIDS models, both uncompensated 

and compensated price elasticities of watermelon and mixed melon increases. For 

watermelon, it makes sense that when price goes up, its own price elasticity increases, 
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which means demand of watermelon will drop quicker as its price climbing up. In off-

season AIDS models, both uncompensated and compensated price elasticities of 

cantaloupe and honeydew increase. 

Watermelon price effects on income elasticities for cantaloupe and mixed melon 

do not have same pattern for all models. However, it is clear that income elasticities of 

watermelon and honeydew increase when watermelon price goes up, which means that 

spending on melons will affect demand of watermelon and honeydew more when price 

of watermelon increases. 

Cantaloupe Price Effects 

In most of AIDS models, the market share of cantaloupe decreases, while the 

market share of watermelon and honeydew increase as the price of cantaloupe 

increasing. The loss of market share of cantaloupe is greater than the gain of market 

share of watermelon and honeydew together. It means that the demand of cantaloupe is 

very sensitive to its price, so if its price increases, the cantaloupe industry would 

damage demand of melon products more than other melon industries can cover. 

Cantaloupe price effects on price elasticities do not show consistence for 

watermelon product. However, there are same patterns for other three types of melon 

products.  Both price elastiticies of cantaloupe and honeydew increase while price 

elasticities of mixed melon declines with increasing price of cantaloupe. As same as 

watermelon price effects on its own price elasticities, price elastiticities of cantaloupe 

increase with its price goes up. So demand of cantaloupe will decrease more as its 

price climbing up. 

Again cantaloupe price effects on income elasticities for watermelon do not show 

similar patterns for all AIDS model. However, other types of melons show consistence in 
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all models. The income elastisities of honeydew and mixed melon increase with price of 

cantaloupe goes up, while the income elasticities of cantaloupe actually goes down. 

This is a little different than watermelon price effects. When watermelon price goes up, 

its income elasticity goes up. But for cantaloupe,  its income elasticities goes down with 

increasing the price of cantaloupes, which means that spending on melons will affect 

demand of cantaloupe less when price of cantaloupe increases. 

Honeydew Price Effects 

Honeydew shows a very interesting changing pattern among all melon products. 

In all of AIDS models, the market share of watermelon decreases, while the market 

share of honeydew and cantaloupe increase as the price of honeydew increasing. Two 

things are different from what it should be expected. First, the market share of 

watermelon decreases when honeydew price goes up. Second, the market share of 

honeydew increases when honeydew price climbs up. 

Honeydew price effects on price elasticities do not show consistence for 

cantaloupe and mixed melon products. However, both price elastiticies of watermelon 

and honeydew increase with increasing price of honeydew. As same as watermelon 

and cantaloupe price effects on its own price elasticities, price elastiticities of honeydew 

increase with its price goes up. 

Honeydew price effects on income elasticities for mixed melon do not show 

similar patterns for all AIDS model. However, other types of melons show consistence in 

all models. The income elastisities of watermelon, cantaloupe and honeydew increase 

with price of honeydew goes up, which means that spending on melons will affect 

demand of watermelon, cantaloupe and honeydew more and more when price of 

honeydew increases. 
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Regional Effects 

The market shares of melon products are different among regions. Region 

1,5,6,7 and 8 have relatively higher market share of watermelon, and relatively lower 

market share of cantaloupe. While region 2,3, and 4 have relatively lower market share 

of watermelon, and relatively higher market share of cantaloupe. However, it is clear 

that watermelon takes majority market share of melon products, while cantaloupe and 

honeydew only take around 20 percent and 10 percent of melon market respectively. 

Regional effects on price elasticities do not show clear pattern for watermelon, 

honeydew and mixed melon. However, it is clear that price elasticities of cantaloupe 

vary more than other types of melon products from the graphs of AIDS modles in 

chapter 6. 

Income elasticities for three melon products: watermelon, cantaloupe and mixed 

melon do not show clear pattern for regions. But, from the graph in previous chapter, we 

can see that income elasticities of honeydew vary more than other types of melon 

products. 

Seasonal Effects 

In all of AIDS model for 12 month, on-season and off-season, it is clear that 

watermelon takes highest market share in May and June with cantaloupe has lowest 

market share in the same months, while watermelon has lowest market share in 

February and March with cantaloupe takes  highest market share in the same period. 

Seasonal effects on price elasticities show similar pattern for all melons. The 

price elasticities of watermelon, honeydew and mixed melon keep still for different 

month, while the price elasticities of cantaloupe vary from month to month, reach to the 
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maximum in absolute value in May and June, and reach to the minimum in absolute 

value in February and March. 

Seasonal elasticities for all melons are relative same for all month. However, 

there are slightly decreasing in on-season, especially May, June and July, and slightly 

increasing in off-season, especially February, March, and October. 

Considerations for Further Research 

This study provides useful information for different factors that influence the 

demand for melon market. It is possible to include other type of fruit products into this 

research.  

During this research, little focus was placed on the factor of form of watermelon, 

the NWPB expenditure effects, and health factors. 

From chapter 3, we know that there are almost zero percent of seedless fruit 

consumption in other melons except watermelon. However, in watermelon fruit, there 

are 80% of consumption relies on seedless watermelon. So the attribute of seedless is 

very important in this research. New variable can be created to capture this 

characteristic in watermelon consumption. Or we can separate this group of 

consumption from total watermelon consumption instead of just adding a new variable 

in watermelon equation of AIDS models. 

Over years, the National Watermelon Promotion Board (NWPB) invests million 

dollars conduct promotion, consumer information, industry relationship, and research to 

watermelon industry. We can use the overall expenditure or categorized expenditures in 

each area as independent variables, and analyze the relationship between these 

variables and demand of watermelon. 
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Last but not the least, we can create several health indexes from other data sets 

that are based on same regions and periods like the data of this research. These 

indexes can be measured to capture the difference among regions. Those indexes 

could be health related indexes, eating habit indexes, consume behavior indexes, and 

demographic indexes. Plans are to pursue in additional research after the completion of 

this phase of the demand analysis. The extended model results will be compared to the 

ones obtained in this study. 
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APPENDIX A 
TSP PROGRAM OF WEI_AIDS_04R_EL.TSP 

OPTIONS MEMORY=1500 NWIDTH=20; 
 TITLE 'NATIONAL WATERMELON PROMOTION RETAIL SCANNER DATA - WARD'; 
IN 'c:\ZWMelon\NWPBScannerData\SCANNERTSP\SCAN200809'; 
 
LIST ZVARZ NUM YRS MTH REG QTALL_OT QTALL_CA QTALL_HD QTALL_MX QTALL_WM 
QTALL_TT  
 VTALL_OT VTALL_CA VTALL_HD VTALL_MX VTALL_WM VTALL_TT QSD_WM QSD_TT VSD_WM 
VSD_TT  
 PTALL_OT PTALL_CA PTALL_HD PTALL_MX PTALL_WM PTALL_TT PSD_WM   PSD_TT    
 ZREG ZTOT0 ZEDU0 ZEDU1 ZEDU2 ZEDU3 ZHWD0 ZHWD1 ZHWD2 ZHWD3  
 ZHWD4 ZINC0 ZINC1 ZINC2 ZINC3 ZINC4 ZCHL0 ZCHL1 ZCHL2 ZCHL3 ZCHL4 ZCHL5  
 ZEMP0 ZEMP1 ZEMP2 ZEMP3 ZAGE0 ZAGE1 ZAGE2 ZAGE3  
 ZMSA0 ZMSA1 ZMSA2 ZMSA3 ZMSA4 ZMSA5 ZMSA6  
 ZOCC0 ZOCC1 ZOCC2 ZOCC3 ZOCC4 ZOCC5 ZOCC6 ZOCC7 ZOCC8 ZOCC9 ZOCC10  
 ZOCC11 ZOCC12 ZOCC13 ZOCC14 ZOCC15 ZOCC16  
 ZREN0 ZREN0 ZREN1 ZREN2 ZREN3  
 NWPB_ADM NWPB_MKG NWPB_COM NWPB_IRL NWPB_PRD NWPB_MTG
 NWPB_FED NWPB_EXP NWPB_REV; 
 
DUMMY(PREFIX=SSS) MTH; 
 DUMMY(PREFIX=RGG) REG; 
  
 DOT 2-12; 
 SS.=SSS.-SSS1; 
 ENDDOT; 
  
 DOT 2-8; 
 RG.=RGG.-RGG1; 
 ENDDOT; 
  
 DOT W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4 PP5 EET; 
 . = 0; 
 ENDDOT; 
   
  
?==============================================================================; 
 ? CREATING AN AVERAGE PRICE FOR EACH PRODUCT 
 ?==============================================================================; 
 PP5   =  VTALL_OT / QTALL_OT;    ?AVERAGE PRICE FOR - ALL OTHER;              
 PP2   =  VTALL_CA / QTALL_CA;    ?AVERAGE PRICE FOR - CANTALOUPES;            
 PP3   =  VTALL_HD / QTALL_HD;    ?AVERAGE PRICE FOR - HONEYDEWS;              
 PP4   =  VTALL_MX / QTALL_MX;    ?AVERAGE PRICE FOR - MIXED MELONS;            
 PP1   =  VTALL_WM / QTALL_WM;    ?AVERAGE PRICE FOR - WATERMELONS;            
 PP6   =  VTALL_TT / QTALL_TT;    ?AVERAGE PRICE FOR - TOTAL ALL MELONS;       
 PP7   =  VSD_WM   / QSD_WM  ;    ?AVERAGE PRICE FOR - SEEDED WATERMELONS;      
 PP8   =  VSD_TT   / QSD_TT  ;    ?AVERAGE PRICE FOR - TOTAL ALL SEEDED MEL;   
 PP9   =  (VTALL_WM-VSD_WM)/(QTALL_WM-QSD_WM); ? AVERAGE PRICE FOR-SEEDLESS 
WATERMELONS;  
 PP10  =  (VTALL_TT-VSD_TT)/(QTALL_TT-QSD_TT);?AVERAGE PRICE FOR  -SEEDLESS  TOTAL; 
  
 ?==============================================================================; 
 ? SETTING EXPENDITURES FOR EACH PRODUCT 
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 ?==============================================================================; 
 EE5   =  VTALL_OT; 
 EE2   =  VTALL_CA; 
 EE3   =  VTALL_HD; 
 EE4   =  VTALL_MX; 
 EE1   =  VTALL_WM;  ? NOTE THAT WATERMELON NOW IS NUMBER 1; 
 EE6   =  VTALL_TT;  
 EE7   =  VSD_WM ; 
 EE8   =  VSD_TT ; 
 EE9   =  (VTALL_WM - VSD_WM); 
 EE10  =  (VTALL_TT - VSD_TT); 
EET   = EE1+EE2+EE3+EE4+EE5;?GET EXPENDITURES ON FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; 
  
 MFORM(TYPE=GEN,NROW=100,NCOL=300) MAID=0; 
 SET J=0; 
 SET I=0; 
  
?======*========*========*========*========*========*========*========*========; 
 ? PROCEDURES FOR ESTIMATING THE AIDS MODEL WITH SEASONS AND REGIONS            ;  
 ?======*========*========*========*========*========*========*========*========; 
  
 ZPEPZ=YRS*100+MTH; 
 SELECT ZPEPZ<=200809 & REG<=8;  ? THIS IS WITH THE UPDATED DATA; 
  
 SET I=1; 
 SET K=1; 
   
 ?==============================================================================; 
 ? CREATING LOG OF PRICE 
 ?==============================================================================; 
  ?------ONLY FOR------DESEASONALIZED PRICE-------------; 
  QQ5   =  QTALL_OT;    ?QUANTITY FOR - ALL OTHER;              
  QQ2   =  QTALL_CA;    ?QUANTITY FOR - CANTALOUPES;            
  QQ3   =  QTALL_HD;    ?QUANTITY FOR - HONEYDEWS;              
  QQ4   =  QTALL_MX;    ?QUANTITY FOR - MIXED MELONS;            
  QQ1   =  QTALL_WM;    ?QUANTITY FOR - WATERMELONS;            
    
  DOT 1-5; 
  OLSQ PP. C SS2-SS12; 
  PP.  =PP./(@FIT/@coef(1)); 
  EE.  = PP.*QQ.; 
  ENDDOT; 
  EET  = EE1+EE2+EE3+EE4+EE5; 
 
 SET I=I+1; 
 LP5=LOG(PP5);  ?ALL OTHER;         
 LP2=LOG(PP2);  ?CANTALOUPES;       
 LP3=LOG(PP3);  ?HONEYDEWS;         
 LP4=LOG(PP4);  ?MIXED MELONS;      
 LP1=LOG(PP1);  ?WATERMELONS;       
 LET=LOG(EET);  ?TOTAL EXPENDITURE; 
  
 ?==============================================================================; 
 ? CREATING EXPENDITURE SHARES 
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 ?==============================================================================; 
 W5=EE5/EET;  ?SHARE FOR ?ALL OTHER;       
 W2=EE2/EET;  ?SHARE FOR ?CANTALOUPES;     
 W3=EE3/EET;  ?SHARE FOR ?HONEYDEWS;       
 W4=EE4/EET;  ?SHARE FOR ?MIXED MELONS;    
 W1=EE1/EET;  ?SHARE FOR ?WATERMELONS;     
  
 ?==============================================================================; 
 ? ADDING UP CONDITION 
 ?==============================================================================; 
 FRML ZAD1 A5=(1-A1-A2-A3-A4);   ?SUM OF A'S =1; 
 FRML ZBD1 B5=( -B1-B2-B3-B4);   ?SUM OF B'S =0; 
  
 ?==============================================================================; 
 ? HOMOGENEITY CONDITIONS - AIJ ARE THE PRICE COEFFICIENTS                      ; 
 ?==============================================================================; 
 FRML ZGG11 AG15=(-AG11-AG12-AG13-AG14); 
 FRML ZGG12 AG25=(-AG21-AG22-AG23-AG24); 
 FRML ZGG13 AG35=(-AG31-AG32-AG33-AG34); 
 FRML ZGG14 AG45=(-AG41-AG42-AG43-AG44); 
 FRML ZGG15 AG55=(-AG51-AG52-AG53-AG54);  
    
 ?==============================================================================; 
 ? SYMMETRY CONDITIONS 
 ?==============================================================================; 
 FRML ZG11 AG11*LP1+AG12*LP2+AG13*LP3+AG14*LP4+AG15*LP5; 
 FRML ZG12 AG21*LP1+AG22*LP2+AG23*LP3+AG24*LP4+AG25*LP5; 
 FRML ZG13 AG31*LP1+AG32*LP2+AG33*LP3+AG34*LP4+AG35*LP5; 
 FRML ZG14 AG41*LP1+AG42*LP2+AG43*LP3+AG44*LP4+AG45*LP5; 
 FRML ZG15 AG51*LP1+AG52*LP2+AG53*LP3+AG54*LP4+AG55*LP5; 
  
 FRML ZK12 AG21=AG12; 
 FRML ZK13 AG31=AG13; 
 FRML ZK14 AG41=AG14; 
 FRML ZK15 AG51=AG15; 
 FRML ZK23 AG32=AG23; 
 FRML ZK24 AG42=AG24; 
 FRML ZK25 AG52=AG25; 
 FRML ZK34 AG43=AG34; 
 FRML ZK35 AG53=AG35; 
 FRML ZK45 AG54=AG45; 
  
 EQSUB ZGG11 ZK12 ZK13 ZK14 ZK15 ZK23 ZK24 ZK25 ZK34 ZK35 ZK45; 
 EQSUB ZGG12 ZK12 ZK13 ZK14 ZK15 ZK23 ZK24 ZK25 ZK34 ZK35 ZK45; 
 EQSUB ZGG13 ZK12 ZK13 ZK14 ZK15 ZK23 ZK24 ZK25 ZK34 ZK35 ZK45; 
 EQSUB ZGG14 ZK12 ZK13 ZK14 ZK15 ZK23 ZK24 ZK25 ZK34 ZK35 ZK45; 
 EQSUB ZGG15 ZK12 ZK13 ZK14 ZK15 ZK23 ZK24 ZK25 ZK34 ZK35 ZK45; 
  
 ?==============================================================================; 
 ? SUBSTITUTING HOMOGENEITY INTO SYMMETRY CONDITIONS 
 ?==============================================================================; 
 EQSUB ZG11 ZGG11 ZGG12 ZGG13 ZGG14 ZGG15 ZK12 ZK13 ZK14 ZK15 ZK23 ZK24 ZK25 ZK34 
ZK35 ZK45;  
 EQSUB ZG12 ZGG11 ZGG12 ZGG13 ZGG14 ZGG15 ZK12 ZK13 ZK14 ZK15 ZK23 ZK24 ZK25 ZK34 
ZK35 ZK45;  
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 EQSUB ZG13 ZGG11 ZGG12 ZGG13 ZGG14 ZGG15 ZK12 ZK13 ZK14 ZK15 ZK23 ZK24 ZK25 ZK34 
ZK35 ZK45;  
 EQSUB ZG14 ZGG11 ZGG12 ZGG13 ZGG14 ZGG15 ZK12 ZK13 ZK14 ZK15 ZK23 ZK24 ZK25 ZK34 
ZK35 ZK45;  
 EQSUB ZG15 ZGG11 ZGG12 ZGG13 ZGG14 ZGG15 ZK12 ZK13 ZK14 ZK15 ZK23 ZK24 ZK25 ZK34 
ZK35 ZK45;         
  
 ?==============================================================================; 
 ? SEASONALITY INDEX  ZSSi 
 ?==============================================================================; 
 
 ?---------BUILD SEPERATE MODEL FOR ON/OFF SEASON BY USING VARIABLE (SSX.)--------; 
  FRML ZSS1 
CG102*SS2+CG103*SS3+CG104*SS4+CG105*SS5+CG106*SS6+CG107*SS7+CG108*SS8+CG109*S
S9 
  +CG110*SS10+CG111*SS11+CG112*SS12; 
   
  FRML ZSS2 
CG202*SS2+CG203*SS3+CG204*SS4+CG205*SS5+CG206*SS6+CG207*SS7+CG208*SS8+CG209*S
S9 
  +CG210*SS10+CG211*SS11+CG212*SS12; 
   
  FRML ZSS3 
CG302*SS2+CG303*SS3+CG304*SS4+CG305*SS5+CG306*SS6+CG307*SS7+CG308*SS8+CG309*S
S9 
  +CG310*SS10+CG311*SS11+CG312*SS12; 
   
  FRML ZSS4 
CG402*SS2+CG403*SS3+CG404*SS4+CG405*SS5+CG406*SS6+CG407*SS7+CG408*SS8+CG409*S
S9 
  +CG410*SS10+CG411*SS11+CG412*SS12; 
   
  FRML ZSS5 
CG502*SS2+CG503*SS3+CG504*SS4+CG505*SS5+CG506*SS6+CG507*SS7+CG508*SS8+CG509*S
S9 
  +CG510*SS10+CG511*SS11+CG512*SS12; 
   
  ?STRUCTURAL SHIFT SEASONALITY; 
  FRML ZS02 CG502=-CG102-CG202-CG302-CG402; 
  FRML ZS03 CG503=-CG103-CG203-CG303-CG403; 
  FRML ZS04 CG504=-CG104-CG204-CG304-CG404; 
  FRML ZS05 CG505=-CG105-CG205-CG305-CG405; 
  FRML ZS06 CG506=-CG106-CG206-CG306-CG406; 
  FRML ZS07 CG507=-CG107-CG207-CG307-CG407; 
  FRML ZS08 CG508=-CG108-CG208-CG308-CG408; 
  FRML ZS09 CG509=-CG109-CG209-CG309-CG409; 
  FRML ZS10 CG510=-CG110-CG210-CG310-CG410; 
  FRML ZS11 CG511=-CG111-CG211-CG311-CG411; 
  FRML ZS12 CG512=-CG112-CG212-CG312-CG412; 
  
   EQSUB ZSS5 ZS02 ZS03 ZS04 ZS05 ZS06 ZS07 ZS08 ZS09 ZS10 ZS11 ZS12; 
   
 ?=================================================; 
 ? REGIONAL DIFFERENCES ZRGi                       ; 
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 ?=================================================; 
 
 FRML ZRG1 
CR102*RG2+CR103*RG3+CR104*RG4+CR105*RG5+CR106*RG6+CR107*RG7+CR108*RG8; 
 FRML ZRG2 
CR202*RG2+CR203*RG3+CR204*RG4+CR205*RG5+CR206*RG6+CR207*RG7+CR208*RG8; 
 FRML ZRG3 
CR302*RG2+CR303*RG3+CR304*RG4+CR305*RG5+CR306*RG6+CR307*RG7+CR308*RG8; 
 FRML ZRG4 
CR402*RG2+CR403*RG3+CR404*RG4+CR405*RG5+CR406*RG6+CR407*RG7+CR408*RG8; 
 FRML ZRG5 
CR502*RG2+CR503*RG3+CR504*RG4+CR505*RG5+CR506*RG6+CR507*RG7+CR508*RG8;      
   
 ?REGIONAL DIFFERENCES AMONG THE EIGHT REGIONS; 
 FRML ZR02 CR502=-CR102-CR202-CR302-CR402; 
 FRML ZR03 CR503=-CR103-CR203-CR303-CR403; 
 FRML ZR04 CR504=-CR104-CR204-CR304-CR404; 
 FRML ZR05 CR505=-CR105-CR205-CR305-CR405; 
 FRML ZR06 CR506=-CR106-CR206-CR306-CR406; 
 FRML ZR07 CR507=-CR107-CR207-CR307-CR407; 
 FRML ZR08 CR508=-CR108-CR208-CR308-CR408; 
  
 EQSUB ZRG5  ZR02 ZR03 ZR04 ZR05 ZR06 ZR07 ZR08; 
  
 ?==============================================================================; 
 ? CREATING THE P EQUATIONS AND THE AIDS MODEL EQUATIONS 
 ?==============================================================================; 
 FRML PPP1 ((A1+ZSS1+ZRG1)+(1/2)*(ZG11))*LP1; 
 EQSUB PPP1 ZSS1 ZRG1  ZG11; 
 FRML PPP2 ((A2+ZSS2+ZRG2)+(1/2)*(ZG12))*LP2; 
 EQSUB PPP2 ZSS2 ZRG2  ZG12; 
 FRML PPP3 ((A3+ZSS3+ZRG3)+(1/2)*(ZG13))*LP3; 
 EQSUB PPP3 ZSS3 ZRG3  ZG13; 
 FRML PPP4 ((A4+ZSS4+ZRG4)+(1/2)*(ZG14))*LP4; 
 EQSUB PPP4 ZSS4 ZRG4  ZG14; 
 FRML PPP5 ((A5+ZSS5+ZRG5)+(1/2)*(ZG15))*LP5; 
 EQSUB PPP5 ZSS5 ZRG5 ZAD1 ZG15;           
                                                                          
 ?AVERAGE PRICE; 
 FRML APP1 PPP1+PPP2+PPP3+PPP4+PPP5; 
 EQSUB APP1 PPP1 PPP2 PPP3 PPP4 PPP5; 
  
 ?==============================================================================; 
 ? EXPENDITURE EQUATIONS 
 ?==============================================================================; 
 FRML  EQ1 W1=A1+ZSS1+ZRG1+ZG11+B1*(LET-APP1);   ? WATERMELONS 
 EQSUB EQ1  ZSS1 ZRG1 ZBD1 ZG11 APP1; 
  
 FRML  EQ2 W2=A2+ZSS2+ZRG2+ZG12+B2*(LET-APP1);   ? CANTELOUPES; 
 EQSUB EQ2  ZSS2 ZRG2 ZBD1 ZG12 APP1; 
  
 FRML  EQ3 W3=A3+ZSS3+ZRG3+ZG13+B3*(LET-APP1);   ? HONEYDEWS; 
 EQSUB EQ3  ZSS3 ZRG3 ZBD1 ZG13 APP1; 
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 FRML  EQ4 W4=A4+ZSS4+ZRG4+ZG14+B4*(LET-APP1);   ? MIXED MELONS; 
 EQSUB EQ4  ZSS4 ZRG4 ZBD1 ZG14 APP1; 
  
 FRML  EQ5 W5=A5+ZSS5+ZRG5+ZG15+B5*(LET-APP1);   ? OTHER MELONS; 
 EQSUB EQ5 ZAD1 ZSS5 ZRG5 ZBD1 ZG15 APP1; 
  
 PARAM A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 
 AG11 AG12 AG13 AG14 AG15 
 AG21 AG22 AG23 AG24 AG25 
 AG31 AG32 AG33 AG34 AG35 
 AG41 AG42 AG43 AG44 AG45 
 AG51 AG52 AG53 AG54 AG55 
 CG102 CG103 CG104 CG105 CG106 CG107 CG108 CG109 CG110 CG111 CG112 
 CG202 CG203 CG204 CG205 CG206 CG207 CG208 CG209 CG210 CG211 CG212 
 CG302 CG303 CG304 CG305 CG306 CG307 CG308 CG309 CG310 CG311 CG312 
 CG402 CG403 CG404 CG405 CG406 CG407 CG408 CG409 CG410 CG411 CG412 
 CG502 CG503 CG504 CG505 CG506 CG507 CG508 CG509 CG510 CG511 CG512 
 CR102 CR103 CR104 CR105 CR106 CR107 CR108  
 CR202 CR203 CR204 CR205 CR206 CR207 CR208  
 CR302 CR303 CR304 CR305 CR306 CR307 CR308  
 CR402 CR403 CR404 CR405 CR406 CR407 CR408  
 CR502 CR503 CR504 CR505 CR506 CR507 CR508;  
  
 ?==============================================================================; 
 ? WITH CORRECTION FOR HETEROSCEDASTICITY; 
 ? LSQ ESTIMATION AND THEN ANALYZING FOR THE REMAINING RESTRICTIONS; 
 ?==============================================================================; 
MSD W1 W2 W3 W4 W5; 
 LSQ(MAXIT=100,HETERO) EQ1 EQ2 EQ3 EQ4; 
 
PRINT @RNMS; 
 SET J=0; 
 DOT(INDEX = J) @RNMS; 
 SET CF.=@COEF(J);                 
 ENDDOT; 
    
 ANALYZ (PRINT) ZAD1 ZBD1 ZGG15 
 ZS02 ZS03 ZS04 ZS05 ZS06 ZS07 ZS08 ZS09 ZS10 ZS11 ZS12 
 ZR02 ZR03 ZR04 ZR05 ZR06 ZR07 ZR08; 
   
 PRINT @COEFA; 
 PRINT @RNMSA; 
 SET I=0; 
 DOT(INDEX = I) @RNMSA; 
 SET CF.=@COEFA(I); 
 ENDDOT; 
  
 SET CFAG54=CFAG45; 
 SET CFAG53=CFAG35; 
 SET CFAG52=CFAG25; 
 SET CFAG51=CFAG15;  
 SET CFAG43=CFAG34; 
 SET CFAG42=CFAG24; 
 SET CFAG41=CFAG14;  
 SET CFAG32=CFAG23;  
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 SET CFAG31=CFAG13;  
 SET CFAG21=CFAG12;    
  
 ?CREATE MATRIC FOR COEFFICIENT; 
 MMAKE(VERTICAL) MLCOEF @COEF @COEFA; 
 MMAKE(VERTICAL) MLTSTA @T @TA; 
 MMAKE MLCOEFT MLCOEF MLTSTA; 
 
WRITE(FORMAT=EXCEL,FILE='C:\ZWmelon\NWPBScannerData\ScannerTSP\MLCOEFT_04R_el.XLS'
) MLCOEFT; 
  ?=====================================================; 
  ? START CALCULATE PRICE AND INCOME ELASTICITIES       ; 
  ?=====================================================;  
   
  Dot 1-5; 
  SET ADJ.=1; 
  MSD(NOPRINT) PP.; 
  SET SMP.=@MEAN*ADJ.;  ?--SMP. IS PRICE FOR SIMULATION--; 
  ENDDOT; 
   
  SET IADJ=1; 
  MSD(NOPRINT) EET; 
  SET SMEET=@MEAN*IADJ; ?--SMEET IS TOTAL EXPENDITURE FOR SIMULATION--; 
    
  DOT 1-8; 
  SET SMRG.=0;          ?--SMRG. IS REGION DUMMY FOR SIMULATION--; 
  ENDDOT; 
   
  DOT 1-12;               
  SET SMSS.=0;          ?--SMSS. IS MONTH DUMMY FOR SIMULATION--; 
  ENDDOT; 
   
  ?===========================================; 
  ?           START PROC INIT                 ; 
  ?===========================================;    
  PROC INIT; 
  Dot 1-5;  SET ADJ.=1;   MSD(NOPRINT) PP.;   SET SMP.=@MEAN(1)*ADJ.;  ENDDOT; 
  SET IADJ=1; MSD(NOPRINT) EET;  SET SMEET=@MEAN*IADJ;     
  DOT 1-8; SET SMRG.=0; ENDDOT; 
  DOT 1-12; SET SMSS.=0; ENDDOT;  
  ENDPROC INIT; 
  ?===========================================; 
  ?           END PROC INIT                   ; 
  ?===========================================; 
 
  MFORM(TYPE=GEN,NROW=50,NCOL=90) MELASTM=0; 
  SET H=0;  
   
  ?=============================================;    
  ?            START PROC ZELASTZ               ;  
  ?=============================================;    
  PROC ZELASTZ; 
  SET H=H+1;  
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  ?------IF I=J RIJ=1, OTHERWISE RIJ=0-----; 
   
  DOT(CHAR=#,VALUE=I) 1-5; 
  DOT(CHAR=%,VALUE=J) 1-5; 
  SET R.#.%=(I=J); 
  ENDDOT; ENDDOT;  
              
  ?------PREPARE FOR ELASTICITIES-----;      
   
  DOT 1-5; 
  SET SMZG.   = 
CFAG.1*LOG(SMP1)+CFAG.2*LOG(SMP2)+CFAG.3*LOG(SMP3)+CFAG.4*LOG(SMP4)+CFAG.5*LOG(
SMP5); ? ----PRICE PART; 
     
  SET SMZRG.  = CFCR.02*SMRG2 + CFCR.03*SMRG3 + CFCR.04*SMRG4 + CFCR.05*SMRG5 + 
CFCR.06*SMRG6 
   + CFCR.07*SMRG7 + CFCR.08*SMRG8;                                                                   ? ----REGION 
PART; 
   
  SET SMZSS.  = CFCG.02*SMSS2 + CFCG.03*SMSS3 + CFCG.04*SMSS4 + CFCG.05*SMSS5 + 
CFCG.06*SMSS6;        ? ----SEASON PART; 
   
  SET SMAVGP. =  CFA.+ SMZRG.+ SMZSS.+ SMZG. ;                 ? ----AVG PRICE PART; 
     
  SET SMPPPP.  = (CFA.+ SMZRG.+ SMZSS. + (5/10)*SMZG.)*LOG(SMP.);  ? ----USE FOR PRICE 
INDEX; 
  PRINT SMZG. SMPPPP. SMZRG. SMZSS.  SMAVGP. SMP.; 
  ENDDOT; 
  
  ?  CORRECTION SINCE SMPPP. WAS USED IN THE FRML STATEMENTS - CHANGED TO 
SMPPPP.; 
  SET SMAPPP1  = SMPPPP1+SMPPPP2+SMPPPP3+SMPPPP4+SMPPPP5; ? ----CALCULATE 
PRICE INDEX; 
   
  DOT 1-5; 
  SET SMW.=SMAVGP.+CFB.*(LOG(SMEET)-SMAPPP1);            ? ----CALCULATE SHARE; 
  ENDDOT; 
    
  SET MELASTM(H,1)= SIMNUM; 
  SET MELASTM(H,2)= VARNUM; 
  SET MELASTM(H,3)= 0; 
  SET KK=3; 
   
  ?------UNCOMPENSATED OR MARSHALLIAN ELASTICITIES-----;  
  DOT(CHAR=#,VALUE=I) 1-5; 
  DOT(CHAR=%,VALUE=J) 1-5; 
  SET UELAST.#.%= (CFAG.#.%-CFB.#*SMAVGP.%)/SMW.#-R.#.%; 
  SET KK=KK+1; 
  SET MELASTM(H,KK)= UELAST.#.%;  
  ENDDOT; 
  ENDDOT;  
   
  ?------INCOME ELASTICITIES-----;  
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  DOT 1-5; 
  SET IELAST.=1+CFB./SMW.; 
  SET KK=KK+1; 
  SET MELASTM(H,KK)= IELAST.; 
  ENDDOT; 
                                                   
  ?------COMPENSATED OR HICKSIAN ELASTICITIES-----; 
  DOT(CHAR=#,VALUE=I) 1-5; 
  DOT(CHAR=%,VALUE=J) 1-5; 
  SET CELAST.#.%= UELAST.#.%+IELAST.#*SMW.%; 
  SET KK=KK+1; 
  SET MELASTM(H,KK)= CELAST.#.%; 
  ENDDOT; 
  ENDDOT; 
   
  SET KK=KK+2;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=SMW1; 
  SET KK=KK+1;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=SMW2; 
  SET KK=KK+1;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=SMW3; 
  SET KK=KK+1;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=SMW4; 
  SET KK=KK+1;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=SMW5;  
   
  SET KK=KK+2;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=ADJ1; 
  SET KK=KK+1;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=ADJ2; 
  SET KK=KK+1;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=ADJ3; 
  SET KK=KK+1;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=ADJ4; 
  SET KK=KK+1;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=ADJ5; 
   
  SET KK=KK+2;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=IADJ;  
   
  SET KK=KK+2;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=SMP1; 
  SET KK=KK+1;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=SMP2; 
  SET KK=KK+1;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=SMP3; 
  SET KK=KK+1;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=SMP4; 
  SET KK=KK+1;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=SMP5; 
   
  SET KK=KK+2;  SET  MELASTM(H,KK)=SMEET; 
   
  ENDPROC ZELASTZ; 
     
  ?==========================================; 
  ?            SIMULATION                    ; 
  ?==========================================; 
  
  ?------------------------------------------------; 
  ?           SIM #1 MEAN PRICE ELASTICITY         ; 
  ?------------------------------------------------; 
  SET SIMNUM=1; 
  SET VARNUM=1; 
  INIT; 
  ZELASTZ; 
   
  ?----------------------------------------------------;  
  ?        SIM #2 CHANGE SEASONS FOR ALL MEANS         ; 
  ?----------------------------------------------------; 
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  SET SIMNUM=2;    
  
  SET VARNUM=1;  
  INIT;  
  SET SMSS2=-1; SET SMSS3=-1; SET SMSS4=-1; SET SMSS5=-1; SET SMSS6=-1; SET SMSS7=-1; 
  SET SMSS8=-1; SET SMSS9=-1; SET SMSS10=-1; SET SMSS11=-1; SET SMSS12=-1;?--
CALCULATE ELAST FOR MONTH 1--; 
  ZELASTZ;         
   
  DOT(CHAR=W,VALUE=G) 2-12; 
  SET VARNUM= VARNUM+1; 
  PRINT VARNUM;    
  INIT; SET SMSS.W=1;  ?--CALCULATE ELAST FOR MONTH 2 TO 12--;   
  ZELASTZ; 
  ENDDOT; 
   
   
  ?---------------------------------------------------; 
  ?         SIM #3 CHANGE REGION FOR ALL MEANS        ; 
  ?---------------------------------------------------; 
  SET SIMNUM=3;    
  SET VARNUM=1;    
  INIT; SET SMRG2=-1; SET SMRG3=-1; SET SMRG4=-1;  
        SET SMRG5=-1; SET SMRG6=-1; SET SMRG7=-1; SET SMRG8=-1; ?--CALCULATE ELAST FOR 
1ST REGION--; 
  ZELASTZ;   
         
  DOT(CHAR=W,VALUE=G) 2-8; 
  SET VARNUM=G;    
  INIT; SET SMRG.W=1;  ?--CALCULATE ELAST FOR REGION 2 TO 8--;   
  ZELASTZ;      
  ENDDOT; 
   
  ?---------------------------------------------------;      
  ?           SIM #4 CHANGE INCOME                    ; 
  ?---------------------------------------------------; 
  SET SIMNUM=4;    
  DOT(CHAR=W,VALUE=G) 1-6; 
  SET VARNUM=G;   
  INIT;  
  SET IADJ=G*0.25; 
  MSD(NOPRINT) EET;   
  SET SMEET=@MEAN*IADJ; 
  ZELASTZ; 
  ENDDOT; 
   
  ?---------------------------------------------------; 
  ?         SIM #5 CHANGE WATERMELON PRICE            ; 
  ?---------------------------------------------------; 
  SET SIMNUM=5;    
  DOT(CHAR=W,VALUE=G) 1-6; 
  SET VARNUM=G;   
  INIT;  
  SET ADJ1=G*0.25; 
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  MSD(NOPRINT) PP1; 
  SET SMP1= @MEAN*ADJ1; 
  ZELASTZ; 
  ENDDOT; 
   
  ?---------------------------------------------------; 
  ?         SIM #6 CHANGE CANTALOUPE PRICE            ; 
  ?---------------------------------------------------; 
  SET SIMNUM=6;    
  DOT(CHAR=W,VALUE=G) 1-6; 
  SET VARNUM=G;   
  INIT;  
  SET ADJ2=G*0.25; 
  MSD(NOPRINT) PP2; 
  SET SMP2= @MEAN*ADJ2; 
  ZELASTZ; 
  ENDDOT; 
   
  ?---------------------------------------------------; 
  ?         SIM #7 CHANGE HONEYDEW PRICE            ; 
  ?---------------------------------------------------; 
  SET SIMNUM=7;    
  DOT(CHAR=W,VALUE=G) 1-6; 
  SET VARNUM=G;   
  INIT;  
  SET ADJ3=G*0.25; 
  MSD(NOPRINT) PP3; 
  SET SMP3= @MEAN*ADJ3; 
  ZELASTZ; 
  ENDDOT; 
   
  PRINT MELASTM; 
   
  WRITE(FORMAT=EXCEL,FILE='C:\ZWmelon\NWPBScannerData\ScannerTSP\MLSIMU_04R_el.XLS') 
MELASTM; 
   
  END; 
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APPENDIX B 
ALTERNATIVE EMPIRICAL DEMAND MODELS 

This section includes four models: Rotterdam, Linear Expenditure System (LES), 

Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), and Generalized Addilog Demand System (GADS). 

Rotterdam Demand Model 

This demand system was developed by Theil and Barten and has been used 

frequently to test the economic theory. The model is not in logarithms but works in 

differentials. Theoretical restrictions are applied directly to the parameters.  

We use p and x for the price and quantity of the good i (i = 1,……………,n). The 

consumer behaves as if he chooses x to maximize the utility function U(x), subject to 

the budget constraint I. Then, we get demand functions for each good.   

 xi= xi (p1, p2, …pi……., pn, I) 

Now taking total differentiation of above equation system, we get: 

 
Multiply both sides of this equation by Pi/I, and rewrite equations in logarithmic 

form. Remember dx=x*d(ln x). 

 

In above equation, we define that wi= (pi*xi )/I, which is the expenditure share of 

the ith commodity, where xi is the quantity of the ith commodity, I is the consumer’s 

income, and pi pj are the prices of commodity i and j. 

 The first term in the right side of the equation represents the income term, we 

can rewrite it as: 
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 is the marginal share of the ith commodity. This is the additional 

amount spent on the ith commodity when income increases by one unit. 

Let , εij is the cross price elasticity of the ith commodity with 

the jth price, then we can obtain the absolute price version of Rotterdam model, 

 
πij is Slutsky coefficients, and it measures the total substitution effect of a change 

in the jth price on the demand for the ith commodity when the real income remains 

constant. In the absolute price version of Rotterdam model, the second order conditions 

require that matrix [πij] has to be negative semidefinite. When estimating this model, the 

parameters πij μi are treated as constants. All properties such as adding-up, 

homogeneity, and symmetry can be imposed. 

In the relative price version of Rotterdam model, the specific and general 

substitution effects of the price changes are separated. 

  
where wi and μi have the same meaning as in the absolute price version, 

 is a measure of the real income, which shows the difference 

between change in the money income and the income effect of price changes, νij is the 

coefficient of the jth price, and is the deflated price of the jth 
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commodity, which calculates the difference between the specific substitution and the 

general substitution effect. 

 Comparing those two models, the absolute price version is linear in the 

parameters, and the relative price version is non linear in its parameters. The former 

can be used in small models, while the latter can be used with larger models. The 

linearity is the advantage for the absolute price version since it simplifies the estimation 

procedure. However, in the relative price version, the number of unknown parameters 

can be reduced. 

 The Rotterdam model is the most well known and heavily used differential 

demand system. Although one shortcoming of this model is that it is not consistent with 

utility maximization without imposing extreme restrictions on its coefficients, Rotterdam 

model is still considered a foundation to demand system specification especially in 

applied studies. 

Linear Expenditure System (LES) 

The LES demand system is derived from the Stone-Geary utility function and is a 

general linear formulation of demand with theoretical restrictions of adding-up, 

homogeneity, and symmetry algebraically imposed. It is the first treatment of demand 

analysis using a specific utility function with expenditures on each good linearly related 

to all prices and expenditures. 

The Stone Geary utility function is shown as: 

 
 

In above equation, xi represents ith good, βi and γi are parameters. γi is the 

minimum amount of consumption of ith good, so xi needs to be greater than γi. 
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Restrictions on the utility function ensure that the demand system satisfies all required 

properties. Maximizing utility function subject to the budget constraint, 

 
 

The first order condition obtains the following demand equation system, 

 
 

Thus, the expenditure function can be written as, 

  
In this equation, pi represents the price of ith good and I represents the total 

expenditure on the n goods.  

The general restrictions of classical demand theory are satisfied because 

the demand equations were derived from a specific utility function. Adding-up is 

satisfied since Σβi=1 and the LES model is homogeneous of degree zero with any value 

of β and γ. However, in order for the Hessian to be negative definite, the βi s have to be 

restricted between zero and one for all i. Since , βi can be treated as the ith 

marginal budget share. Based on Samuelson, the expenditures on goods can be 

decomposed in two parts. The minimum expenditure for the consumers to maintain a 

level of subsistence in which γi is the minimum required quantity the consumers 

purchase. At any given price, this sum is called the subsistence income. Then 
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can be interpreted as the supernumerary income that consumers allocate 

among n goods in the proportions with marginal budget shares. 

However, because the LES model is very restricted, the income elasticities are 

positive, the cross-substitution parts are positive which indicate that all pairs of products 

are net substitutes. For the LES specified in a large number of products, the price 

elasticities are approximately proportional to expenditure elasticities (Deaton and 

Muellbauer, 1980). With those limitations, the LES can be used when products are 

grouped and price differences within these groups are limited: for example, goods with 

independent marginal utilities such as large baskets of goods or large categories of 

expenditures such as clothing, housing, food, and durables. 

Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) 

In the paper ‘Differential consumer demand systems’, Keller and Van Driel show 

that several well-known systems like the Rotterdam model and the Almost Ideal 

Demand System can be seen as different parameterizations of the budget share 

differential equation. By using a third parameterization, a new system, called the CBS 

system, is developed. The CBS model deals with the differential equation for the budget 

share. The difference between Rotterdam models and the CBS models is in Slutsky 

coefficients πij and the marginal budget shares μi. In Rotterdam model, we assume that 

budget shares and Slutsky coefficients are fixed. However in the CBS model, marginal 

budget shares can differ from the budget share (wi) by fixing Slutsky coefficients. 

 Use pi to denote the nominal price of the ith goods; I denotes the total 

expenditure; xi(pi,I) denotes the Marshallian demand function of the ith good. Take total 

differentiation of xi(pi,I), in which i=1,…n. 
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 Let xi
c(pi,U0) denote the Hicksian demand function of the ith good, in which U0 is 

a reference utility level, then Slutsky equation shows the relationship between 

Marshallian and Hicksian demand function. 

 
 

 We can also take total differentiation of the budget constraint to get 

 
 

 Substitute Slutsky equation and budget constraint to total differentiation form of 

Marshallian demand functions, and multiply both sides by pi/I, we get following equation. 

 
 

 
As we know that wi= (pixi )/I  is the expenditure share of the ith good.  

is the marginal budget share of the ith commodity, which determines the allocation of 

additional expenditure to the ith good. 
j

c
iji

ij p
x

I
pp

s
∂
∂

= represents Slutsky term, or the ijth 

element of the Slutsky matrix, which involves the substitution effect of price changes.
 

 denotes the Divisia volume index. 

 If we assume that both marginal budget shares and Slutsky term are 

approximately constant, then equation (4.69) turns to be a Rotterdam model
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 By subtracting widlnQ from both sides of the original equation, and defining the 

parameterization ci =bi -wi , then CBS model, a new specification of a differential 

demand system, is derived as 

  
where ci =bi -wi is the coefficient of the real income effect, sij is Slutsky parameter, and Q 

is the total real expenditure. 

The restriction on the CBS demand system can be written as follows: Adding up: 

Homogeneity: , and Symmetry:  sij = sji   for all i, j. 

 If we let dlnP = widlnpi = dln I-dlnQ represent the Divisia price index, and δij 

represents the Kronecker delta, which equals one if i=j and zero otherwise. Adding 

wi(dlnpi-dlnP) to both sides of the CBS model, using in the left-hand side the relation. 

wi(dlnpi+ dlnxi-dlnI)= dwi , and then parameterizing so that γij=sij+wi(δij-wj) result in the 

following equation: 

  
This is the linear approximation of the AIDS model in the differential form, where the 

translog price aggregator function of the original nonlinear AIDS defined as 

 lnP*= α0 + ΣαilnPi + .5 ΣΣγijlnPilnPj  

which is replaced by the Stone price index lnP= ΣwilnPi .
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Generalized Addilog Demand System (GADS) 

There are a large number of theoretical demand systems to explain the allocation 

of food expenditure.  Barten’s and Theil’s (1975) Rotterdam system and Deaton and 

Muellbauer’s AIDS are the two popular most used models. However, both of them have 

disadvantages, Rotterdam model assumes that the marginal budget shares and Slutsky 

parameters are constant over time, and the AIDS does not deal adequately with non-

negativity of the average budget shares. 

A new model, Generalized Addilog Demand System (GADS), has been created 

to deal with the problem of non-negativity of the average budget shares.  It guarantees 

that the predicted budget shares are between zero and one. The basic structure of the 

models is shown as follows: 

 

 

 

where wi is the average budget share for the ith good, x is a vector of prices and total 

expenditure, βi is a set of parameters, and ui is the disturbance term.  

 From above equation, we can see wi is definitely between zero and one, and the 

sum of wi  should equal to one. Bewley developed the model into one that more 

resembles the AIDS and Rotterdam model in 1986 by generating g(x, βi).

  

where I is the total expenditure, pj is the price of the jth commodity. Assume 0< wi <1, 

and Σ wi =1. 
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 From above equation, we can calculate price elasticities. 

 

where δij is the Kronecker delta and the total expenditure elasticities are 

 
 Slutsky parameters are also dependent on the budget shares, but the property of 

symmetry for Slutsky metrics may not hold for every item.

  

 This model is a useful tool in the study of the demand especially when market 

shares are analyzed, and it satisfies the adding-up requirement and guarantees the 

non-negativity of predicted shares. Moreover, it can be estimated by OLS without 

requiring cross-equation restrictions. However, the big drawback for this model is that 

the estimated coefficients have no obvious economic interpretation. 
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